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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on improving distributed, collaborative writing (CW) over the
Internet through new CW technologies, process improvements, proximity choices, and
synchronicity choices. The research methodology that is followed iteratively builds
theory using design and development of CW tools, surveys, requirements analysis,
laboratory and field experiments. The primary empirical work consists of two laboratory
experiments and two fields experiments.
The two laboratory experiments compare a newly built CW tool, Collaboratus to
Microsoft Word™. The first experiment found 3-member CW groups using Collaboratus
produce higher document lengths with higher quality, but less satisfaction than similar
Word™ groups. The second experiment found 3-member distributed, synchronous CW
groups using Collaboratus with NetMeeting™, working over 5 weeks, produce higher
document lengths and quality, and have more effective coordination, communication, and
socialization than similar Word™ groups.
The two field experiments further validate that certain processes should be
followed for most effective use of Collaboratus. The first experiment compares 3member groups working in mixed work modes (part F2F part distributed, asynchronous)
to similar groups conducting all work asynchronously. The only differences is that allasynchronous groups spend less time brainstorming and more time converging on
brainstormed output. The lack of process gains for the mixed-mode groups can be
attributed to the difficulty of scheduling F2F meetings — an insight gained by performing
this research in a field setting. The second experiment compares non-facilitated, 3-
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member groups using three different levels of scripted process structure to guide their
distributed, asynchronous CW.

Highest structure groups have the highest levels of

performance (in terms of quality, productivity, satisfaction, communication, and
relationships), while lowest structure groups have the lowest levels of performance. It is
believed the process differences can be directly attributed to the nature of the academic
writing task and the fact the groups were nearly formed, non-cohesive groups.
These findings point to the importance of properly matching technology, task,
tool, proximity, synchronicity, and people choices in distributed CW to maximize the
outcomes. This also provides a useful foundation for agent-based CW processes to
support self-sustaining, distributed CW teams who work without professional facilitation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This chapter overviews the purpose of this research on distributed collaborative
writing (CW), why this research is important, related research questions, and the overall
approach and organization of this research.
1.1 Purpose and importance of this research
This research investigates processes, proximity and synchronicity choices, and
supporting technologies that can be used to improve outcomes of distributed CW teams
that work on the Internet. Before describing the importance of distributed CW, this
section highlights the significance of distributed work, since distributed CW is a specific
form of distributed work.
Distributed group work is a crucial form of work, for several reasons: First,
distributed work is prevalent in academia and industry. By 1998 over 17% of industry
meetings involved remote participants [I], and it is likely to increase in prevalence over
time [2] because of increased globalization and competition, both of which often require
lower costs and faster response times. The globalization of business has been said to
require the innovative pressure to support collaboration regardless of time and place [3S].

Similarly, 'Today's complex organizational problems transcend functional staff

boundaries and single site proximities" [S] p. I. Moreover, changing dynamics in the
workplace where work teams are primarily engaged in "intellectual teamwork" [6]
increase the need to support distributed intellectual work.
Second, the popularity of the Internet has increased demand for distributed work.
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This phenomena's effect on business work is aptly described as
"Continuous, wild change at breakneck speed; new, newer, and newest
technology; globalization and localization; and a demand for social as well as
financial performance all typify business in the Internet Age" [7] p. I.
Several reasons exist for the increased use of the Internet for distributed work: For
example, the Internet is virtually ubiquitous; it is available in most countries 24 hours a
day. Additionally, Internet access is inexpensive and easy for even poorly trained users
to secure access. Furthermore, the Internet promulgates communication and networking
standards that are widely accepted in the International community', which collectively
has made the Internet the de facto distributed work medium, creating strong network
externalities:

Since so many people and organizations use the Internet, every

businessperson and academician must participate in some form or face losing the
opportunities it affords. Clearly, "As more people interconnect online, we increase our
capacity for both independence and interdependence" [7] p. xxiv. As a result, the global
economy fueled by the Internet has increased the pace and need for knowledge
production and the need for employees to augment their ability to "enhance, shape and
focus corporate intelligence" [8]. This increasing form of work has transformed many
traditional F2F (face-to-face) meetings into virtual meetings, which can ideally be:
"productive, interactive frameworks, where people actively engage in structured
conversational applications focused on organizational learning, virtual teaming,
strategic development, and all other activities aimed at increasing the collective
intelligence of the company — the shared knowledge and understandings that
drive elective action" [8] p. 2.
Third, aside from opportunities provide by the Internet, distributed work is
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increasingly being used for several other reasons, as stated by [9):
(1) The increased use of mergers and acquisitions causes firms to have more
physical sites;
(2) Many governments require local development operations before a firm can
enter an international market;
(3) Firms increasingly locate operations where a market exists;
(4) High competition for talent requires firms to locate where employees live
and/or to use remote workers;
(5) Many firms strive for a distributed work force in order to achieve 24-7
production and/or development.
Distributed group work is not only a growing fomrt of work, but also is often challenging
because it decreases opportunities for rich interaction [9].

It is clear that distributed

work is a challenging, growing, and significant form of group work that provides rich
research opportunities. One of these opportunities is CW because it is a form of work
that is commonly performed in distributed groups.
Research on distributed CW is an important area of inquiry because CW is
ubiquitous in academia and industry [10-19|. Some researchers even claim the majority
of written professional work is performed collaboratively [17, 20]. Likewise, others have
substantiated that it is a widely conducted task in the workplace [16, 21-24].

For

example, one study indicated that a group of professionals spent 44% of their work time
writing, 87% had written as a team, 24% had contributed directly to CW documents and
76% had conferred with others before drafting documents [25]. Likewise, a study of the
Journal of Business Communication from 1984-1986 showed nearly 47% of its articles
were co-authored [181.

Another study showed that 74% of college-educated

professionals collaborated on at least 25% of their writing tasks [21]. Similarly, a study

' Such as web browser technology (e.g. HTML. XML), Java, and the TCP/IP networking protocols.
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of engineers revealed that 30% of their time was spent writing with others [26]. Another
study that involved 1200 members of six professional organizations reported that 87% of
their respondents sometimes wrote as part of a team [17]. The prevalence of CW is even
increasing in military classrooms: One study showed a large group of military officer
students spent one-third of their writing time in CW [27].
Despite the ubiquity of CW in organizations, many process and technology
research opportunities exist to improve the results of CW, because people are often
ineffective collaborative writers. This is especially apparent from the results of CW
educational research: In one study, 41% of the participants felt CW was unproductive
[17]. Educators indicate students often have poor CW experiences, because of group
tensions, lack of equity, and poor training on CW. Invariably students and professionals
are forced to work in CW groups, yet they often are not given adequate training in CW
processes and technologies. Finally, another reason collaborative writers are ineffective
or poorly trained, is because CW is often difficult'.
The prevalence of CW is only likely to increase because of the far-reaching
changes promised by the Internet and the contemporaneous globalization of industries.
Similarly, several experts expect Group Support Systems (GSS) and Computer Mediated
Communication (CMC) systems use to proliferate with the increased use of the Internet
[28]. Thus, such usage changes would likely also point to an increase of the prevalence

~ Lay [23] several reasons why CW can be complex: (I) CW documents are complex artifacts: (2)
Processes of preparing documents are more multifaceted under collaboration; (3) Writing processes
generate strong emotions; (4) A CW document can be revised infinitely by a group; (S) It is challenging for
collaborative writers to converge toward a common goal and understanding of a document, or even use a
common language; (6) Success in CW is difficult to predict and to ascertain.
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of distributed CW over the Internet. While these claims are not entirely conclusive, CW
is a research area that likely has room for technology and process improvements.
Finally, while it is clear that distributed CW over the Internet is an significant
activity, substantial research opportunities still exist. For example, a literature review has
indicated that most research in CW has involved F2F teams.

Also,

while several

researchers have investigated distributed CW teams, few have investigated the use of
sophisticated CW tools over the Internet or specific process improvement that can
enhance CW tool outcomes. Table 1.1 summarizes an extensive review of 223 CW
articles (see Appendix 1.1).
TABLE 1.1: CW ARTICLES OVERVIEW
• S4% of CW research does not include the examination of CW work mode as a key consideration; only
S.4% look solely at asynchronous, distributed CW.
• 30% of CW research involves tools designed specifically for CW (i.e. ForComment. GroupWriter.
ShrEdit); the rest involve non-CW specific tools such as GSS. chat tools, and word processors.
• 3.1% of CW research has involved the Internet.
• 76.7% of CW research has involved small groups (three or less), while only .9% has involved groups
with more than three members.
• 76.2% of CW research does not involve time, as they do not use case studies, experiments, etc.; 7.2%
involve one-time, short studies; while only 16.6% use studies over time.
• 44% of CW literature does not involve participants; 43.% involves academic participants; 9% involves
industry; .9% involves government.
• Only 16% of CW research can be considered empirical.
• Only 7.6% of CW research can be considered causal; only 2.7% can be considered high-power.
• Only 2.7% of CW research involves some form of theory building.
• Only 1.8% of CW research can be said to make a combined scientific (determined by high-power
results) and theoretical impact (theory building) on the study of distributed CW.
• The following are the primary methodologies used in CW research:
•
38.6% are discussions of literature and concepts.
•
22.9% involve overviews of tool design and requirements.
•
12.1% use case studies.
•
8.5% involve lab experimentations.
•
Nearly 37.2% of CW research only uses one methodology.

1.2 Research questions
A basic premise of this research is that that teams left to their own devices will likely
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suffer process losses [28]. Thus, a basic question this research addresses is "what can be
done to prevent CW teams from being left to their devices?" The range of options in this
regard often involves choices regarding the task, group structure, processes, technologies,
synchronicity, and proximity [29].

This research does not focus on changing group

composition or culture, under the assumption that most asynchronous CW teams do not
necessarily directly choose their membership or culture.

Under this premise, it is

proposed that the most promising approaches to improving distributed CW involve: (1)
proximity and synchronicity choices, (2) process structure (or procedural explicitness),
and (3) collaborative technology. These are the foci of Chapters 2-4, respectively.
Further guiding this research, questions related to these subjects have been organized into
definition questions, theory questions, technology questions, process questions,
methodology / research questions, and exploratory questions, as outlined in Table 1.2.
TABLE 1.2: OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Definitioii questions:
1. What is asynchronous, distributed CW?
1.1. What is CW?
1.2. How is CW different from single-author writing?
1.3. What are the key elements and processes that are important in CW?
1.3.1. What are CW activities?
1.3.2. What are CW strategies?
1.3.3. What are CW document control modes?
1.4. What is the definition of asynchronous, distributed CW?
13. How is asynchronous, distributed CW different from other forms of CW?
Theory questions:
2. What are the effects of and proximity and synchronicity on CW?
2.1. What is synchronicity?
2.2. What is proximity?
2.3. What is group awareness?
2.4. What are the theoretical implications of proximity and synchronicity in CW?
3. What are the effects of process and task structure on CW?
3.1. What is process and task structure?
3.2. What are the theoretical effects of increased process and task structure?
4. What are the effects of tools on CW outcomes?
4.1. What are the potential benefits and issues of using CW tools?
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4.2. What are the theoretical effects of using CW toots?
Technology questions:
5. How can technology be used to improve distributed CW?
S. I. What are CW tools? How are CW tools different fi-om other collaborative technology?
5.2. How can CW technology be improved to improve the results of CW groups?
5.3. What are usefiil tool requirements are design considerations for improving CW tools?
5.4. Should another CW tool be built?
5.4.1. Why not use Microsoft Word™?
5.4.2. What about past tools?
5.4.3. What have other CWS researchers done and what are the limitations?
5.4.4. What about current CMC and GSS?
5.4 J. What about current protocols?
5.5. Can an Internet-based collaborative tool be created that improves CW processes over traditional
tools (e.g. Microsoft Word)?
5.5.1. What is the contribution of Collaboratus?
5.5.1.1. What are the key features of Collaboratus?
5.5.1.1.1.
How do the features compare to the proposed CW too! requirements?
5.5.1.2. What are the likely benefits of Collaboratus?
5.5.1.2.1.
What does Collaboratus add that others have not done?
5.5.2. What are the likely shortcomings of Collaboratus?
5.5.3. What are some future additions that can be done to improve Collaboratus?
Process questions:
6. What is the importance of process, task, and structure?
7. What are some ways to improve asynchronous, distributed CW?
7.1. What are general CW processes that should be used?
7.1.1. What are the general CW processes for distributed CW?
7.1.2. What are the general CW processes for asynchronous, distributed CW?
7.2. What are the likely optimal processes for different CW tasks?
7.3. What is the potential role of facilitation in CW?
7.3.1. What are the general benefits and issues of facilitation?
7.3.2. What are the benefits and issues of facilitation with GSS use?
7.3.3. Is there a reason that CW groups should be able to work without facilitation?
7.3.3.1. What are the key elements that would allow CW groups to self manage or become
self-sustaining?
7.3.3.2. What can be scripted and automated, and what cannot be?
7.4. How can processes and tasks be improved for asynchronous, distributed CW?
Metiiodoiogy / researcii questions:
8. What are effective ways to research distributed CW?
8.1. What are the key constructs involved in measuring CW?
8.2. What are the most appropriate and effective group and individual measures for CW?
8.2.1. Where can observed measures be used?
8.2.2. Can the use of chat logs provide more effective observed measures?
8.3. Can field experiments provide richer, more realistic results?
8.4. Can advantages be gained by having multiple group meetings over time in CW experiments?
Exploratory questions:
9. How much are students involved in CW?
10. How much are professionals involved in CW?
11. What do participants think about CW?

To answer these research questions, this research uses a multi-methodological
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approach, based on the software development methodology (SDM) championed by
Nunamaker [30]. Specifically, this research was iteratively produced by reviewing key
literature; building theory; performing collaborative software design and development;
reviewing and analyzing collaborative software products; conducting exploratory
surveys; executing laboratory studies; and performing a large field experiment.
Dissertation organization
All of the chapters of this work have been organized to answer the outlined
research questions. For example, Ciiapter 2 focuses on questions related to proximity
and synchronicity choices in distributed CW. The chapter first defines asynchronous,
distributed CW and then examines the theoretical effects of proximity and synchronicity
choices upon CW.
Ciiapter 3 focuses on questions related to the process aspects of distributed CW.
The chapter first addresses the importance of process, task, and structure.

Next, it

proposes the theoretical effects of increased process and task structure. In conjunction,
the chapter proposes the appropriate general processes that should be used in CW.
Furthermore, the chapter delves into the potential role of facilitation in CW and whether
or not distributed CW groups should be able to work without facilitation.
Ciiapter 4 discusses technological considerations in improving distributed CW.
The chapter defines CW tools and examines the potential theoretical impact of using CW
tools. Next, the chapter explores requirements and design considerations that can be used
to improve a new generation of CW tools. As such, a new, Internet-based CW tool called
Collaboratus is introduced, along with the key features and requirements it supports.
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Coilaboratus is then used for the research experiments described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 overviews the methodology used throughout this research, including
the specific research designs, which include an exploratory questionnaires. Furthermore,
three additional studies are presented, which include two laboratory experiments
comparing the outcomes of CW groups using Microsoft Word^*^ versus groups using
Coilaboratus and a field experiment that tests the appropriate processes, proximity
choices, and synchronicity choices that should be followed for asynchronous, distributed
CW groups using Coilaboratus.

Chapter 6 naturally follows by reviewing and

interpreting the results of the studies outlined in Chapter S.
Chapter 7 concludes this research by describing the unique contributions of this
research, highlighting the limitations of this research, and outlining promising future
research in distiibuted CW.
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CHAPTER 2: COLLABORATIVE WRITING CHOICES
This chapter defines collaborative writing (CW) and describes how it is different
from single-author writing. Next, an overview is given of the key elements that are
pivotal to CW, which is followed by the definition of asynchronous CW. Given these
definitions, this chapter proposes theoretical effects of proximity choices on CW groups.
2.1 Defining collaborative writing (CW)
Researchers often disagree on the definition of CW [25]. In its most simplistic
form, CW can be said to expand on single-author writing by involving multiple authors^.
A more restrictive definition of CW is:
"Collaborators producing a shared document, engaging in substantive
interaction about that document, and sharing decision-making power and
responsibility for it" [20] p. 70.
However, this definition is somewhat limiting because power and roles in CW are not
always shared. A more inclusive definition defines CW as a:
"Process in which authors (e.g. editors, graphics experts, users, reviewers) with
differing expertise and responsibilities interact during the invention and revision
of a common document" [23].
Galegher et al. [33] emphasized the social nature of CW, which involves:
"negotiation about the meaning of facts, a demand for consensus as to an
appropriate solution, division of labor based on concerns for fairness and quality
of work, coordination of individual contributions, and resolution of questions
about authority within the group" [33J p. 113.

^ Single-author writing serves as the base of better understanding processes and activities involved in CW,
as much CW still involves acts of single anthorship [31]. Single-author writing can be said to encompass
all writing conducted by one person, and can be seen as an open-ended task that does not always have a
fixed goal or formal transitions between states [32]; although, it can have a fixed goal.
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Others have also emphasized that CW can be seen as a social practice that has different
meanings to different participants [24, 34, 35]. For consistent nomenclature, this research
summarizes these defmitions by defining collaborative writing (CW) as "the social act
of creating a single, coordinated document with two or more participants."^ Other CWrelated terms are summarized in Table 2.1.
CW builds on single-author writing by involving multiple people in a writing
process, where in typical CW many tasks are still divided and conducted on an individual
basis [31]; however, CW is innately more complex than single-author writing [31. 37].
One of the reasons for the amplified complexity is the increased need to coordinate
between multiple viewpoints and work efforts [38]. Kraut et al. [37] further explained
the complexity of CW in terms of social complexity, intellectual complexity, and
procedural complexity. Additionally, the vary nature and complexity of CW requires that
it be a non-linear, dynamic process [31, 37, 39]. Likewise, true to its dynamic nature, the
goals, strategies, and roles or CW participants often dynamically change throughout a
CW project [40]. The remainder of this section expands this understanding of CW by
creating a taxonomy of the processes and components of CW in terms of activities,
writing strategies, document control modes, and roles.
Activities: Several activities are usually involved in CW, which include planning,
brainstorming, outlining, research, drafting, reviewing, revising, and editing, as outlined
in Table 2.2. Several other activities can also occur in CW. For example, socialization
can be another important CW activity [33], especially since CW is a social act. Other

* A definition that is similar to that proposed by [36]
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TABLE 2.1: CW TERMS USED IN THIS RESEARCH
Collaborative authoring
Collaborative editing
CW

Synonymous with CW
Synonymous with CW
Collaborative writing: the social act of creating a single, coordinate
document with two or more participants.
CW activity
A maior process that generally occurs in the act of CW.
CW document control modes Methods that are employed to manage control of the text a group is
developing.
CW roles
A formal or informal responsibility in CW that a participant has in a CW
group, which is generally known to the group and lasts for an unknown or
set amount of time.
CW strategy
A team's plan for writing a document collaboratively as an integrated team
CW software
Synonymous with CWS
CW tools
Synonymous with CWS
CW writing modes
A group awareness and process decision as to when and where a CW group
will do its writing, respectively in terms of same or different place and
same or different times.
CWS
Collaborative writing software: Software that allows CW groups to
produce a shared document and assists CW groups perform the major CW
1 activities.
Group authoring
Synonymous with CW
Group editing
Synonymous with CW
Group writing
Synonymous with CW
Single writing
Synonymous with "single-author writing"
Single-author writing
Writing conducted by one individual that involves planning, drafting, and
reviewing.

supporting activities that generally occur in CW include group formation, research [39,
43], communication [45] (involved in every activity), negotiation, and coordination [46].
Strategies: A crucial decision for any CW group is how they are going to write a
document as an integrated team, as opposed to uncoordinated individuals. The answer to
this decision can be said to make up a team's CW strategy, which can be defined as "a
team's plan for writing a document collaboratively as an integrated team" [17, 20,42]. In
fact, some believe that CW groups must have an agreed-upon strategy to successfully
produce a co-written document [20]. To this end, an endless variety of writing strategies
can be employed to accomplish a CW task. One of the dif^culties of CW strategies is
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TABLE 2.2: THE COMMON AcnvrriES OF CW
Planning
BrainstorminK
Outlining
Researcil
Writing
Reviewing
Revising
Editing

Planning involves many logistical activities including agenda creation, inviting
participants, selecting appropriate tools, and establishing the location or work mode in
which to work [33, 37, 38,40,411.
Brainstorming involves creatively coming up with ideas for a paper draft [37, 38].
Oudining involves creating a high-level direction for where the document will be going,
including major sections and subsections [39].
Research involves a process of reviewing existing information and gathering additional
information necessary to support one or more CW activities.
Writing is the process of iteratively drafting portions of document text [33, 37, 38, 40,
411.
Reviewing involves having a participant and/or an editor read and annotate document
draft sections for content, grammar, and/or style improvements [31. 33].
Revising is the process of responding to review comments by making changes in the
draft that reflect the review comments [31. 33].
The process of making fmal changes that are universally administered to a document to
make a document more consistent (e.g. copy edits, grammar, logic), usually made by one
person charged with this responsibility [37. 38],

that the average collaborator often does not have the requisite nomenclature to describe
their strategy, which can make it difficult to coordinate with team members [17]. To help
address this issue, Ede [17] determined that CW groups generally follow seven strategies,
as described in Table 2.3. Further research has posited that most prevalent CW strategies
are single-author writing, sequential single writing, partitioned, parallel writing, reactive
writing, and mixed mode writing (see Figure 2.1), which are explained in the following
sections.
Single-author writing occurs when one person is directed to write for an entire
team [37, 38]. This strategy is commonly used when consensus on the written results is
not strongly important to group members since the CW task is generally simple.
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TABLE 2.3: SEVEN COMMON CW STRATEGIES^
1. Team or group plans and outlines. Each member drafts a part. Team or group compiles the parts and
revises the whole.
2. Team or group plans and outlines. One member writes the entire draft. Team or group revises.
3. One member plans and writes draft. Group or team revises.
4. One person plans and writes draft. This draft is submitted to one or more persons who revise the draft
without consulting the writer of the first draft.
5. Team or group plans and writes draft This draft is submitted to one or more persons who revise the
draft without consulting the writers of the first draft.
6. One member assigns writing tasks. Each member carries out individual tasks. One member compiles
the parts and revises the whole.
7. One person dictates. Another person transcribes and revises.

A more frequently used variation of single-author writing is sequential writing,
where one person is the writer at one given time; when he/she has completed his/her task
he/she passes on their discrete work to the next person, who becomes the single writer
[32, 49]. The benefits of sequential writing include that it simplifies organization and it
improves coordination for distributed work.

Group
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Figure 2.1: Common CW strategies^

^ From [17.42].
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However, several disadvantages exist with employing a sequential writing
strategy: First, it diminishes social interaction; for example, it can easily create a lack of
group consensus because differing ideas will often not being adequately addressed.
Second, this approach is often problematic unless effective version control is used;
otherwise, subsequent writers can easily override the work of others by making new
changes. Third, it is challenging to ensure all of the document sections are addressed
adequately and that a document has been segmented into appropriate work segments.
Fourth, it is possible for one non-respondent writer to hold up the entire CW process [45.
46). Examples of potentially difficult CW members include writers with hidden political
agendas, people who procrastinate their work because of lack of commitment, or authors
mired in writer's block. Finally, the order of writing disproportionately affects the final
content; for example, one author can greatly bias the contribution of subsequent writers.
Parallel writing occurs when a CW team divides CW work into discrete units
and works in parallel [32, 39, 44]. For example, if a three-person team has three major
points to be made in their document body, each other could write a section. This strategy
has also been referred to as the separate writer strategy [37, 38] or partitioned writing
strategy [43]. The rewards of this strategy include that it is more efficient than sequential
single writing and it provides more working autonomy and anonymity.
In contrast, some of the problems that can occur with the parallel-writing strategy
include that writers may be oblivious to the input of other writers and too little
communication may exist [43]. This strategy can also result in significant stylistic

® CW strategies are summarized from [17] [43] [37] [44] [38].
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differences throughout a paper. Finally, the potential for information overload exists.
Reciprocal writing occurs when writers create a document in real time, reacting
and adjusting to each other's changes and additions [32, 39, 44]. This writing strategy is
also called joint writing [37, 381, consensus writing [43], reflective writing [43], and
reactive writing. The difference between reciprocal writing and parallel writing is that
reciprocal writing is more tightly integrated. For example, as a given author writes a
section, others may simultaneously review the section and create next text reflecting their
review. Advantages of reciprocal writing include that it can promote group consensus
and creativity. The downsides of this strategy include that it can promote distrust and
poor communication if used improperly. Reactive writing also creates roadblocks for
version management and coordination [39]. Finally, Table 2.4 summarizes the major
writing strategies, when they should be used, and their pros and cons.
TABLE 2.4: SUMMARY OF WRITING STRATEGIES

Singleauthor
writing
Sequential
single
writing

Parallel
writing

• Need little buy in
• Simple tasks such as
meeting notes and agendas
• Small eroups
• Asynchronous work with
poor structure and
coordination
• When it is difficult to meet
often
• Small groups

Efficient; style
consistency

• May not clearly represent group's
intentions
• Less consensus produced

Easy to
organize;
simplifies
planning

• Need high-volume of input
fast
• Have software capable of
supporting this strategy
• Writing task that is easily
segmented
• Small to large groups

Efficient; high
volume of
output

• Lose sense of "group"
• Subsequent writers may invalidate
previous work
• Lack of consensus
• Version control problems
• Inefficiency
• One person can hold up process
• Writers can be blind to each other's
work
• Redundant work can be produced if
poorly planned
• Stylistic differences
• Potential information overload
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Reactive
(reciprocal)
writing

• Distributed groups with
good structure and
coordination
• Need high levels of
consensus on writing
process and content
• Need high levels of
creativity
• Only for small groups

Can build
creativity and
consensus

• [f used improperly can be inefficient,
undermine trust, and attract group
issues
• Extremely difficult to coordinate
• Most software does not effectively
support this strategy

Document control modes: Several methods, called document control modes, are
used to manage control of the text a group is developing. The main document control
modes that are used include centralized, relay, independent, and shared.
Centralized control occurs when one person (e.g. an editor or a facilitator)
controls the document throughout the writing activity [37, 38). This form of control is
useful to maintain group focus, especially when working toward a strict deadline.
Relay control occurs when one person at a time is in control, but control changes
among the group [37, 38]. This democratic technique is less efficient than centralized
control, but tends to be useful in groups that have issues with dominant individuals.
Independent control occurs when each team member works on a separate part of
the document and maintains control of his/her portion throughout the writing process [37,
38]. Many times this is a negative control tactic in groups that lack agreement; however,
this technique is quite useful for groups that work remotely on discrete units of work (e.g.
independent chapters in a book). Such a control technique often requires an editor to pull
the semi-independent units of work together.
Shared control occurs when all team members have simultaneous and equal
access and writing privileges throughout the writing activity [37, 38]. This can be a
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highly effective, non-threatening form of control in groups that work F2F, engage in
frequent communication, and have high levels of trust; in remote groups and less
functional groups, this mode leads to conflict. Figure 2.2 summarizes the control modes.
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Figure 2.2: Document Control Modes^
Roles: This research defines a CW role as
"a formal or informal CW responsibility to which a participant is assigned, which
is generally known to the group and can last for an unknown or set amount of
time."
Several different roles are often used in CW, and roles may change over time depending
the activity the CW group is engaged in [47]. Roles can improve CW outcomes when
participants are assigned roles where they can make their best contribution [48]. Table
2.5 summarizes the roles.
TABLE 2.5: COMMON CW ROLES
Writer
Consultant
Editor
Reviewer
Scribe
Facilitator

A person who is responsible for writing a portion of the content in a CW document [37,38].
A person normally external to a project team who provides content and process related
feedback, but has no ownership or responsibility for content production [37, 38].
A person who has responsibility and ownership for the overall content production of the
writers, who can make both content and style changes to a shared document [37. 38].
A person who is internal or external to a CW project who provides specific content
fe^back, but docs not have responsibility to invoke the content changes [37-39].
A person who writes content for a particular section, usually as dictated by a writer or editor,
but has no ownership or responsibility for the content [32, 37, 38.43].
A person who is external to the CW team that leads the team through appropriate processes
and does not give content-related feedback [39].

^ CW control modes summarized from [17] [43] [37] [44] [38].
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2.2 Defining asynchronous, distributed CW
This section defines asynchronous, distributed CW and how it differs from other
CW work modes. The considerations involved in choosing the CW writing mode can be
summarized as trade-offs between where a group writes (same place or different place)
Q
and when a group writes (same time or different times) [43], as shown in Table 2.6 .
TABLE 2.6: CW WORK MODES
Same place
Different place

1 Asynchronous interaction
1
1 F2F interaction
1 Synchronous, distributed interaction 1 Asynchronous, distributed interaction |

Based on this taxonomy, asynchronous, distributed CW can be defined as CW in
different locations (non-proximate or distributed) at different times (asynchronous) [431.
Figure 2.3 provides an overview of the major CW writing modes.

Appendix 2.1

elaborates these work modes, including their pros and cons and when to use them. In
summary, this research defines writing mode as
"a group awareness and process decision as to when and where a CW group will
do its writing, respectively in terms of same or different place, and same or
different times".

Diflcrent

Place

Figure 2.3: CW writing modest

^Uis [43] also proposed a fifth possible mode, mixed mode, which represents a mode that mixes any of the
four modes at any point in time for a given group.
^ General definitions of work modes taken from [43]; work modes defined in terms of group awareness
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The four work modes of CW can also be thought of as four modes of group
awareness [SO, SI]; thus, awareness differs based on the work mode employed because of
the underlying differences in synchronicity and proximity. Since CW is a somewhat
unstructured task, awareness is critical to its success [49, SO]. The chosen writing mode,
or work proximity, significantly affects group-writing outcomes, especially because it has
a great effect on a CW group's awareness of each other's work [SO]. Group awareness is
important in CW because awareness affects coordination, both of which are required for
successful outcomes [46,49, SO, S2]. Thus, the CW mode employed has a great effect on
the degree to which awareness can take place.
Group awareness can be said to be "an understanding of the activities of others,
which provides a context for your own activity" [53]. Group awareness "is part of the
'glue' that allows groups to be more effective than individuals" [S4]. This is true because
with coordination and awareness of the work of others efforts cannot only become
fragmented but counter productive, such as when duplicate work occurs or not knowing
who is in charge of a particular effort. Weisband [SS] illustrates the importance of group
awareness in providing effective outcomes;
"Teams in which members sent messages indicating where they were and what
they were doing, and messages in which they queried others of their whereabouts,
availability, and progress, performed better than teams that did not. Teams that
interacted frequently were more succes^l than teams that missed many days
online " [55J p. 422
Group awareness can be defined in four different forms, as listed in Table 2.7 - all these
forms are needed for effective group work.

from [49] [501.
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TABLE 2.7: KEY FORMS OF GROUP AWARENESS
Informal awareness
Group-structural
awareness
Social awareness
Workspace awareness

Knowing where participants of a team are working, whether this is in the
same location or distributed locations.
Knowing how a group is structured formally and informally in terms of
roles, responsibilities, status, process, and positions on issues.
Knowing the degree to which participants are interested, paying attention,
their level of commitment, and their emotional state.
Knowing what other participants are doing in the shared electronic
workspace.

This research defines group awareness as
"knowing where other group members are located, if they are working, what they
are working on, why they are working, their level of interest and commitment,
what they should be working on, and which portion of the electronic workspace
they are working in."
This definition is not only important in looking at proximity and synchronicity
considerations in this chapter, but also in designing CW tools for group awareness, as
discussed in Chapter 4. Given this increased understanding. Table 2.8 summarizes the
various major writing (communication) modes.
2^ Hypotheses involving proximity and synchronicity in CW
This section explores the theoretical implications of proximity and synchronicity
choices in CW, particularly with asynchronous, distributed work. The previous section
asserted that the group work choices of proximity and synchronicity can potentially have
significant impacts on group processes, awareness, and the eventual results.

For

example, distributed groups tend to have less awareness [56] and poorer non-verbal
communication [57] than F2F teams. In addition, asynchronous, distributed group work

Modified from [50,54].
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TABLE 2.8: SUMMARY OF WRITING (COMMUNICATION) MODES

F2F(F2F)

+

Asynch.
same
place
Asynch.
different
place

Synch.
Dist.

+

+

Small groups

+

Small
groups; job
sharing
Small to
large groups;
different time
zones

Small to
medium size
groups

• Rich non-verbal
communication
• Group bonding
• High group awareness
• Simplified
administration
• Divide work
• Poor group awareness

• More social issues
• Size limitations

• Efficient and cost
effective for established
groups
• Less technology
requirements than
synchronous, distributed
• Can be used with large
groups
• Efficient and cost
effective for moderately
established groups
• Higher group awareness
than asynchronous
different placed

• Loss of social interaction
and non-verbal
communication
• Low group awareness
• Difficult administration

• Non-flexible
• Size limitations

• Loss of some non-verbal
communication
• Requires more technology
support than
asynchronous work
• Difficult administration

tends to be more flexible to schedules [58], yet causes even more reduced expressiveness
[33] than synchronous, distributed work.

Many of these issues and benefits are

summarized in Appendix 2.1.
A premise of this research is that measuring success in CW is multi-dimensional;
thus, a study of CW would be limited if it did not use several measures" ;
"In a project of this sort, success is ordinarily viewed as multidimensional,
involving not only instrumental achievements, but also individual satirfaction and
t h e m a i n t e n a n c e o f t h e g r o u p a s a p e r f o r m i n g u n i t " [ 3 3J p . I l l
As such, the following constructs are used in this research in order to provide a rich.
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multi-dimensional source of measuring CW outcomes'":

Productivity, quality,

satisfaction, relationships, communication, and usability. These constructs have measure
variables that can be used to better define the constructs. For example, productivity is
measured in terms of document length, chat length, time, participation, and completion
rate. Table 2.9 summarizes the constructs and measures used in this research. Appendix
2.2 provides an extensive theoretical explanation of the basis for all these constructs. The
remainder of this section proposes hypotheses with these constructs .
Many collaboration studies have analyzed the results of groups working in
different work modes, especially in comparing F2F work to distributed work (see [2, 33,
43, 63-81]). In general, this research supports the claim that varying proximity and
synchronicity can affect group outcomes. However, the interest of the current research is
not to directly compare asynchronous, distributed CW to F2F CW for an entire CW task;
instead,

it addresses whether or not "convergence" activities should be partially

performed in F2F work modes to maximize results for asynchronous groups.
Field research suggests that asynchronous CW groups that conduct their initial
planning sessions and convergence process sessions as E^F sessions, should have better
consensus, quality, and overall performance than groups that do all of their work
asynchronously [39, 831. Moreover, case research in synchronous CW found outcomes
were improved if the participants first met in person [84]. Likewise, researchers have

" This viewpoint is also supported by other CW research [59, 60] and collaboration research [61, 62].
A limitation to the CW constructs is that they are not meant to be inclusive of all possible research
perspectives on CW. The "correct" definition for many of these constructs is arguable; but, an attempt is
made to define and use them consistently throughout this research for purposes of parsimony and
consistency. This research was conducted in stages and the measurement have evolved over time.
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TABLE 2.9: SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTS AND MEASURES USED IN THIS RESEARCH
Productivity

Doc length
Chat length

How long a document is, as measured by total word count.
Total number of words communicated in a distributed work session that
utilizes chat technology.
Time
Total amount of time a group spends on a particular CW activity.
Perceived
Percentage of participation / work a particular individual believes he/she is
participation %
doing for the team.
Participation %
Actual participation from chat counts, drafting, speaking, etc.
Completion rate Whether or not a particular group has completed its CW project.
Internal quality
How a CW group perceives the overall intrinsic value of their final CW
Quality
document.
External quality How an external group of stakeholders perceives the intrinsic value of a
group's final CW document.
A CW team's perceived feelings about the entire process and the overall
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
outcomes.
The degree of accord a group achieved in CW.
Reiationsiiip Agreement
Consensus
Where some conflict occurs, but members work out their differences in
order to achieve optimal results.
Dominance
Successful control, persuasion, or influence of at least one party on
another, which is positively or negatively valenced.
Conformance
An individual yields as manifested by supplication, hostility, submission,
or agreement (positively or negatively valenced).
Affiliation
How group members regard and treat each other (positive or negative),
manifested through communication.
Socialization
Communication that is of a social or fhendship nature.
Positivity
Degree to which one member negatively or positively regards the other
members. •
Involvement
How involved members are with each other in terms of attentions, interest,
listening, and engagement. *
Degree of connectedness, receptivity, openness, understanding, and
Mutuality
similarity that is perceived. *
Degree to which a team works together to accomplish its goals and tasks in
Teamwork
a harmonious, cooperative manner.
Participation
Refers to "how much" a person is involved in a group's communication
Comm.
processes.
Degree to which a member in a dyad communicates provides objective
Evaluation
criticism (analysis, evidence, feedback) to the other member of the dyad.
Richness
Uniqueness or substitutability of information from a group discussion.
Appropriateness Degree of suitability of the conmiunication for a given group.
Task focus
Degree to which a group's communication is focused on its task.
Discussion
How effective and satisfactory discussions were, how carefully developed,
quality
degree of balance, and descree to which issues were effectively examined.
Simultaneous
Degree to which work involved simultaneous communication and work
comm.
strategies [821.
Coordination
How much observed communication occurred solely for administrative
and synchronization purposes [82].
* = Construct was adapted from a dyadic version.
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posited that F2F work in CW planning and revising activities is critical to asynchronous
success, because these activities involve the most interactive communication [33, 85].
Meanwhile, much of the current CW literature supports the claim that F2F work
will provide advantages over distributed work'^. Close proximity'"* usually benefits
outcomes while distance tends to be detrimental [86]. For example, "the presence of
others increases attention, social impact, and familiarity" [86] p. 81. F2F groups making
collaborative choices on social dilemmas tend to perform optimally [86]. F2F work tends
to be optimal for teams that are interdependent and need high levels of coordination [86,
87].

F2F work helps with support of norms, culture, and authority [86, 88]. F2F

collaborations tend to be more satisfying, productive, effective, and sustained than
distributed collaborations [86, 89-91]. Other benefits of E^F work include; personal
interaction, familiarity, social bonding, ability to interpret non-verbal cues, and
informality [58]; idea clarification [83]; energy and creativity [92]; less required
technology [58]; constraints on information overload [58]; more speed [93,94].
Moreover, research on distributed groups supports the belief that proximate
groups tend to have better results than distributed groups.

When employees are

physically separated, they are less likely to be involved in voluntary group work [91].
Distance makes a group's shared social setting more abstract than if a group worked
proximately [86], which may cause less motivation to participate [56]. Similarly, "the
natural tendency to establish local territories may interfere with co-workers'

Appendix 2.1 provides a detailed sumnuiry of F2F versus distributed work modes.
"^oximity refers to the physical distance between people measured in units such as inches, meters, or
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identification with the larger collective, such as the distributed project group" [86] p. 85.
Finally, the more distance a group has, the less contact a group experiences [86].
Mediated

communication

(common

in

distributed

groups)

diminishes

"backchannel feedback," which limits understanding and discourages conversational
strategies such as small talk [86]. Other communication problems in distributed work
include less non-verbal cues and signals [57]; lack of cues needed to signal task
completion, transitions, and success [95]; lack of necessary cues and mechanisms to
coordinate interactions [96]; giving feedback is more difficult [97]; slower feedback [83 j;
stale, boring, and predictable conversations [97]; more side conversations [57]; requiring
more restraint and responsibility from participants, and instructions that are more explicit
where possible [57]; and increased difficulty in clarifying ideas [83]. Not surprisingly,
distributed groups often have a reduced sense of group identity and greater social
distance [98]. Additionally, distributed groups often have more difficulty with team
building [57].

Furthermore, distributed groups often have more problems with

technology, such as: More up-front costs and more reliance on technical infrastructure
[57]; participants may not use technology appropriately and can be distracted by it [57];
the technology may require extensive training [97]. Finally, research has shown that
many other negative group phenomena tend to be more pronounced, such as; avoiding
conflict, coordination problems, distrust, failure to remember, flaming, free riding,
incomplete task analysis, incomplete use of information, inequitable division of labor,
information overload, lack of bystander intervention, poor closure, poor participation.

miles" [86] p. 77
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listening issues, logistical issues, management and planning issues, poor support of
positive face needs, poor procedures, rapport problems, social loafing, task avoidance,
task structure problems, task support problems, and unclear goals (see Appendix 2.3).
However, closely proximate work still can have drawbacks. For example, natural
limitations exist as to how many people can participate in proximate settings [92], which
provides a limited information transfer rate [94] and often forces linear conversations
[92]. These limitations (especially linear conversations), can make F2F work wasteful
and boring [92]. Other negative phenomena can be stronger in proximate settings:
airtime

fragmentation, attention-blocking, attenuation-blocking, cognitive inertia,

concentration-blocking, conformance pressure, domination, evaluation apprehension,
excessive group maintenance, group polarization, groupthink, inappropriate socializing,
negative group conflict, over dependence on group leader, poor generalizing, poor
support of negative face needs, premature decision making, scheduling problems, selfweighting effect, social conflict, social facilitation, and status effects (see Appendix 2.3).
Communication is important in CW because CW because such "open-ended
problems requires interactive, expressive communication" [33] p. 112. On this basis.
Structural Contingency Theory [99] has been used to predict that CMC groups
performing complex collaborative tasks would have more difficulty because of lack of
interactive communication, because CMC poorly supports interactive, expressive
communication [33, 100]. Rich communication media is pivotal in such work:
"Richer communications media permit communicators to modify their messages
in response to cues from their partners, to amplify their messages using nonverbal
and paralinguistic channels, to speak naturally and colloquially and to direct
their messages to a particular individual or group" [33] p. /13
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Likewise, F2F communication should provide advantages over non-F2F communication.
The primary limitation of the aforementioned research is that it primarily focused
on comparing groups conducting all their activities E^F versus groups conducting all
their activities in a distributed mode. While these results likely carry over to groups
conducting part of their work F2F and part distributed, this has not been clearly
established by experimental CW research. Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed to
further test and establish this developing theory on proximity and synchronicity in CW:
113.1: Small, asynchronous, distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus
but conduct planning and convergence in F2F sessions will have (a) higher
productivity, (b) higher quality of documents, (c) more satisfaction, (d) better
relationshlDS. and (e) better communication than similar groups that do all
their work in an asynchronous, distributed mode.
Figure 2.4 graphically summarizes hypothesis H3.1.

Figure 2.4: Summary of H3.I
In summary, this chapter presented ways to improve the results of distributed CW
through proximity and synchronicity changes.

The next two chapter present

improvements in terms of process structure and technology.
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CHAPTER 3: COLLABORATIVE WRITING PROCESSES
This chapter first addresses the importance of process structure in group work,
then proposes the appropriate processes for distributed CW groups that do not have fulltime facilitators. Finally, this chapter proposes hypotheses on CW based on variations in
levels of the proposed process structure.
3.1 The importance of process structure in group work
Several techniques have been developed to improve general group work through
providing higher levels of process structure:

Brainstorming [101|, Developmental

discussion technique [102], Consensus Approach [103], Nominal Group Technique
(NGT) [104, 105], Delphi methods [105], Process Centered Leadership (PCL) [106|,
Devil's Advocacy [107], Dialectical Inquiry [108], Consensus Mapping [109], root cause
analysis. Stakeholder Analysis [110], and structured management [III]. A particularly
effective method that has been developed to improve teamwork is team facilitation,
which can include the use of the techniques listed above in a process-oriented framework.
Research substantiates that explicitly structured facilitation can positively influence the
quality of group decisions [112, 113]; in fact, even a low amount of facilitation can
improve the effectiveness of groups [113].
While facilitation is popular, simply focusing on facilitation as a method of
improving group processes is unnecessarily limiting since most groups do not use
facilitators. Additionally, facilitation becomes increasingly problematic with distributed
groups.

As such, this research hypothesizes that the primary roles and functions
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performed by traditional facilitators do not necessarily have to be delivered by
facilitators; instead, such functions can at least be partially fulfilled through the use of
scripts, training, and automated agents that provide increased process instructions to a
CW group. Process scripts attempt to have a similar effect as created by facilitators:
create a process intervention that helps a group focus more clearly on its task and process
structure, improving a group's coordination and ultimate results.
Research has shown that groups that follow structured procedures tend to
outperform groups following their natural group interaction without structure [105, 106].
Conversely, unstructured groups tend to come to premature decisions that are suboptimal
because they do not consider all the relevant angles of a problem [104, 114|.
Additionally, increased process structure can result in more effective and efficient group
communication [115]. Likewise, process interventions'^ have been shown to help raise
decision quality and process satisfaction [116]. In addition, research has shown that noncohesive groups can benefit from structured management, involving breaking large tasks
into small components [86]. Moreover, field observations of CW groups using GSS for
CW led to the conclusion that appropriate structured processes are vital to successful CW
outcomes [117]. Likewise, case studies in CW led to the conclusion that structured
processes improve outcomes in synchronous, distributed sessions [84]. Similarly, a case
study involving advanced graduate students found groups following structured
procedures outperformed those without structured procedures [118].
One reason increased process structure is beneficial is that it often increases the
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coordination among group members, improving overall results. For example, improved
coordination has been shown to enhance group communication and overall collaborative
results [43]. Cohesiveness and coordination are particularly important in groups working
on complex tasks that require agreement toward a single solution [86]. Likewise,
"Without special structures (rules and tools), totally on line groups in both
synchronous and asynchronous conditions may lack sufficient cues and means for
coordinating their interaction " [96] p. 148
Moreover, there are benefits to improved coordination and group awareness:
"Teams in which members sent messages indicating where they were and what
they were doing, and messages in which they queried others of their whereabouts,
availability, and progress, performed better than teams that did not. Teams that
interacted frequently were more succesrful than teams that missed many days
online "[55] p. 422
Similarly, other researchers have discussed the importance of awareness and coordination
when performing CW [46,49, 50,52].
Increased process structure (or increased procedural explicitness) has other
important benefits, including promotion of the use of appropriate sequential processes in
groups, which can lead to increased clarity and improved idea development [119].
Moreover, research has shown that procedure knowledge is more difficult for novices to
assimilate than declarative knowledge (e.g. facts regarding a domain) and usually is only
gained after declarative knowledge is gained [120]. Thus, process interventions have the
potential to help novices and first-time group members by lessoning the cognitive load
required to leam appropriate prcx:esses and tasks.

Where participants are guided on the "right" processes through facilitation or scripts.
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3.2 Processes for self-sustaining, distributed CW*
Given the importance of process structure in general group work, this section
explores specific CW processes that likely should be followed for self-sustaining,
distributed CW groups.

Variations of different levels of these processes are later

empirically tested through the hypotheses developed on these processes in this chapter.
This section first looks at the general distributed processes that should be followed in CW
efforts, and then expands these processes for self-sustaining CW groups.
Based on field research, Mittleman and Adkins [121] suggested a refined CW
process for small to medium-sized groups that work in distributed settings, which
includes; opening discussion, generating a document outline, discussing content within
the outline, generating key content, composing by sub-teams, conducting on-line
feedback and discussion, reviewing annotations, and conducting a fmal verbal
walkthrough (see Table 3.1). After additional field research, Adkins et al. [39] suggested
that distributed CW groups should meet F2F for steps 1 and 2, or to use a conference call.
While the CW processes shown in Table 3.1, with the additional revisions from
[39], provide a good process foundation for CW groups, this process framework has
several shortcomings; First, it does not include other common CW activities such as
group formation, planning, research, and project closure. Additionally, the framework is
artificially sequential. For example, it is common for writing projects to have multiple
rounds of research and drafting. Furthermore, this framework would likely benefit from
more process specificity so that a group (or facilitator) would have a better idea how a
particular activity should be conducted.

Thus, this research posits that using the
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"thinkLet" framework proposed by Briggs et al. [122] can be a useful platform upon
TABLE 3.1; APPROPRIATECW PROCESSES'^
Open discussion-. Develop the objectives and general scope of the document (e.g. brainstorm,
categorize, etc.)
Generate document outline-. Develop main sections and subsections that will provide the
structure for the document.
Discuss content within outline: Interactively generate key content for each section within the
outline and discuss the content.
Compose by sub-teams: Review the content entries for a section and organize, edit, and
complete the section as a first draft version
Conduct on-line feedback and discussion: Each team reviews all of the document sections and
creates suggestions in the form of annotations.
Review annotations: Section or document owners accept, reject, or merge the suggestions
from the annotations.
Conduct verbal walkthrough: When the draft is considered near complete, the project team
conducts a verbal walkthrough of the entire document, and the section owners make any
needed revisions to finalize the document [39].

which to given more specific process suggestions to groups.

"thinkLets" contain

elemental patterns of thinking, which involve seven patterns [122|: (1) Diverge (2)
Converge (3) Organize (4) Elaborate (5) Abstract
consensus.

(6) Evaluate (7) Move toward

Additionally, thinkLets are further classified into three fundamental

components that are used to create the seven patterns of interaction [122]:

tool,

configuration, and script (or process). Taking as a whole, a thinkLet contains everything
necessary to conduct a specific group activity; thus, a thinkLet could be the elemental
patterns of thinking, the tool, configuration, and script for an ice breaker (e.g. 'Two
Truths and a Lie"), group formation (e.g. "Synergy Box"), or any other specific group
activity.

On this basis, this research proposes a new general CW framework for

"From [121].
" The sub-teams may consist of a few people or in some cases may be only one person: however, field
experience has shown a minimum group size of two works the best, because "lone wolf teams" of one can
foster individual agendas [39].
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distributed CW that more inclusively involves all the major CW activities and provides
specific activity thinkLet suggestions, as given in Table 3.2.
TABLE 3.2: THINKLETS APPLIED TO EXPANDED GENERAL DISTRIBUTED CW PRCXZESS

Group
formation
Planning

Brainstorming

Outlining
Research
Drafting

Reviewing

Execute ice breaker
Execute group formation ^
Generate statement of purpose
Generate statement of scope
Generate specific objectives
Develop milestones on project plan
Assign roles and responsibilities
Vote on results ^
Discuss lessons learned
Conduct anonymous brainstorming "
Categorize brainstormed output
Prioritize brainstormed output
Decide on brainstormed output to use
Vote on results
Do group outlining
Vote on outline
Do group research
Vote on research
Do group drafting
Vote on draft
Discuss lessons learned
Do group reviewing
Group annotations
Vote on results

Chat
Topic Commenter
Chat
Topic Commenter
Group Voter

Organize

Brainstormer
Topic Commenter
Categorizer
Alternative Analyzer
Survey
Group Voter
Group outliner
Group Voter
Group outliner
Group Voter
GroupWriter
Group Voter
Group Voter
Topic Commenter
GroupWriter
GroupAnnotations
Group Voter

Diverge
Converge
Build consensus

Organize
Abstract
Build consensus
Elaborate

Elaborate
Build consensus
Elaborate
Build consensus
Elaborate
Build consensus

Evaluate
Build consensus

All thinid^t names are used as categorized by GroupSystems.com.
Icebreaking thinkLets include; If you could be a car...?. Introduction talk cards. Little known fact.
M&M questions. Me Box. One thing from wallet/purse. Something in Common Two truths and a lie.
Victory. Change three things. Hum a tune, and People Scavenger hunt.
^ Group formation thinkLets include: Blind birthday. Group juggle. Human knot. Oreo Twist, and
Synergy Box.
Planning thinkLets include: Action Planning, Activity analysis. Assumptions evaluation.
~ The vote-on-result thinkLet is a basic consensus thinld^t to allow a group to anonymously decide where
they stand on an issue. Other consensus thinkLets include: Devil's advocate. Fast Focus, Pros/cons,
questioning, trial balloon, what if scenarios. Fist of Rve, This or That, Thumb Up or Thumb Down, Happy
Face/Sad Face
^ Brainstorming thinkLets can include:
Categorizing, Alternative Analysis, Cause-and-effect
diagramming. Flowcharting, Root Cause Analysis, Reverse thinking. Force field analysis. Payoff
matrixing. Prioritization matrixing, Storyboarding, and Nominal Group.
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Revising

Rnal draft

Close project

Review, accept, and reject annotations
Group revisions
Decide if more drafting is needed - vote
on results
Review open issues and develop action
plan
Read document aloud
Vote on results
Final revisions
Final formatting
Conduct final discussion
Evaluate entire experience
Review an open issues, decide on action
plan

GroupWriter
GroupAnnotations
Group Voter
Topic Commenter

Evaluate
Converge
Build consensus
Organize

GroupWriter
Group Voter

Evaluate
Build consensus
Elaborate

Group Voter
Topic Commenter

Elaborate
Evaluate
Build consensus

To further complement the concept of thinkLets, this research posits that CW
process frameworks could likely benefit from being presented in terms of group meeting
frameworks. As such, CW tasks could be divided into four high-level activities: (1) premeeting, (2) meeting start-up, (3) meeting execution, and (4) post-meeting. Note that the
sub-activities of the meeting execution activity are iterative and dynamic; thus, outlining,
research, drafting, reviewing, and editing are often repeated multiple times. On this
basis, a new process framework for asynchronous, distributed writing is presented in
Figures 3.2a and 3.2b and expanded in Table 3.3.
In addition to embracing the concept of thinkLets and meeting frameworks for
CW work, several process considerations can be implemented to further improve
distributed CW work. While many of these concepts can apply to F2F CW work, they
have unique application to asynchronous, distributed CW because this is an especially
difficult form of work from a process intervention perspective. These potential process
improvements are listed in Table 3.4, and explained in detail in Appendix 3.1.
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TABLE 3.3; EXPANSION OF PROCESSES FOR ASYNCHRONOUS, DISTRIBUTED CW
Major activity: I. Pre-meeting
Prepare
background
materials

asynch.

Pre-meeting
planning

asynch

• Asses goal, scope, objectives, environment, and status of project
• Review similar meetings if applicable to understand overall process
[123. 124]
• Gather and review any necessary documents [124]
• Provide background information to necessary people [123]
• Assess commitment through examining culture, potential participants,
and project sponsor's commitment
• Develop a general session plan with a rosten who [123, 124], preassessing participant familiarity with the task at hand [123], deciding
when / how many sessions, and doing tool selection: which tools [ 123.
124]
• General process selection [123]
• Inform / notify participants [123, 124] with the general goal / purpose
[123]
• Schedule meetings with participants [123]
• Handle logistics such as arranging fro facility, equipment, and software
[123]

Major activity: Q. Meeting start-up
Team building

F2F

Team Planning

F2F

• Do team building together if no outside facilitator
• Get to know each other
• Create a team space for bios / descriptions, including information such
as team orientation information, general purpose of writing project,
expectations
• Do session planning together
• Succinct statement of general purpose and/or problem definition [125]
• Succinct statement of scope [125]
• Succinct statement of specific objectives [125]
• Having participant succinctly agree on purpose, scope, and objectives
has been shown to improve the success of facilitated teams [125]
• Decide what needs to be done, and create corresponding milestones and
determine if any dependencies exist in the milestones
• Assign roles and responsibilities
• Developing operating agreements and meeting guidelines [126]
• Agree / vote on results
• Document open issues
• Create scoreboard [95] wi^ team and personal progress
• Feedback / lessons learned on session (all sessions should end with
feedback mechanisms to allow group to assess what went well and what
didn't [125])
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].
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Major activity: HI. CW Meeting execution
Brainstorming
ideas for the
outline

Asynch

Converge on
brainstormed
ideas

F2F

Outlining

Asynch

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review purpose and scope of session
Decide on objectives
Decide on length of session and agenda
Brief tool and process review / tips
Do brainstorming
Categorize / organized brainstormed output
Update scoreboard
Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].
• Review purpose and scope of session
• Purpose: to decide which brainstormed ideas to use
• Decide on objectives
• Decide on length of session and agenda
• Brief tool and process review / tips
• Prioritize brainstormed output
• Decide on brainstormed output to use
• Agree / vote on results
• Document open issues
• Update scoreboard
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].
• Review purpose and scope of session
• Decide on objectives
• Decide on length of session and agenda
• Brief tool and process review / tips
• Do outlining
• Agree on high-level sections as a group
• Assign group members to outline particular sections
• Complete outline drafts
• Make comments on outline draft
• Review comments on outline draft
• Determine if outline is adequate — vote on results
• Document open issues
• Update scoreboard
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].
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Research

Asynch

Drafting

Asynch

Reviewing

Asynch

Revising

Asynch

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review purpose and scope of session
Decide on objectives
Decide on length of session and agenda
Brief tool and process review / tips
Do research
Assign group members to research particular sections
Complete research
Determine whether or not enough research has been conducted — vote
on results
• Update scoreboard
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should conftrm participant involvement [83].
• Review purpose and scope of session
• Decide on objectives
• Decide on length of session and agenda
• Brief tool and process review / tips
• Do drafting
• Assign group members to draft particular sections
• Complete drafts
• Agree / vote on results
• Update scoreboard
• Feedback / lessons learned on session
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].
• Review purpose and scope of session
• Decide on objectives
• Decide on length of session and agenda
• Brief tool and process review / tips
• Do reviewing
• Assign group members to review particular sections
• Complete review
• Agree / vote on results
• Update scoreboard
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].
• Review purpose and scope of session
• Decide on objectives
• Decide on length of session and agenda
• Brief tool and process review / tips
• Do revising
• Assign group members to revise particular sections
• Complete revisions
• Decide if more drafting is needed — vote on results
• Review open issues and create an action plan for each one
• Update scoreboard
• Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [831.
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Final draft

Asynch
andF2F

•
•
•
•
A
•
•
•

Asynchronous:
Review purpose and scope of session
Decide on objectives
Decide on length of session and agenda

•
•
•
•

Asynchronous:
Agree / vote on results
Update scoreboard
Decide when / where next session will take place / be and facilitator
should confirm participant involvement [83].

F2F:
Do final draft walkthrough and get feedback
Make final group revisions

• The following should be done by one writing specialist asynchronously:
• Final copy editing, formatting, and printing

Major activity: IV. Post meeting
Meeting wind-up
and closure

Asynch

•
•
•
•
•

Review purpose and scope of session
Decide on length of session and agenda
Summarize meeting [124]
Review meeting [124]
Evaluate entire experience and determine if changes are needed for
fiimre meetings [124]
• Review any open issues — discuss follow up items needed
• Distribute necessary documents [124]
• Communicate next necessary steps to stakeholders [124]

TABLE 3.4: GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS FOR DiSTRmuTED CW WORK
• Utilizing F2F meetings for convergence processes [6, 33. 85]
• Increasing pre-meeting planning [124]
• Creating more incentives [83]
• Implementing ice-breakers [92]
• Using stronger goal setting [83]
• Focusing on personalization [95]
• Using less anonymity during drafting [83]
• Increasing communication richness [127, 128|
• Conducting process checks [95]
• Using scorecards and participation meters [95, 127, 128]
• Providing transition support [95,97]
• Conducting distributed breaks [95]
• Intensifying participation for brief periods [92]
• Utilizing break-out sessions [92]
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A premise of this research is that process interventions do not necessarily have to
be performed by a professional facilitator. Thus, this section further explores the notion
of helping CW teams become self-reliant, or self-sustaining, without professional
facilitation. This is deemed a useful goal since using a professional facilitator makes less
logistical sense in an asynchronous, distributed environment ~ this is especially true with
ad-hoc, distributed groups that work in an asynchronous mode for an indefinite period^.
In such scenarios it is generally impractical to provide facilitation support 24-hours a day
throughout a projects' duration. Additionally, auto-facilitation of teams has become an
increasing important goal in distributed work since many such teams cannot afford to use
a professional facilitator [122]. An additional consideration for helping distributed teams
manage themselves is that facilitators often have undo influence over group processes
(with potential unintended negative effects) [130], which some researchers believe will
only worsen in distributed settings [123].

In summary, there appears to be practical

considerations and benefits for not providing facilitation to asynchronous CW groups.
There are not only practical considerations for not using facilitation, but also
research has shown asynchronous CW groups can be successful without facilitation'^:
"Nonfacilitated asynchronous groups may be successful if other coordination
mechanisms are provided. First, it may be that high commitment to task and high
stakes in outcomes (conditions you might not have in typical student groups) are
the real keys to keeping group members involved and active. Second, what
appears to be lacking in the asynchronous groups is process leadership, not task
or socio-emotional leadership" [96] p. 149

^ Additionally, even ongoing teams that have access to professional facilitation need to lessen their
dependence on facilitators over time in order to maximize their effectiveness [129].
^ Hiltz [96] argues that the tnain point of a facilitator's role is to provide process order and structure; "The
facilitator says, in effect, 'this is where we are,' and 'this is what we are doing.'" [96] p. 150.
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In other words, asynchronous groups tend to need process guidance, not relational
guidance, which can likely be provided at least partially, through training, process scripts,
and automated agents.

In summary, research indicates that the primary focus of

interventions for self-managed teams should be process-related interventions, which lend
themselves more to scripts, training, and agents than do relational interventions.
The premise of this research is that while new teams are not necessarily able to
conduct all the essential roles of a facilitator, they can learn to be effective and selfsustaining, especially when they are guided through their essential processes through
interventions using process scripts, training, and automated agents. While it recognized
that many key roles of a facilitator (e.g. observing, attending, maintaining awareness of
feelings, and intervening) cannot be conducted by software [131], it also believed that
collaborative software could complement facilitators by helping store, retrieve,
manipulate, communicate information, and by increasing structure [123]. On this basis,
this research proposes that such non-facilitator interventions can at least partially replace
human facilitation. However, while it appears that self-managed teams should focus on
process-oriented interventions, it is not overtly apparent as to what can or should be
scripted and/or automated.
Thus, an important issue in auto-facilitation is to what extent specific facilitator
roles can and should be automated.

Clearly, with currently available collaborative

technology, scripts and agents can do little to support a facilitator's relational roles (e.g.
resolving group conflict and observing emotional reactions), but much can likely be done
in terms of automating support and structure. Thus, while it is not currently realistic or
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ideal to completely replace a facilitator, much can be done to improve a group's
processes in the absence of a facilitator by providing some structure a facilitator would
have provided.
In summary, while it appears that many of the process-oriented roles performed
by facilitator can likely be scripted, automated, and/or given to teams through training, it
is also important to recognize that novice asynchronous teams will likely struggle until
they develop experience working together;
"Our tentative conclusion is that it is too much to expect that a 'novice' group
can successfully use a distributed group support system without training and
practice. They need to accomplish at least four things in order to use the
technology in a sati^actory manner: social coalescence as a 'group,' how to use
the computer-mediated communication system, how to use any decision process
structures provided, and how to use any specific decisions support tools that are
made available. Without sufficient time to accomplish these steps in the
"adaptive structuration " process, the group members will exhibit confusion and
lack of coordination" [96] p. 151.
However, this research posits that applying effective process-oriented intervention scripts
should help this learning process. Clearly, any team that is left to its own devices will
suffer process losses [28]; thus, process scripts and agents can likely mitigate or prevent
such losses by giving a CW team more process support.
33 Hypotheses process structure in CW
This section proposes hypotheses to test the effects of varying different levels"^ of

^ The concept of the level process structure primarily focuses on the "amount" of procedural instructions a
CW writing team is given. For consistent nomenclature, "no" process structure essentially means a group
is given a high level writing task without procedural instructions (e.g. "write a paper about x..."). "Low"
process structure means a group is given minimal process instructions to guide a group through the posited
appropriate processes of distributed CW (e.g. team formation, planning, brainstorming, outlining, etc.).
"High" process structure builds on "low" process structure by giving indepth procedural guidelines on how
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process structure in CW scripts to predict the following CW outcomes: productivity,
quality, satisfaction, relationships, and communication.
Productivity:

Not all collaboration research shows that collaboration tools

increase productivity. One reason for these fmdings is that not all collaboration tools
afford appropriate levels of process and task structure; thus, they can undermine process
interventions.

For example, research found that low-structure GSS groups produce

shorter responses than non-GSS groups [132]; CMC groups have lower productivity than
F2F groups [133]. Additionally, research has found no difference in document length
between CW groups with imposed planning and those without imposed planning [134].
Yet, these exceptions appear to have a reasonable explanation: poor structure. Research
has shown that moderate levels of structure provide better results than no or poor
structure, while too much structure also provides worse results than moderate structure
[105, 131, 135-145]. For example, research substantiated that groups that are presented
with a decomposed task (a moderate level of process structure), as opposed to an intact
task (no process structure), generate significantly more ideas [144, 145].
Implementation of increased process structure will likely increase the probability
of even participation in a CW group, which can increase a group's output quantity. For
example, research found that interactive (more participative) GSS groups generated a
greater number of unique ideas than non-interactive groups [146, 147].

Research

revealed that interactive GSS groups had more even participation than non-interactive
groups [137, 146]; and structured approaches, whether manual or computerized, produce

to do specific CW activities such as brainstorming, outlining, and reviewing.
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greater equality of participation in CW groups [1361.
Quality: Group research indicates that improved process structure through use of
advanced collaborative tools and/or process interventions can improve the quality of
group results. For example, research indicates that unstructured groups tend to come to
premature decisions that are suboptimal because they do not consider all the relevant
angles of a problem [104, 114]. Moreover, including planning and structure in nontechnology groups tends to improve overall outcomes, especially for larger groups [148],
Likewise, groups working on decomposed tasks with standard procedures tend to be
more autonomous in their decisions, which improves their role clarity and innovativeness
[149], both of which can increase quality. Conversely, poor task and process structure
can have negative consequences:

For example, unstructured tasks or processes that

encourage advocacy (e.g., juries) can result in adverse group decisions [ISO]. However,
not all group research supports these results:

Outcomes in small groups can vary

depending on the nature of group and the task [ISl, 152]. While, this research applies to
groups in general it also likely applies to CW groups.
Group research has also shown that increased process structure tends to improve
participation, which often improves quality. Increased process structure can increase
participation within a group [136, 137, 146, 147], while this increased participation often
increases the quality of a group's results. For example, active and equal participation in
groups can help prevent groupthink [153]. In addition, participation is critical to group
development [154]. Furthermore, increased participation not only improves the quality
of group solutions, but also promotes group acceptance of finally adopted solutions [154].
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Research also indicates that increased leadership and/or facilitation, associated
with better task structure and process structure, can positively affect quality.

For

example, trained facilitators are more effective in producing higher quality group
decisions than those without training [112, 131, 155]. Additionally, a high correlation
has been found between leadership and quality in group outcomes [156]. Similarly,
research demonstrated that goal setting and inspirational leadership are positively related
to group creativity (which positively affects quality); results that are stronger under
anonymous conditions, which are better provided by collaborative tools [157]. Finally, a
study provided mixed results in small collaborative software groups: Facilitated groups
made slightly better decisions, but non-facilitated groups were more likely to reach
consensus [158]; yet, it is possible the "consensus" reached by the non-facilitated groups
was actually a form of dominance or groupthink.
Similar GSS research has shown GSS groups with high structure often make
higher quality decisions than unstructured groups [137]. Other research has shown that
asynchronous CMC groups with no process structure made poorer decisions and made
less progress toward decision goals than those with process structure [67]. Other studies
have indicated that groups conducting more complex tasks with GSS tend to have higher
quality results and analysis than F2F groups that do not use GSS, on the basis that GSS
provides higher levels of structure [66, 159, 160]. For example, groups performing a
low-ambiguity task generate higher quality ideas than F^F groups [161], likely because
of the parallel work mode GSS provides and the improved task structure.

Fooled

(nominal) and high collaboration interacting groups produce higher quality ideas than
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individuals (solo) and low collaboration groups [147]. Other research showed a positive
relationship between decision quality of GSS groups and task complexity [162].
Likewise, under conditions of time pressure, GSS groups have been shown to make
higher quality decisions than F2F groups [163], which is often at least partially attributed
to the increased process structure of GSS use.

Moreover, using parallel work modes

(afforded only through GSS use) with a physically present group leader creates better
decisions than more restrictive sequential process work coordination [164|. Additionally,
research showed that increased process structure improves the quality and participation of
not only GSS groups but also non-GSS, groups; however, GSS groups have overall
higher satisfaction [137]. However, not all GSS research directly supports that notion
that increased structure with GSS improves quality: ambiguous quality results emerged
in two experiments involving small, noncompetitive collaborative software groups [165,
166]. Yet, in summary, it the research evidence leans toward the notion that increased
process structure with GSS improves the quality of a group's results.
Finally, in terms of CW tool research, research found that structured approaches,
whether manual or computerized, led to better quality outcomes in CW groups, than
unstructured groups [136]. Likewise, quality of planning has been shown to be related to
document quality [167].

While the direct evidence is scant in terms of CW, the

supporting GSS and group research bolsters the notion that CW tool use with increased
structure should produce higher quality results. However, a logical limit to the benefits
of structure likely exists. For example, high levels of constrictive structure can limit
creativity and can force group members to use tools in awkward ways that are not best
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suited for group outcomes [142, 143].
Satisfaction: Research found low structure GSS groups had less satisfaction than
low structure non-GSS groups [132]. This finding is pivotal because although both
groups performed low structure processes, GSS technology inherently provides more
process structure; hence, the increased structure from GSS use may relate to increased
satisfaction (although the satisfaction could also be an artifact of the technology itself).
More conclusively, research in CW [136] and in groups [137] showed that structured
approaches in groups, whether manual or computerized, produce higher levels of decision
and process satisfaction than groups that lack structure. In contrast, earlier research
claimed that GDSS level two groups (higher structure) were not more satisfied than
GDSS level 1 groups (lower structure) [168, 169]. Yet, recent research showed that
using parallel coordination in conjunction with a group leader led to higher process
satisfaction than using sequential process coordination [164]. While the research tying
satisfaction to low and high levels of structure is clearly mixed, it may be reasonable to
assume that groups with no structure will have a higher probability of experiencing less
satisfaction than groups that have some structure, on the assumption that most groups
desire some process guidance. For example, several field studies suggest that tasks that
are more complex need more structured facilitation to achieve success [105, 131, 135,
138-140]. However, this claim may not hold as strongly to groups with established
histories and high levels of expertise that conduct simple tasks, since high structure may
be a nuisance in such a scenario.
Reiationships:

As previously mentioned, some of the potential benefits of
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increased structure include a more even distribution of participation, which can lead to an
increase in consensuses.

For example, structured approaches, whether manual or

computerized, promote greater equality of participation than unstructured approaches
[136]~ .

Additionally, structured GSS groups can have more even distribution of

participation than unstructured groups [137]. Furthermore, interactive GSS groups can
have more even participation than non-interactive groups [146]. Even though increased
participation does not necessarily translate directly into consensus, it does decrease the
probability that an individual will dominate a group's processes, increasing the
probability of consensus occurring. Meanwhile, groups achieving consensus are more
likely to have good relationships than groups experiencing dominance or discord. For
example, chauffeur-driven groups (higher structure) achieve significantly higher postmeeting consensus than did facilitator-driven groups (lower structure than chauffeurdriven) [141, 165]. Clearly, the processes and tasks a group chooses affects all kinds of
outcomes such as agenda creation, turn taking in communication, how decisions are
made, and underlying agreement [171].

For example, in free discussions different

outcomes occur depending on the order in which group members discuss issues and the
routine procedures they employ such as straw polling [171].
Despite the potential relationship advantages of increased structure, research also
suggests that "too much" structure can also undermine relationships, especially in terms
of consensus and cohesion. For example, highly structured, rigid facilitation decreases

28

Equality of participation has been said to be is crucial for effective group performance [170]
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consensus [141]; flexible facilitation'^ improves group cohesion as opposed to highly
structured facilitation [142, 143].
Communicatioii: This research posits that just as with consensus, the structure
employed by a group should have a direct impact on its communication practices.
Communication in CW groups is crucial because CW is an open-ended problem
centering on highly expressive and interactive communication [33]. Increased structure
should increase participation and interaction [136, 137, 146, 147]; likewise, higher
structure groups should be more likely to have better communication than lower structure
groups, because of their increased participation and interactivity. Furthermore, a logical
upper limit on structure exists with communication, where extremely high levels of
structure should naturally decrease a group's communication, since such levels of
structure would undermine their need to make and discuss decisions;
"When task uncertainty is high, people engage in higher levels of informal
communication to coordinate their work than when task uncertainty is low. This
finding has been interpreted as evidence that coping with uncertainty requires a
level of mutual adjustment within and between work groups that is unattainable
when individuals are relying on formal policies and procedures or other less
flexible means of coordinating their work" [33] p. 112
In summary, the following hypothesis derives from this section:
H3.2: Small, asynchronous, distributed CW groups that use CoUaboratus
and have no imposed process structure will have worse results than similar
groups with low or high process structure, while low structured groups will
have the best results; all in terms of (a) productivity, (b) quality, (c)
satisfaction, (d) relationships, and (e) communication.
Figure 3.2 graphically summarizes the relationships between the control variables

^ Flexible facilitation occurs when groups can determine procedures and adapt them as needed.
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(inputs) and dependent variables (outputs) as suggested by hypothesis H3.2.

•syndvonou*

Figure 3.2: Summary of H3.2
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CHAPTER 4: COLLABORATIVE WRITING TECHNOLOGY
This chapter investigates technology improvements for distributed CW teams, on
the premise that the combination of technology, proximity, synchronicity, and process
improvements will provide optimal outcomes.

Properly designed collaborative

technology has been shown to have the potential to significantly improve group work,
especially when combined with structured facilitation (or process interventions) [29,
117].

Properly designed collaborative software promotes the concept of group

awareness, which improves a group's work efforts [50]. Thus, CW tools can be used to
mitigate the natural loss of group awareness and coordination that results in distributed
CW work.
This chapter first defines CW tools, contrasting them to other collaborative
technologies, and then reviews the benefits and drawbacks of using these tools. Next,
this chapter discusses speciHc requirements for building CW tools that will support the
proposed theoretical effects of these tools.

Using these requirements, this research

overviews why Word™ and previously developed CW tools are inadequate for fully
supporting distributed CW. As such, a new CW tool called Collaboratus is presented and
reviewed against the requirements. Finally, hypotheses are presented for testing CW
groups using Collaboratus versus Microsoft Word™.
4.1 CW tools
This research defines collaborative writing software (CWS) as
"A specialized form of GSS that allows CW groups to produce a shared document
and assists CW groups perform the major CW activities,"
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Table 4.1 compares the definition of CWS to other conmion terms, such as GSS and
CMD. Finally, Figure 4.1 overviews all of the technologies that have been defmed to
make up collaborative software, including CWS.
TABLE 4.1: DEFINING COLLABORATIVE SOFTWARE TERMS
CMC

Collaborative software
CSCW
CW tools
CWS
Electronic meetinx systems
GDSS
Groupware
GSS

Computer-mediated communication: Software systems that have
been designed primarily around basic communication that do not
provide support for advanced coordination, shared document
updating, complex forms of communication, detailed decision
maidng. or advanced levels of task and process structure.
Synonymous with groupware.
Computer-supported cooperative work: An academic research area,
not a technology, which focuses on understanding group interaction
in the context of supportive software and processes.
Synonymous with CWS
Collaborative writing software: Software that allows CW groups to
produce a shared document and assists CW groups perform the major
CW activities
Synonymous with GSS
Group decision support systems: software and associated supported
processes designed to improve group decision making
A family of software that has been designed to support common
group tasks in various levels of shared electronic environments.
Groupware includes CMC. GDSS. and GSS.
Group support system: software and associated support processes
that have been designed to improve outcomes of group meetings
through high levels of coordination. GSS includes GDSS.

The purpose of CWS is to allow groups of individuals to work on the same
document together in a more effective manner than allowed by traditional methods alone
such as using Microsoft Word™ with email. For example, more advanced forms of CWS
allow groups to work on documents simultaneously and have increased group awareness
and communications capabilities. Such advanced software often includes a common
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Figure 4.1: Overview of collaborative technologies
group interface in which a group can outline a document and work on different sections
of a document at the same time. More advanced features of CWS include the ability to
create group annotations, brainstorming support, locking, and chat windows for group
discussions. Examples of notable past attempts to create CW tools include GROVE [37,
38, 43, 172, 1731, Quilt [37, 38, 43, 45, 173-1771, SASSE [38], Collaborwriter [1781,
Collaborative Editing System (CES) [45, 179-1811, ShrEdit [110, 1821, and Iris [50, 1831.
Benefits and issues of CW tools: Since CW tools are specialized forms of GSS,
their potential benefits and issues are first examined in light of GSS literature.
Nunamaker et al. [1171 differentiated the capabilities and potential benefits of GSS by
defining three levels of group work: (I) individual level where groups members are like
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sprinters working in an uncoordinated effort toward a goal; (2) coordination level where
group members are like relay runners handing off a baton in a coordinated-butindependent effort; (3) group*dynaniics level where group members work like a rowing
crew team, giving a concerted, joint effort toward a common goal (see Figure 4.2).
Nunamaker at el. [117] outlined how GSS can provide many potential productivity
process benefits to teams, whether they work on the individual level, coordination level,
or concerted work level with GSS (see Table 4.2). For example, if groups work on the
concerted work level using GSS they can benefit from anonymous communication,
parallel contributions, structured and focused processes for thought development, and the
ability to access session transcripts and automatic concept classification [1I7|. While
GSS can work at both the individual and coordination levels, it is most powerful and
effective for the group-dynamics level 1117].

However, because GSS use usually

involves intricate collaboration software working on the group dynamics level it is not
appropriate for all group tasks.
TABLE 4.2: POTENTIAL PROCESS BENEFITS OF GSS^°
Concerted work level

Anonymity, parallel
contribution

Structured and focused
processes

Coordinated work
level

Asynchronous
communication

Individual work level

Preparing
communication stimuli

Schedule matching,
automated workflow,
project management
Modeling, simulation

^ Adapted from

[117].

Session transcripts.
automatic concept
classification
Shared data stores

Information filtering,
local data stores
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Figure 4.2: Three levels off group work^^
The GSS benefit classification fi-amework indicates that the benefits received from
GSS, not only depend on the system being used, but also the level of work a group is
engaged in. Thus, the potential benefits of GSS do not apply to every scenario [28, 29].
For example, the effects of GSS use are contingent upon the situation in which the GSS is
used, as described by group, task, context, and technology [291^". Given these caveats,
the following general benefits have often been associated with GSS use:

Improved

efficiency, increased anonymity, increased group awareness, improved communication,
positive group dynamics, better organizational learning, process improvements, task
improvements, support for larger teams, higher quality results, and increased satisfaction
(Appendix 4.1). These benefits and the underlying caveats of GSS, likely apply to CWS,
as a specialized form of GSS.
While CWS literature is not as well developed as the larger body of GSS
literature, several streams of CWS research have begun to substantiate that the same

" From [117].
These concepts are further explored in Chapter S in building a CW research framework.
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benefits and issues that apply to GSS generally apply to CWS.

However, a chief

criticism of this body of CW research is that it is not very generalizable [31 ]. Thus, all
benefits and issues of CWS need to be examined in this light, until further studies and
replications provide additional conclusive evidence. The initial benefits that have been
discovered in CW tools are summarized in Table 4.3. The next section describes the
potential issues of GSS and CWS.
TABLE 4.3: POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF CWS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher quality document results [134, 182, 184]
Increased document integrity especially with version management [ 185]
Better integration of different contributions in terms of terminology and style [185]
Improvements in final editing and formatting processes and results [ 18S]
Higher quality planning [ 134]
Improved reviewing and approval procedures and decrease in the overall review time [31)
Better document management and coordination [31 ]
Reduced procedural complexity [185]
Greater document lengths and productivity [134. 182]
Higher satisfaction [182]
Increased socialization [82]
Increased group awareness [82]
Additional participation and communication [82]

Despite the potential benefits of GSS, it is not a placebo for problematic group
dynamics. For example, "The effectiveness of the technology depends on its appropriate
design and use by the group" [61] p. 589. Likewise, GSS does not overcome poor
leadership [117]. As such, the following are potential issues of using GSS, especially
when the task and technology fit is inappropriate for a given group: Adoption and
diffusion problems, cultural issues, distributed work issues, group issues, information
issues, information overload, media effects, poor leadership, training and learning issues
(see Appendix 4.1). Just as the benefits of GSS, most of these issues apply to CWS.
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Similar to the benefits of CWS and GSS, not all the issues of GSS have been
verified to occur in CWS.

However, initial research indications show that these

technologies share similar issues. Thus, while CWS adds many potential benefits to CW
teams, CWS can also likely add new issues or magnify existing ones. While, many of
these issues are similar to what would normally be experienced in general teamwork (as
discussed in Chapter 2), several of these issues tend to have particular nuances in CW.
These issues also have high probabilities of occurring in CW groups that lack proper
process structure, coordination, and group awareness. Some of the most prevalent issues
with CWS are summarized in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4: COMMON CWS ISSUES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group conflict [38]
Poor planning [40,41]
Communication problems [39-41, 186]
Changing roles [25. 38. 173. 177, 187]
Poor commitment [25, 186]
Technological challenges [38. 39.43]
Distributed work issues [39,43, 186]
Information overload [40,43]
Duplication of effort [40]; participants working obliviously to each other [43]
Ownership conflicts [40]
Lack of consensus [40]; lack of buy-in and convergence [39]
Poor discussions and social interaction [43]
Group rapport can be lacking [39]
Lack of group focus [43]
Increased confusion [43]
Free loading [43]

4.2 CW tool design requirements
Given the literature on CW and CWS, this section presents specific requirements
for building CW tools that should improve the results of distributed CW work. The
premise of these requirements is that existing word processing tools are inadequate to
support distributed groups in CW efforts, subscribing to the notion that ""...the
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conventional word processor, designed for individual use and highly evolved for layout
and production of paper documents, needs to be rethought and recast as a group writing
tool" [188]. Anecdotal evidence that word processors are inadequate for distributed CW
is derived by the proliferation of protocols designed to help groups write, but which
undermine group awareness:
"The still painful nature of collaborating in such tasks via electronic mail is
evidenced by the various editing "protocols" that have evolved from the use of
current word processors and electronic mail to coauthor or revise a document:
to circumvent the main goal of the design of word processors—making changes
visible as soon as possible and always keeping what is displayed on the screen as
close as possible in form and appearance to the final output..." [188 J.
These claims are further substantiated by comparing the derived requirements to the
group features of Microsoft Word™.
The requirements are presented as features shown to be essential to CWS by
previous research, and are presented as follows; general CW support, brainstorming,
research, planning, writing, editing, roles and identities, communication, and technology.
Once these requirements are discussed, they are then used to judge the current and past
field of CWS (focusing especially on Word™ and Collaboratus), to highlight the research
and market opportunity that exists for more advanced CW tools. All of the requirements
are summarized in Appendix 4.1, which also includes design considerations.
General CW support: In terms of general CW support, CW tools should support
all CW activities and work modes [37, 38], which are discussed as follows: CW work
modes, CW document control, CW activities, CW strategies, and CW roles.
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CW Work modes; CWS should support all major collaborative work modes^',
which requires these four modes be treated differently in collaborative systems design
[SO].

Asynchronous, distributed work mode support is usually more difficult than

synchronous, F2F work mode support, because the asynchronous work mode is often less
media rich and thus has less group awareness. For example, in asynchronous, distributed
work it is more difficult for participants to notice verbal cues or to have a "normal"
discussion that typically occurs in F2F settings. Thus, CWS must be designed with
"asynchronous awareness" to support communication across space and time [1891.
CW Strategies: CW tools need to support all major writing strategies [37, 381"^"*.
Parallel partitioned writing capability may be particularly important, because it allows
task decomposition so that team members can work at the same time with better
coordination, which been shown to be beneficial to distributed groups [86, 190].
CW Document Control: CWS should support all major modes of document
control [37, 38f ^
CW Activities: CWS should support all the major CW activities^^. In supporting
these major CW activities, CWS need to ensure seamless transitions between activities
and to allow activities to be chosen in any order [37, 38]. CWS must allow multiple

As discussed in chapter 2, these include: E^F synchronous interaction, asynchronous non-distributed
interaction, synchronous, distributed interaction, asynchronous, distributed interaction, and mixed work
modes [43]. These work modes can also be thought of as four modes of group awareness [50. SI]; thus,
awareness differs based on the work mode employed. Since CW is a somewhat unstructured task, group
awareness and coordination is critical to its success [46,49, SO, 52].
^ Where writing strategy is defined as the approach the group takes to writing, including single writer [37.
38], sequential single writing [32], partitioned, parallel writing [32, 37, 38, 43], and reactive writing [32.
37, 38,43].
This includes centralized [37, 38], relay [37, 38], independent [37, 38], and shared [37, 38].
^ This includes the following: brainstorming [37, 38], research [37, 38], planning [37, 38, 40, 41], writing
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users to perform various writing activities at the same time on the same tool [38].
Not only do CWS need to support all of these process components, but also they
need to do so with flexibility and ease of use because CW is an open-ended task that
sometimes lasts several years.

Likewise, CWS systems need flexibility and to not

enforce high levels of structure [173, 191]. In summary, CWS need to support the major
CW activities while remaining intuitive, so as not to distract from the CW process [39].
The next few sections further expand requirements that are specific to the common
activities found in CW, such as brainstorming, research, planning, writing, editing, and
reviewing.
Brainstorming:

CWS must support communication and planning through

brainstorming tools [40, 41]. Similarly, to support planning and outlining, CWS should
allow collaborators to generate idea collections to categorize and store brainstorming
output [32, 38, 186].
Research: Perhaps the most glaring requirements gap discovered in the literature
review is the lack of requirements related to research support. Most researchers appear to
believe adequate research support is provided through requirements supporting
communication, outlining, and editing.

Thus, this lack of requirements presents

opportunities for promising design considerations as discussed in Chapter 7.
Planning: CW literature lends strong support for the need to support the CW
planning activity. Planning and management occurs both on group and individual levels
[40, 41],

At a minimum, CWS need to support initial group planning [40, 41],

[37, 38,40,41], editing [37, 38], and reviewing / Revising [37,38,40,41].
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brainstorming [40, 41], and document outlining [37, 40, 41]. Additionally, because
planning typically is not complete before writing commences, CWS should support
communication about planning [177]. This should include negotiation support to resolve
differences of opinion on group plans [25] and facilitating discussions involving project
scheduling, courses of action, and goals [25, 37]. Such planning communication is
crucial in CW because participants often negotiate and re-negotiate plans, outlines, roles,
and personal relationships [25]. For example, when brainstorming and planning in CW,
participants often desire an unrestricted, highly unstructured, free-flow of ideas [186],
Writing: Perhaps the most debated question in providing support for the CW process
is the extent to which a CWS tool should provide standard word processing features.
While all CWS tools need to provide basic editing features, it can be argued that many of
the features of Word™ simply create a distraction to CW groups. For example, a group
that is trying to quickly develop a draft user manual can be hampered when participants
focus on creating macros and using advanced formatting features. For this reason, most
CWS tool designers intentionally do not support advanced word processing features in
their tools, with the philosophy that draft documents can be easily exported to a word
processor where one individual can perform the copyediting. Thus, the most basic
requirement for supporting the CW activity is to provide word processing [38].
Examples of basic word processing features include the following: Cut, copy, delete,
paste; simple formatting such as bold and italics; find / replace; change case. To allow
collaborators to recover from editing mistakes, CWS should have reversible execution /
undo [38, 43] on multiple levels [38]. In addition, collaborators need concurrency
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controP^ and conflict resolution to resolve discrepancies between participants'
simultaneous operations [43]. A traditional approach to concurrency control is turntaking protocols (i.e. "floor control"), but this approach can be problematic with
distributed, parallel work because it makes conflicts more difficult to resolve [192]. An
elegant way to implement concurrency control is to provide text-section locking [38, 43,
173].
Editing:

Similar to the research activity, the editing activity receives little

attention in CW research.

Support for this activity is primarily addressed by

requirements for the writing activity, reviewing activity, and roles. However, CWS
literature generally does not address how CWS could address specific needs of an editor,
which provides opportunity for many design considerations, as addressed in Chapter 7.
Reviewing: The primary requirement for supporting the reviewing activity is to
provide document annotations [37, 177], which are annotative comments made by
reviewers.

The ability to capture annotations is especially useful to support open

dialogues among writers, editors, facilitators, and reviewers. However, too many CWS
systems have limited and clumsy support of annotations, which can be improved by
having annotations that point to specific pieces of text so reviewers can easily discern the
passage to which a specific annotation applies [173].
Roles: A corollary requirement in supporting CW activities is that CWS must

" "concurrency control handles the concurrent access of multiple users to shared information in order to
preserve information consistency, [which] may be categorized into pessimistic and optimistic
approaches...Pessimistic approaches apply technical protocols in order to avoid conflicts while the
optimistic protocols prefer social protocols to ensure information consistency. Social protocols...offer
group members more freedom to adjust the concurrency control to the characteristics of the group and its
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support multiple collaboration roles [37, 38, 177]. Likewise, each participant's role must
be explicitly defmed at the outset of collaboration [371. Moreover, CWS need to allow a
flexible number of participants [37, 38, 43]. CWS must also preserve collaborator
identities [37, 38], which means every member of a CW team should know who is
playing what role and to be able to see the specific content contributions a given person is
making. This facilitates consensus building and increase social pressure for individuals
to maximize their contributions. The key exception to this rule is that brainstorming
should allow anonymity to encourage creativity [193].
Because CW is a dynamic, iterative process, CWS must allow for shifting roles
throughout the CW process [25, 37, 173, 177, 194). For example, users should be
allowed to easily create, join, or leave CW sessions at arbitrary times without significant
disruption to the CWS session [25, 38]. Implicit in these role requirements is that CWS
should support various leadership styles [25] and work styles of individual team
members. The major roles that should be considered for implementation include the
following: Writer, Consultant, Editor, Reviewer, Scribe, and Facilitator. To support
these roles, CWS need to allow for various document access methods that correspond to
the roles:

Basic access methods should include read, write, and annotate [37, 38].

Security is also needed to enforce access rights for a particular role.
Conununication: Interpersonal communication and coordination communication
are pivotal in defining the difference between single-author writing and CW. For success
in CW, authors must share and freely exchange ideas and criticism in a coordinated

current state. Social protocols need a high degree of group awareness in order to be effective" [SO].
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fashion, or their CW efforts will likely fall into mediocrity. This section discusses CWS
communication requirements from reviewed literature, as follows:

Interpersonal,

Signaling and coordination. Information access. Different information views. Version
control, and External information.
Interpersonal communication: CWS need to support social interactions [37, 381
and communication about project scheduling and plans [37, 177].
Signaling and coordination: Interpersonal communication is not the only form
of communication that needs to be supported; in addition, writers need to coordinate their
work efforts to improve their group awareness. Specifically, some type of signaling and
messaging is critical for communication, or misunderstanding can occur [124].
Information access: To increase information access, CWS should provide access
to relevant information [371. One approach to support this requirement is to allow
creation of separate document segments [37]. Although CWS should support different
document segments, users should still have access to the entire document [37, 38).
However, CWS should allow several document access methods according to a user's role
and responsibilities: such as write, annotate, and read [37]. Finally, CWS should support
different approaches to group access. For example, participants should be able to access
a group document concurrently [37,43] or sequentially [37,43].
Information views: Another requirement to enhance information access is to
provide different views of collaboration artifacts (e.g. document, roles, participants,
annotations). Information views should exist to mitigate the cognitive inertia required in
collaboration and to reduce information overload. Specifically, a CWS tool's interface
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should depict overall group activity with minimal complexity and distraction [431.
Another view requirement is to provide an outline view that represents document sections
in a hierarchical structure [32, 38, 40, 41, 173, 186], Outlines not only served an
organizational purpose, but also help serve the requirement of authors needing to be able
to break a document down into more manageable ''chunks" [46].
Version control:

Providing version control is another requirement to enhance

information access and information views [37, 38, 173, 177, 186]. Table 4.5 summarizes
situations when users need to know the changes that have occurred to a document.
TABLE 4.5: SCENARIOS WHEN USERS NEED VERSION CONTROL
• Other members of the team have been maidng additions and changes to a document while a user has
•
•
•
•

been logged off [ 173].
Roles and/or assignments change and a user needs to know the context of how a particular document or
section evolved.
The composition of the writing group changes [186].
A need exists to support differences in roles, such as writers versus editors [ 186].
Specialized writing groups; for example, lawyers may need to meticulously track wording changes in a
contract that is being produced [ 186].

These likely scenarios point to the critical need for version control in CWS. CWS must
ensure that all users access the same version of the shared document [38] and that the
accessed version is the most recent version available [43]. Additionally, CWS should
allow revisions to exist as distinct drafts [177]. However, version control should not just
include tracking different versions of text, it should also track creation author, what was
changed, when changes were made [38].
External information: Supporting the incorporation of and access to external
information is a requirement that enhances group communication. For example, CWS
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need to provide support for meta-textual information such as idea collections, outlines,
plans, annotations, and comments [32, 38, 186]. Additionally, CWS should store and
display external representations that are a part of normal writing process [177], A critical
piece to this support is the ability to input/import and output/export of data in a variety of
formats or standard protocols [43, 177], including basic printing capabilities [39],
Technology support: CWS technology must address compatibility issues with
software and hardware [177]; in particular, it should support heterogeneous hardware,
software, and networks [188]. Likewise, it must and have easy installation and support
[39]. CWS technology must have protocols that account for the differing requirements of
various media (e.g. audio vs. video) [43]. Ultimately, a seamless integration should exist
in exchanging data with other technologies [38], such as Word""^ and PowerPoint^'^.
CWS also needs to be responsive [43], robust, [43], and flexible [31, 173, 186,
195]. Responsiveness means that CWS needs to have short response times^^ and short
notification times^^[43].

The requirement for robustness indicates CWS should be

resilient to changing conditions, high levels of usage, and unexpected events.
Furthermore, in the case of system failure, power outages, and connectivity problems,
CWS systems should enable users to easily restart and recover their CWS sessions.
Security is a corollary to robustness; thus, CWS should be secure enough to
prevent rogue attacks from unauthorized outsiders and to protect sensitive documents
from inquisitive insiders. CWS must implement security and user rights to protect

The time it takes for a user's own interface to reflect his or her actions.
The time require for these actions to propagate to everyone's interfaces.
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information and to support different roles. For example, CWS should allow different
rights for specific participants on different document sections [177].
In terms of synchronous communication, CWS needs to provide real-time
interaction and notification [43], including support for multicasts [43]. For asynchronous
communication, low-band width communication should be provided [43]. Finally, since
group members should have instantaneous access to the latest document, distributed
replication techniques should not be used [43], since replication can cause serious version
control and timing problems.
4.3 Designing a new CW tool, Coliaboratus
Given that CW tools already exist, this section first addresses why a need existed
to build a new tool, Coliaboratus. First, this section addresses why Microsoft Word''''^ is
not an ideal tool for distributed CW. Second, an overview is given of past CW tools that
also do not fully meet the previously listed requirements. Finally, a high-level review of
Coliaboratus is presented showing the CW tool requirements that it implements.
Microsoft Word™:

Word 2000™ has made a distinct improvement from

Word™'97 in supporting CWS features; however. Word™ suffers from the overall
limitation in that it was designed as a proprietary, single-user tool that had group features
added to it after the initial, single-user design was created. As a result. Word™ was not
properly designed for complex group awareness, coordination, and distributed CW.
Furthermore, too many of its group-oriented features poorly integrate with each other.
Worse, with its massive installation size and non-support of Java, Microsoft Word™
cannot support large groups or provide low-bandwidth communications support required
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for distributed CW using Internet browsers. Table 4.6 depicts how the major "group"
features of Word™ support the developed requirements of CW tools.
TABLE 4.6: WORD™ GROUP FEATURES COMPARED TO REQUIREMENTS

Annotations /
O
©
©
comments
O
ChangeO
©
tracking and
merging
documents
Versioning
©
©
©
O
Master
O
©
documents
©
Email /
©
©
routing
•
•
Discussions
©
Document
©
©
©
subscriptions
NetMeeting
©
o
©
integration
Key: O = no support © = partial support • = fiiU support

©

o

o

©

o

o

o

©

o
o

o
o

©

©

o

•

©

©

o

o
o

o

o

o

Given these results, some researchers have wondered whether or not future CWS
systems should be custom built, or if it is reasonable to extend the features of Word™
through the use of programming API's.

However, given the massive number of

functionality gaps in Word™ extending Word™ through API's is not a viable approach,
because Word™ would have to be completely re-written.
Even if a researcher had the resources to major re-write Word™, or to extend it
via API's, several other limitations would greatly impede this approach; (1) Word™
does not support Java and thus cannot be run through a browser to support asynchronous
teams, large teams, and low-bandwidth communications. (2) Additionally, Word™ has a
massive software footprint on a client computer that requires 147 MB of available hard-
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disk space on the average, 36 MB of RAM, and a Pentium 75 MHz processor. These
client-side requirements increase when installing the required software that provides
group support (e.g. Server Extensions, NetMeeting™, Outlook™); thus, an appropriate
installation requires 1 Gig of hard drive space, 128 MB of RAM, and a Pentium 400 MHz
processor, or higher. Thus, these requirements undermine its ability to support Internet
devices, low-end computers, and wireless devices.

Administration also becomes

unwieldy for any but the smallest of groups. (3) Word""^ and its supporting technologies
are proprietary to the Windows™ operating system. (4) Word™ was built as a singleuser tool with group-oriented extensions; thus, it has not been optimized for scalability
and distributed architectures needed to support asynchronous work, synchronous remote
work, and large groups. (5) Word™ API's place researchers at the control of Microsoft
for support, upgrades, and bug fixes. Additionally, future Microsoft upgrades will likely
invalidate past approaches and introduce new bugs, limitations, challenges, and
conflicting features. Table 4.7 summarizes the limitations of extending Word™.
TABLE 4.7: THE UMTTATIONS OF WORD™ FOR CW

Lack of Java support

Extremely high

Large footprint / resource
consumption

Low for PC-based groups;
moderate for notebook-computer
groups; extremely high for thin
and Internet clients
High
Low for small groups, high for
large groups
Extremely high

Proprietary technology
Not scalable or able to support
distributed architectures
Lack of control of upgrades and
software development

Extremely low; can use Citrix
server, but still will not support
low-band width
Cannot be reasonably addressed

Cannot be reasonably addressed
Cannot be reasonably addressed
Extremely low to moderate; can
attempt to influence through
Microsoft support and through
beta release programs
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Previous CW tools:

While many CW tools have been produced, they tools do

not adequately support the requirements for distributed CW. Examples of previous CW
tools include GROVE [37, 38, 43, 172, 173], Quilt [37, 38, 43, 45, 173-1771, SASSE
[38], Collaborwriter (1781, Collaborative Editing System (CES) [45, 179-1811,
ShrEdit [110, 182], Iris [50, 183]. Version control systems, protocols such as CVS, and
document management systems also tend to fall short of full CW support, especially in
terms of group awareness and simultaneous coordination.
Because Word™ and the other listed tools were deemed to not support
sufficiently the requirements of CW, researchers at the Center for the Management of
Information (CMI) at the University of Arizona set out to build a new CW tool, called
Collaboratus, which would start to address the requirements for distributed CW on the
Internet. Collaboratus was built using Nunamaker's System Development Methodology
(SDM) [30], which is the result of years of field and laboratory research, as described in
[ 196]. This tool is overviewed in the next section.
Collaboratus: Collaboratus is different from previous CW tools, because it is
has been designed to exploit Intemet and Java technologies. Thus, Collaboratus runs
through platform-independent web-browsers on any platform that can run a Java virtual
machine (VM). Users can connect via modem connections, or they connect directly to a
high-speed local area network.

Additionally, Java support provides flexibility and

scalability in supporting large, distributed teams.
Collaboratus does not support data replication, as is found in Lotus Notes™
where users can work on a task without being connected to the network and when they
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connect to the network, their work is automatically "replicated" to the database and
shared with other users. This technology is complex and prone to replication conflicts;
thus, it can be particularly problematic with CW, because it disallows users from
knowing what simultaneous changes are occurring, unless group members continually
replicate their changes to a central network (impractical for remote workers on low-speed
connections).

Since replication can undermine group awareness of CW processes,

Collaboratus only supports a server-oriented architecture where clients connect to a
server. The Collaboratus server has been optimized for low-bandwidth clients and has a
small, ISSK common download for full-featured applications.

Additionally, the

messaging system is highly efficient, and uses small communication packets.
The server technology on which Collaboratus is based is the CMI Collaborative
Server Architecture, which allows rapid, object-oriented development of collaborative
applications [196-198]. Thus, Collaboratus has a powerful server that can be easily setup
and administered. Because the architecture is Java-based, the client applications can
easily be installed locally or run directly from web pages from any major web browser.
Additionally, the Collaboratus server supports pure TCP/IP implementations, works
within firewalls, is highly scalable, and requires no extensive DBMS support.

A given

Collaboratus administrator is able to quickly check the status of the server, start and stop
the server, log the activity that is occurring the given session, and move the server to run
on different sockets. Additionally, an administrator can automatically save the session
data to an archive log, which can be backed up and restored for later use. Figure 4.3
overviews the Collaboratus applications and the architecture.
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Figure 4.3: Collaboratus applications and architecture*^
The

integrated

applications

that

compose

the

Collaboratus

tool

include:

GroupAdministrator, GroupAgenda, GroupOutliner, GroupVoter, GroupBrainstormer,
GroupCommenter, GroupCategorizer, GroupAnalyzer, GroupSketcher, and GroupWriter.
These tools are thoroughly described in Appendix 4.2.
Collaboratus versus requirements: Although Collaboratus does not support
every CW tool requirement, it represents a significant advance in CW tools. Some of the
key requirements provided by Collaboratus include support of CW activities outside of
drafting. For example, Collaboratus has tools for brainstorming, outlining, and voting.
Furthermore, Collaboratus supports group awareness and coordination through a shared,
group outline; annotations that refer to specific pieces of text and allow multiple levels of
discussion within a given annotation; support of parallel partitioned writing on the same
document by a virtually unlimited number of users; locking on the section level to help
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with coordination and conflict resolution; provision of different users roles and rights
associated with those roles; providing a list of participants who are active in a given CW
session; and version control capabilities that allow users to visually see ihe changes made
to a particular document section over time.

Finally, another key requirement that

Collaboratus supports is the ability to use virtually any type of client browser over the
Internet. Furthermore, Collaboratus does not require any proprietary, client-side software
installation^'. Because of its Java and web browser support, Collaboratus not only is easy
to install but also is compatible with a virtually unlimited array of hardware and operating
system platforms. Additionally, Collaboratus supports low bandwidth communication;
although, the initial download currently causes some performance delays and problems
with extremely slow connections.
Some of the areas where Collaboratus does not fully meet the ideal requirements
of CW tools, representing future research and development, include: negotiation support,
communication about project scheduling and plans (need better PM integration), in-depth
social interactions (need better chat facilities), representation of who is working in the
tree structure, and playback facilities to show a user what has occurred since their last log
in. IDespite these limitations, Collaboratus represents a promising advance in CW tools.
4.4 Hypotheses on Collaboratus
This section proposes hypotheses comparing Collaboratus to a traditional writing
tool, Microsoft Word"*^ for the following constructs: productivity, quality, satisfaction.

From [1971.
'"Although it does require the traditional Java Run-time Environment (JRE) from Sun Microsystems to
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relationships, and communication.
Productivity: Early GDSS research showed GDSS groups took more time for
decisions than non-GDSS groups [66, 199-201]; although, two GDSS studies showed no
differences in time [137, 202]. A study found that GSS groups had increased decision
time; however, the GSS that was being used had several interface problems that affected
usability [68]. Similarly, research found GSS groups took more time than non-GSS
groups [201], which also was recorded for CMC groups [79].
In contrast, as GSS technology has evolved to increased levels of task support,
several researchers substantiated that GSS groups tend to have less meeting time than
non-GSS groups for the same task [203-205]. However, one study found that under time
pressure GSS groups used more time to make decisions than F2F groups; although, the
ideas were of higher quality [163]. In contrast, another study found GSS groups spent
less time managing their meetings and clarifying their communication than video-based
and audio-based groups [206]. Two other studies found that GSS groups produced more
ideas than non-GSS groups under the same time constraints [71, 207]. Furthermore, it
has been demonstrated GSS groups can generate more unique comments than F2F
groups; thus, showing a higher level of productivity in idea creation [161]. Additional
GSS research showed large, distributed GSS groups having higher productivity than large
non-GSS groups (although this was not substantiated for smaller groups) [208]; It was
believed that the GSS groups had more productivity, because GSS minimizes process

support any Java program that runs through a web browser.
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losses, yet facilitates process gains"^^ [208].
While no clear data indicates why these research results conflict, it is possible that
many of the differences can be attributed to the quality of the collaborative software
being used. In addition, it is likely that differences in time productivity can be partially
attributed to the degree of process structure or facilitation being used.

However, it

appears that collaborative technology can bring productivity benefits to CW groups.
The preponderance of CW tool research indicates such tools tend to increase
productivity. Research found no difference in document length between CW groups with
imposed planning and those without imposed planning; however, groups using
collaborative technology produced documents with greater length than non-collaborative
technology groups [134].

Likewise, another study found that groups using CW

technology produced documents that were nearly twice as long as control groups [110).
Other research found CWS groups producing more work than non-computer groups in
similar amounts of time [40,41].
Hl.l: Small, F2F CW groups that use Collaboratus will have higher
productivity than similar groups that use Word^.
While, productivity measures have primarily focused on teams that work in F2F
modes, CW teams that use CW tools and work in distributed work modes should likely
outperform similar teams that do not use CWS. The primary support for this claim is that
CW tools encourage parallel work, especially in distributed groups, [43], which can
greatly increase overall productivity compared to groups that do not use CW tools. One

Such as synergy, avoidance of redundant ideas, higher process satisfaction...
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study indicated that CW groups that use CMC produce more work and spend more time
than non-CMC groups [33], which may have occurred because CMC does not support
parallel, shared work on the same document, group awareness, nor strong coordination.
Another study found that in computer-based CW groups, time on task did not vary with
communication medium [38]. Additionally, because distributed CWS groups will likely
have higher levels of time productivity, such teams will likely have more time to discuss
their work using a chat tool. While more time for discussion will not automatically result
in more discussion, it will likely increase the probability of higher discussion levels.
H2.1: Small, synchronous*distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will
have higher productivity than similar groups that use Word^.
Quality: GDSS research has shown that GDSS groups often produce higher
quality decisions than non-GDSS groups [200, 209, 210]. Similarly, GSS research shows
that F2F GSS groups often create higher quality results than F2F non-GSS groups, such
as; GSS groups producing more alternative and feasible solutions than F2F groups [211].
One study revealed GSS groups had better quality but less confidence than F2F groups
[66]. Another study showed computer-supported groups produced higher quality results
than non-computer groups, likely because they had a more selective examination of better
ideas and were better focused on core issues [182]. Other research indicates that GSS
groups leam more and improve their skills more than non-GSS groups, which can lead to
higher quality results [212].
Despite the evidence showing GSS groups can produce higher quality results than
non-GSS groups, several contrasting studies exist. For example, several GDSS studies
did not find significantly higher quality decisions in GDSS groups over non-GDSS
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groups [66, 137, 201, 213, 214].

Moreover, one GSS study showed GSS groups

producing less quality than non-GSS groups [215], However, it appears the lower quality
in the study was due to anonymity, because it suppressed the contributions of the group's
best member; it was felt additional contributing factors were the pressure to conform,
difficulty in judging individual solutions, and low confidence in competent members
[215]. Another study showed F2F groups learning more than GSS groups [216].
Early studies on CWS did not find differences in quality between F2F groups
using CW tools versus F2F groups that did not use CW tools [38, 40, 41]. However,
studies using more advanced CW technologies revealed groups utilizing CW technology
had higher quality results [134, 184]. Likewise, research found that groups that used a
CW tool produced fewer ideas but the ideas and documents were of higher quality [ I lOj.
HI.2: Small, F2F CW groups that use CoUaboratus will have higher quality
than similar groups that use Word''^.
H2.2: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use CoUaboratus will
have higher quality than similar groups that use Word™.
Satisfaction: Research on satisfaction based on tool choice has produced mixed
results. For example, research revealed that although teams that used CW tools produced
greater length documents with higher quality than non-CWS groups, they had lower
satisfaction [110]. Research also showed non-GSS groups have greater satisfaction and
confidence than GSS groups [66, 215]; similarly, studies show GDSS groups being less
satisfied than non-GDSS groups [70, 199, 209]. Other research [212] found GSS groups
to have less process and outcome satisfaction than non-GSS groups. In contrast, a study
found GDSS groups having higher satisfaction results than non-GDSS groups [136, 217].
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Finally, other research found no difference in satisfaction between GDSS and non-GDSS
groups [166, 201, 210, 213, 218].
Low satisfaction often found in collaborative technology groups may be partially
explained by research in adoption and diffusion, which postulates that new group
technology can initially cause resistance and low satisfaction in groups, even if the
technology is clearly superior to previously used methods; however, satisfaction should
increase over time with tool use [219, 220]. For example, a study showed satisfaction
increasing over a two week period for CMC groups performing CW, although this
increase was still less than the increase for similar F2F groups [6]. A 13-week study on
CMC, showing satisfaction increasing over time, concluded that the key to increasing
satisfaction might be time [221]. Likewise, a study showed that CMC users who have
worked with a CMC system for a year had more satisfaction than F2F groups [222].
Thus, it is likely that groups that are new to collaborative technology that use it for a one
time task will likely have less satisfaction than non-collaborative technology groups.
HU: Small, F2F CW groups that use Collaboratus for a one-time task will
have less satisfaction than similar groups that use Word™.
Additionally, research indicates that low satisfaction in distributed groups may
result from poor communication and relationship development [6, 33, 223]. Thus, in
comparing distributed groups to each other, groups that have stronger communication
support, via collaborative technology, will have a higher probability of satisfaction than
distributed groups that have weaker communication support — especially over time.
H23: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will
have higher satisfaction than similar groups that use Wonf^ for a task that
is performed over time.
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Relationships: Several researchers posit computer technology fosters equality in
group decision making [224-226]. On study claimed that CMC groups had more equal
participation than non-CMC groups [227].

Similarly, other research indicated that

computer technology could create more equality in participation and group discussions
[64, 201, 2281. For example, research asserted that not only were F2F groups more likely
to generate a dominant individual than CMC groups, but also that asking opinions
appears to help CMC groups while it hinders F2F groups [64]. Research showed that
CMC could reduce the effects of social context cues and perceived expertise, and
increases equality of participation and disinhibition [225]. One researcher surmised that
CMC can equalize participation, influence, and status, likely because of status masking
[229] (as discussed by [230]). Similar research found that the fewer nonverbal and paraverbal cues in CMC groups could decrease status effects [231]. Other CMC research also
indirectly points to CMC software diminishing status effects. For example, it was found
that CMC diminish the amount of social cues**^ available that can create status effects or
unequal behavior [232, 233]. Moreover, evidence was found that CMC groups had less
agreement than F2F groups, which may indicate they experienced less dominance and
conformance (negative manifestations of status effects) [133]; however, another study
found that this trend reversed in groups conducting more than three sessions [234, 235].
However, not all CMC research supports the notion that CMC equalizes status
differences that exist in groups. For example, three experiments showed high-status
participants participating more than low status members [236]. While, recognizing this

Social cues are social norms and information about group members.
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phenomena could have been an artifact of the technology used, Weisband hypothesized:
"If group status differences are strong and salient, as they are in some
organizations, status differences will persist or even be magnified, and unique
personal information about people will be made less salient, when communication
is computer-mediated" [236] p. 1147
As a result, Weisband concluded that the key to unraveling status effects was status labels
and impressions; thus, if status labels (e.g. MBA student vs. undergraduate) were hidden
and high-status members were in the minority, status differences in participation and in
influence were reduced [230, 236]. This introduces a key caveat in that collaborative
tools may not be able to reduce prior status impressions. However, the bulk of the CMC
research still points to the ability of such technology to reduce status effects.
Given the results on masking status effects with CMC, it is reasonable to expect
even stronger status-masking benefits from collaborative systems such GSS, since such
systems typically provide more advanced features that can equalize groups (e.g. parallel
communication, task structure, anonymity, and team building). For example, research
demonstrated that GSS groups had less interpersonal conflict, more constructive conflict,
and more productive conflict than non-GSS groups [237. 238]. Likewise, a study showed
GSS could improve relationship development [238].
Yet, the degree to which collaborative software can decrease status effects and
improve relationships is not universal—it could depend on its usability. One study
showed groups using GUI-based GSS systems had more efficiency of influence, greater
equality of influence, and less dominance than groups using text-based interfaces [239].
H2.4: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use CoUaboratus will
have better relationshiDs than similar groups that use Word™.
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Communication: Because of scant literature on communication in CW, the
hypotheses are built on the logic that CWS provide richer media. Despite the increased
levels of participation and consensus afforded by CWS, such groups would likely have
need for less communication regarding administrative work coordination, because the
increased group awareness afforded by CWS decreases the amount of administrative
coordination needed. The following summarizes benefits of a rich mediums in CW;
"Richer communications media permit communicators to modify their messages
in response to cues from their partners, to amplify their messages using nonverbal
and paralinguistic channels, to speak naturally and colloquially and to direct
their messages to a particular individual or group" [33] p. 113
Additionally, the ability to support parallel work using a CW tool should increase the use
simultaneous work and communication in CW groups, compared to traditional means.
H2^: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will
have better communication than similar groups that use Word™.
H2.6: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will
have more simultaneous communication and work strategies than similar
groups that use Word"^.
Figure 4.4 graphically summarizes these hypotheses'*^.

Figure 4.4: Summary of tool choice hypotheses

** Note, the exception to this depiction is that "Satisfaction" will be lower for one-time, F2F CW meetings.
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CHAPTERS: METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
This chapter presents the methodology and designs that were used to research
process structures, proximity and synchronicity choices, and technologies to improve
distributed CW.

Part of the multi-methodological approach that was used with this

research includes the requirements analysis, design, and development of Coilaboratus
(Chapter 4) and the development of predictive theory (Chapters 2-4). This chapter
focuses on additional methods of inquiry including exploratory research in the form of
questionnaires, to better understand participants' experiences with CW; laboratory
experiments to establish whether or Coilaboratus is a more effective tool for CW than
Word™; and a large, field experiment to ascertain the appropriate level of process
structure for successful asynchronous, distributed CW.
5.1 Chosen research methodologies
For years, MIS research suffered from an identity crisis that centered on relevance
versus rigor, diversity of methodologies, and poor use of reference disciplines [240-243).
In partial response, Nunamaker et al. [30] developed a research framework for producing
both relevant and rigorous MIS research. This multi-methodological research approach,
called the Systems Development Methodology (SDM) (Figure S.l), involves grounded
theory

development

(conceptual

frameworks,

mathematical

models,

methods)

complemented by observation (e.g. field research, surveys, case studies, usability
studies), experimentation (e.g. controlled laboratory experiments, computer simulations,
field-based quasi-experiments), and systems development (e.g. prototyping, product
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development, technology

transfer).

This

methodology

is

iterative, allowing

methodologies, theories, and research products to grow incrementally over time [117].

Figure 5.1: Nunamaker's system development methodology*^
SDM was used for CMI's development of CW tools that ultimately resulted in the
design of Collaboratus. The work on Collaboratus leveraged numerous years of field and
laboratory experience at CMI in collaboration and group support systems (GSS) [29, 117,
138], as further described in [196]. In sum, the research outlined in this section further
extends the research tradition in CW by additional theory building, observation, and
exploratory research (see Figure 5.2). The theory used for this research was described in
Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The remainder of this chapter describes the research designs used
for the questionnaires, usability studies, and experiments.
5.2 Questionnaires
Two surveys were conducted as part of this research (see Appendix S.8). The first
was a questionnaire to ascertain various participants' experiences with CW. Although

From Nunamaker et ai. [30].
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Figure 5.2: Implementation of SDM by This Research
the participants were primarily students, they greatly varied in their academic and
professional experience, which helped with generalization of the results.

Many

participants took this survey (N=784) over a period of several months"*^.
The second questionnaire was a more in-depth instrument designed to elicit
detailed feedback on one specific CW experience per participant (N=178). The purpose
of this questionnaire was to gain insight into the processes and group dynamics that are
associated with both good and bad CW experiences, which can be used to develop
specific suggestions for improving CW processes. Participants were asked to describe
either their best experience or their worst experience in CW, in order to create contrasting
results. Participants described their best experience if they were bom in every other
month, starting with January; otherwise, they described their worst experience.
S3 Usability Studies

^ Participants in the laboratory experiments took the questionnaire as a pre-test, while the other participants
completed it on a volunteer basis or as part of their class curriculum.
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Usability research on Coilaboratus was conducted through several methods. First,
the developers and researchers were involved in design decisions and elicited
improvement suggestions from stakeholders. Second, a usability construct was deployed
in all laboratory experiments to directly measure perceived usability.

Third, all

participants in the laboratory studies described the features of Coilaboratus that helped
and/or hindered their work and to provide suggestions for future improvements. Fourth,
a heuristic usability evaluation of Coilaboratus was conducted with 30 participants, based
on Nielson's heuristic usability evaluation methodology [244],
5.4 Theoretical framework and experiments
This section presents a theoretical framework that provides an overview of the
relationships between the constructs and hypotheses used in the experiments. This
framework is a basic derivation of an input-output process model that was proposed by
Nunamaker et al. [29] for depicting outcomes with GSS use, in which they defined four
contingencies that affect group processes, which eventually determine outcomes: group,
task, context, and the GSS ~ or the tool used"*' (see Figure 5.3). The contingency theory
upon which the Nunamaker input-output model is based, builds on a similar model
established by IDeSanctis and Gallupe [61]"*^.

Part of their definition of GSS not only includes the software itself, but also the GSS meeting room and
meeting facilitation [29].
They explained that The effectiveness of the technology depends on its appropriate design and use by
the group" [61] p. 589. On this basis, they proposed a contingency theory that explains why GSS efforts
are often not successful: GSS success depends on whether or not the provided technology and structure are
appropriate for the following: group size, type of task, communication mode (same place and different
place, or dispersed) [61]. This contingency factor of communication mode was later expanded by Ellis [43]
by adding the concepts of synchronicity vs. asynchconicity.
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Figure 5.3: An Input-Process-Output Model of GSS Group Outcomes'*^
The CW framework presented for this research builds on the GSS input-output
model, focusing on control variables and dependent variables that are likely of highest
value to CW. This framework is built in the tradition of adaptive structuration theory,
which indicates that group outcomes are effected by a complex, dynamic process in
which groups use elements such as technology and task characteristics [245, 2461. Also,
because CW is a social, communicative act, constructs of communication and
relationships are introduced as moderators of the CW processes. These are labeled
"intermediary outcomes" because while important they do not represent the final
objectives of most CW tasks. Instead, they directly moderate the outcomes of quality,
satisfaction, and productivity; thus, it is hypothesized that the attitudes and behaviors^"

From [29].
^ The concepts of attitude strength and behavior are based on social psychology research in attitudebehavior consistency, which showed how these measures have strong moderating effects on group
outcomes [2471. For measurement purposes, attitudes are generally perceived measures as reported by
group participants, while behaviors can be objectively observed measures.
Fishbein and Ajzen define attitudes as *'a learned predispositions to respond in a consistently favorable or
unfavorable manner with respect to a given object" [248] p. 6. Attitudes are also socially learned
constructs not genetic or innate [249]. Since attitudes and behaviors are related, the behaviors and social
experiences found in CW often help determine the attitudes of the participants [42], which is also supported
by general collaboration research [249, 250]. Attitudes likewise, may also have some affect on behaviors
[42.250].
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involved in interpersonal relationships and communication are pivotal in providing the
desired CW results.

For example, negative attitudes, poor relationships, and poor

cormnunication would likely undermine any writing process, even if the writers involved
were considered experts. Virtually all CW groups would likely benefit from high quality
communication, good relationships, high involvement, and consensus, so that they can
meet their goals and develop a positive group history. Where poor relationships, poor
communication, and other negative manifestations occur, the goals of CW groups will
likely be thwarted.

On this basis, this framework includes interpersonal and

communication constructs as moderators that can be said to exhibit the critical elements
of attitudes and behaviors (in terms of both strength and consistency), which directly
influence the CW processes of a group.
The CW framework considers the key input choices that likely affect CW, based
a review of CW and group literature. In terms of "team" control choices, the following
were determined to be significant choices; team size, team heterogeneity, group history,
and status differences^'.

In terms of "task" control variables, the following were

determined to be salient; CW task, CW activities, CW strategy, CW document control,
CW roles, synchronicity, proximity, process structure, task difficulty, and anonymity^".
Key "tool" choices that directly involve CW include choices on use of email, word
processors, chat tools, and CW tools. Similar to GSS research [117], it was deemed the
following "context" variables are salient to CW; Culture, time pressure, evaluative tone.

These are primarily described in chapter 2 and the chapter 2 appendices.
^ Anonymity indicates whether a group is allowed to identify the names of the contributors to work input

lOI

reward structure, task motivation, and relationship motivation.
While CW activities are often used as control variables, they can also be seen as
mediators to the CW processes. Thus, the chosen processes, including their order of
execution, mediate the overall outcomes of a group. It would be expected that if two
groups chose the same basic control variables, yet chose different processes or different
orders of processes, the overall outcomes would likely be different. Finally, for more
CW specificity, all the major CW processes have been depicted as mediators.
In sum, these input control choices, mediating CW processes, moderators, and the
outcomes provide a new input-output process framework for theoretical studies of CW.
Figure S.4 sunmiarizes the CW input-output process model before expanding the input
choices, and Figure 5.5 shows the same model with all the expanded input choices.

Figure 5.4: CW input-output process model with high-level inputs

(non-anonymous) or not (anonymous) [29, 117, 193, 251-254]. The rest of these control variables were
described in previous literature.
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Figure 5.5: CW input-output process model with detailed inputs
This research focuses on hypotheses (developed in chapters 2-4) that were
directly related to manipulating task and tool considerations, setting aside experimental
manipulations of group and context for future research. Specifically, this research has
chosen to test input choices of synchronicity, proximity, process structure, and tool; these
areas were deemed the most promising with the richest theoretical base, as seen in Figure
5.6. The remaining input choices represent future research opportunities in CW.

Figure 5.6: CW input-ou^ut process model with selected inputs
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5.4.1 Experiment 1
The purpose of experiment 1 was to conduct a preliminary experiment of small,
F2F groups using Collaboratus compared to groups using Microsoft Word™ to help
establish that Collaboratus can be more effective than Word™, and to help the design and
development of Collaboratus. The hypotheses for experiment 1 are listed in Table S.l.
TABLE 5.1: EXPERIMENT 1 HYPOTHESES
• HI.1:

Small. F2F CW groups that use Collaboratus will have higher productivity than similar groups
that use Word™.
• HI.2: Small. F2F CW groups that use Collaboratus will have higher quality than similar groups that use
Word™.
• HI.3; Small. F^F CW groups that use Collaboratus for a one-time task will have less satisfaction than
similar groups that use Word™.

Participants: The sample consisted of 36 University of Arizona students. 58% were
female; 56% were international students; average age was 23.8 (SD = 6.34); average
years of formal education was 15.5 (SD = 2.80); average GPA was 3.29 (SD = .45).
These volunteers were given the incentive of $8 cash for participating in the experiment.
Control groups were F2F groups using Word 2000™ for collaborative writing
(N=24), while treatment groups were F2F groups using Collaboratus (N=12). Three
sessions of the laboratory experiment were performed. The first session had 15 people,
forming five groups of three group members that only used Word™. The second session
had nine people, forming three groups of three group members that only used Word™.
The final session had 12 people (due to a large, unexpected number of no-shows),
resulting in four groups of three group members that only used Collaboratus.
Design: The general research design for this experiment was a between-groups
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independent design (standard one-way ANOVA). The independent variable represented
whether or not a group was using Collaboratus or Word™ (treatment vs. control).
Measures: The dependent variables included the following; document length,
satisfaction, agreement, and quality. These measures were constructed as closely as
possible to capture their underlying theoretical meanings, as described in Appendix 2.2.
Length was measured by the number of words in a group's document. Satisfaction was
assessed by providing a post-experiment questionnaire to the group members for rating
their perceived satisfaction. Eight satisfaction questions were asked, to which the subject
responded on a Likert-like 9-point scale (a =.83).

Satisfaction questions involved

frustration, reward, enjoyment, and fairness.
Similar to satisfaction, the construct of agreement was assessed by nine, postexperiment questions that asked the degree to which agreement existed for a given
process or activity. Subjects responded using a Likert-like 9-point scale (a =.93).
Measuring the construct of quality was potentially the most subjective element of
the research design. CW researchers often assess quality most objectively by using a
panel of outside judges [40, 41, 68, 110, 252]. This experiment incorporated a similar
approach, but also asked participants to rate their perception of the document's quality.
Five questions were used to assess perceived quality, again using a Likert-like 9-point
scale (a =.74). Three external judges rated each paper based on seven questions that were
answered with a Likert-like 9 point scale (inter-rater reliability=.93). The judges were
blind to the source of the text they were rating; All the documents were exported into the
same style of rich-text format and no groups were identified.
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Procedures: The lab experiment used a basic posttest-only equivalent groups
design, focusing on one primary independent variable and five dependent variables
(explained in previous section). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the
difference between the control and treatment groups. This research was limited to small
(3 participants per group) F2F work groups. No other work modes or group sizes were
tested.

Furthermore, this research focused on the drafting activity of collaborative

writing. Hence, the primary Collaboratus features that were used included the following;
group outliner, group interface, editing, and locking.
The lab experiment was scripted (see Appendix S. 1). The experiment started with a
welcome to the participants, followed by random assignment into groups.

Once

participants were assigned to groups, all participants were given training and instructions
in using Microsoft Word^ or Collaboratus to complete their task.

Groups were

instructed to complete all work in a F2F communication mode, but were not given
instructions on CW activities chosen to perform, CW strategies, CW document control
modes, or the use of CW roles. The features of Collaboratus that were covered in the
Collaboratus training included: the group outline, group interface, and locking. More
advanced features were not addressed. All experimental sessions were conducted in the
same computer lab during the same time of day.
Once the scripted training was completed, no questions were answered in terms of the
research purpose or tools, so that ail groups would be receiving exactly the same
information. At this time, group writing prompts were passed out, and groups were given
45 minutes in which to complete their task. Finally, after the writing experiment was
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completed, participants were required to complete the post-test questionnaire (see
Appendix 5.2).
5.4.2 Experiment 2
The purpose of experiment 2 was to compare small, synchronous-distributed CW
groups using Collaboratus compared to similar groups using Word^<. An additional
overview and results for this experiment are also contained in [82]. The hypotheses for
this experiment are listed in Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.2: EXPERIMENT 2 HYPOTHESES
• H2.1; Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will have higher productivity
than similar groups that use Word''^.
• H2.2: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will have higher quality than
similar groups that use Word™.
• H2.3: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will have higher satisfaction
than similar groups that use Word™ for a task that is performed over time.
• H2.4: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will have better relationships
than similar groups that use Word™.
• H2.S: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will have better communication
than similar groups that use Word™.
• H2.6: Small, synchronous-distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus will have more simultaneous
communication and work strategies than similar groups that use Word™.

Participants: The participants for experiment 2 were volunteers from a MIS class at
the University of Arizona, during the Spring 2001 semester that participated for graded
class credit (they had a choice between this and two other projects). Initially, 66 students
agreed to participate. However, five students decided to not participate one day before
the first experiment session. An additional 12 students did not show up for the first
session, thus were dropped from the experiment. Two additional students attended the
first session, then later dropped out.

Thus, 47 students fully participated in the
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experiment, causing a slightly unbalanced design.

The demographic data for the

participants includes^^: males n= 21, females n = 18; average age was 20.79 years (SD =
3.17) and average GPA was 3.335 (SD= .633).
Design: The general research design for this experiment was a between-groups
independent design (one-way ANOVA): A x g(A) x s(gA)*^. The independent variable
represented whether or not a group was using Collaboratus / NetMeeting or Word™ /
NetMeeting™. Control groups were synchronous, distributed groups using Word 2000™
and NetMeeting™, while treatment groups were synchronous, distributed groups using
Collaboratus and NetMeeting™. Both treatment and control used NetMeeting™ for all
communication. Four sessions of the laboratory experiment were performed at the same
time in two GSS rooms, located in two different buildings. Both GSS rooms were of
similar layout, equipment, and size. One GSS room was used for the control groups and
one for the treatment groups.

All sessions took place during class time and lasted

approximately one hour. Each session was approximately a half a week to a week apart.
Measures:

The DV's included:

length, perceived satisfaction, perceived

agreement, quality (perceived and judged), perceived strength of interpersonal
relationships, and perceived richness

of communication.

These measures were

constructed as closely as possible to capture their theoretical meanings (Appendix 2.2).
The perceived DV measures were collected by the post-test survey, and include
the following: perceived agreement (11 items, a=.89), perceived satisfaction (4 items.

^ight participants chose to not report demographic data.
"Where"A" is the control or treatment, "g** is the randomly assigned group nested within "A", and "s" is
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a=.87), perceived quality (8 items, a=.89), perceived strength of interpersonal
relationships (2 items, a=.91), perceived respect (2 items, a=.73) and perceived
participation (6 items, a=.77). In addition, to better measure perceived satisfaction,
results were also tabulated from the pre-test and post-test surveys, derived from questions
that asked how much the participants enjoyed CW - attributing any significant change
during the experiment to satisfaction / dissatisfaction (3 items pre-test a=.70, 3 items
post-test, a=:.84). Furthermore, perceived strength of personal relationships was further
enhanced by a post-test measure that asked participants to rate how well they knew team
members before and after the project, then examining the corresponding increase.
The observed measures were taken from each group's paper and the chat session
logs. Length was calculated by the total number of words produced in a document. The
observed participation in chat sessions was calculated by the number of words
contributed by all of a group's members^^. In addition, the full chat transcripts of all
work sessions for all work groups were captured electronically from NetMeeting™ and
coded for different observed message types (see Appendix 5.3.
Dialogues for the core CW working sessions (sessions 3 and 4) were broken up
into distinct fragments consisting of a subject-verb (thought unit) that were coded by two
judges into one of the following communication categories: coordination (session three
oc=.99, session four oes.97), confusion and/or dissatisfaction (session three ct=.96,
session four qp^.19), agreement / consensus (agreement positive, session three a=.9S;

the randomly assigned subjects nested within "g** and "A**, according to the conventions of [255].
This was the primary measure of involvement, which measures how engaged group members are with
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agreement negative, session three a?.96; agreement positive, session four 0(=.82;
agreement negative, session four a=.98), dominance / conformance (dropped because of
lack of representative data), positive affiliation (session three a=.98, session four
a=.88), negative afniiation (dropped because of lack of representation), and
socialization (session ttiree oe=.9S, session four (x=.99). Because a given message could
be broken down into several, disparate subject-verb fragments, the categories were
assigned in a mutually exclusive fashion. All coding values were nominally rated by the
judges (no attempt was made to assess the degree to which a category applied).
Observed consensus was gathered by two methods;

First, because consensus is

positively related to higher involvement of all team members than is dominance, groups
were measured on the percentage of chat participation by each group member. The
second method involved the chat coding measures that looked for agreement.
To assess externally judged quality, all papers were exported into a generic
HTML format and all names and group identifiers were removed, except for a non
descript code number only known to the research investigator. Papers were judged by
five external judges who were trained on how to assess the papers (similar to [40, 41,
110]).

However, two judges were dropped from the judge pool because they were

inconsistent in their measures; the remaining judges had an interrater reliability of 0.77.
Procedures: This research was limited to small, distributed work groups. No other
work modes or group sizes were tested. Furthermore, this research focused on the

each other regardless of the dominance and/or affiliation that is taking place [256].
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brainstorming and drafting activities of CW. Hence, the primary Collaboratus features
that were used included the following: brainstorming, group outliner, group interface,
editing, and locking.
Subjects were assigned to sit at workstations where none of their team members
would be visually observable. They were forbidden from speaking and conducted all
their communication using NetMeeting''^. Each session was carefully scripted and timed
to ensure consistency between treatment and control groups, in guiding them through all
the major activities of CW (team formation, brainstorming, outlining, drafting, reviewing,
final draft).

All participants were trained on NetMeeting™ and Collaboratus. The

control groups were not aware they would not be using Collaboratus until the start of
their writing exercise in the second session.
Participants completed three questionnaires.

Before the first session, students

completed a survey on their previous CW experiences. Participants were also required to
complete two additional surveys within 24 hours of the last session: a usability survey
and a survey to capture the perceived measures.
To improve the richness of the experience and best simulate CW in a distributed
educational setting, four one-hour sessions were conducted over a period of nearly one
month.

Groups were instructed to complete all work in a simulated distributed

communication mode, but were not given instructions on CW strategies to use, CW
document control modes, or the use of CW roles. In session 1, all participants were given
training on NetMeeting's chat and file sharing capabilities and Collaboratus.
Additionally, during this session, group members were formally introduced to each other
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(F2F) and facilitated through group formation exercises. Once the scripted training was
completed, no questions were answered in terms of the research purpose or tools, so that
all groups would be receiving exactly the same information. At this time, group-writing
prompts were passed out (see Appendix S.4). In session 2, all participants were led
through structured brainstorming and initial drafting (all done in distributed work mode).
In session 3, groups were led through additional drafting and review work (all
distributed). Finally, in session four groups were required to produce a final draft of their
document.
Before session one, the lead experimenter attended the MIS class and gave an
overview on collaborative writing and Collaboratus. Students that volunteered for the
project were required to fill out a pre-test questionnaire to assess the experiences and
attitudes about collaborative writing (see Appendix S.5). Two weeks later, the first
session proceeded, followed by the next three sessions spaced several days apart.
Students were then required to submit their post-test online questionnaire and a usability
questionnaire within 24 hours of the last session. Usability data for Word''^ groups was
collected to assess the viability of Word™ as a distributed group-writing tool; the same
information was collected for Collaboratus groups.
Participation in the experiment was voluntary but was graded as part of their required
MIS project on collaboration (the project was worth 35% of the students' total grades in
the class). They had a choice of several projects in which to choose, this experiment
being one of them. To motivate students to fiilly participate, grading on the project was
distributed as follows: 5% on completing pre-test questionnaire (pass/fail), 50% for
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attending all four sessions on time (pass/fail: they failed if they missed one session), 20%
for the group paper (letter grade based on external judges' assessments), 5% for
completing usability survey, and 20% for completing the post-test questionnaire.
In addition to these stated procedures. Appendix S.4 contains all four session scripts
that were used with experiment 2; in addition, it contains all of the pertinent handouts and
rules associated with the assignment; Appendix S.S contains the instruments used in this
experiment, including the post-experiment survey and the usability survey used to assess
the usability of Word"™ and Collaboratus for CW.
5.4.3 Experiment 3
While experiments 1 and 2 were designed to explore technologies involved in
CW, experiment 3 was designed to explore the processes of distributed CW.
Specifically, the purpose of experiment 3 was to conduct an investigation of small
distributed, asynchronous CW groups using Collaboratus with different process scripts, to
start to establish which processes and scripts are the most effective for non-facilitatorlead CW teams. One of the chief criticisms of collaborative software research is that
73.5% of all GSS studies only studied participants in a single session with short periods
for training and software acclimation [28]. Thus, rather than being a one-time study, this
Held experiment was conducted over a month and a half, involving SSO participants who
were required to participate for a substantial portion of their course grade. As such, this
field experiment sacrificed control for the sake of realism / external validity. The
hypotheses for this experiment are listed in Table S.3.
Participants: The participants for experiment 3 came from three sections of an
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introductory MIS course during Fall semester 2001 at the University of Arizona.
Students who could not participate or chose not to participate were given alternative
TABLE 5.3: EXPERIMENT 3 HYPOTHESES
• H3.1; Small, asynchronous, distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus but conduct planning and
convergence in F2F sessions will have (a) higher productivity, (b) higher quality of documents, (c)
more satisfaction, (d) better rdationsliips, and (e) better communication than similar groups that do all
their work in an asynchronous, distributed mode.
• H3.2: Small, asynchronous, distributed CW groups that use Collaboratus and have no imposed process
structure will have worse results than similar groups with low or high process structure, while low
structured groups will have the best results; all in terms of (a) productivity, (b) quality, (c) satisfaction.
(d) relationships, and (e) communication.

assignments (some students completed the project as individuals; thus, their data was
discarded). Those choose to participate in this project did so for a portion of their course
grade (Appendix 5.6). To mitigate partial participation and dropouts, participants were
given grading rules and required to actively participate in all four, experiment sessions to
receive full credit. Approximately 550 students were enrolled in the three sections and
started the project, while 479 students completed the project. Meanwhile, 47 students
started the project but did not fully complete it for various reasons (i.e. switching to an
individual project, sickness, ineptitude, disinterest). The remaining 24 students dropped
the class or left the university.^®
A total of 523 students provided demographic data, which includes the following;
age (M=18.84, SD=2.65, range=17-49); GPA (M=3.27, SD=.58), years of education
(M=12.447, SD=.97); years of work (M=2.83, SD=2.32); ethnicity (74.4% Caucasian,
10.1%

Hispanic,

1.7%

African-American,

1.3%

Asian-American,

with

^ At least 4 students left the university due to reasons related to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack on
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remaining 12.5%^'); work status (1% do not work at ail, 71.3% work part time, 7.6%
work full time); sex (314 students or 60% are male; 209 students or 40% are female);
enrollment status (10.7% enrolled part time, 89.3% enrolled full time). Additionally,
the following self-assessments on CW experiences were provided, using a 7-point Likertlike scale (where 1= lowest, 4=middle, 7=highest): experience with computers (M=3.92,
SD=1.32); experience with CW (M=2.79, SD=1.56); perceived importance of CW in
academic work (M=4.56, SD=1.30); perceived quality of education on CW (M=3.30,
SD=1.54); perceived importance of CW in professional work (M=4.38, SD=1.0);
perceived educational preparation in CW for professional work (M=3.84, SD=.94);
percentage of work that involves CW (M=25.49, SD=22.90); enjoyment of CW (M=3.76,
SD=1.39); prefer to write alone (M=4.83, SD=1.66).
Design: The research design for this experiment was a two-way between-groups
independent design: (A x B) x g(A x B) x s(gA x B). The "A" factor represented the
level of structure a group used for its CW process; no structure, low structure, or high
structure. The '"8" factor represented two conditions; (1) a group performed all of its
work asynchronously in a non-proximate, distributed setting (2) a group performed most
of its work asynchronously, distributed; but conducted all group formation, planning, and
convergence processes F2F (highly proximate, non-distributed). All writing scripts for
the di^erent treatments, grading information, and mass emails are in Appendix 5.6.
This design is somewhat unique, because no strict "control" groups existed;

the US.
" Other ethnicities were no larger than 1% per ethnicity group.
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although, the two non-structure conditions are generally considered the control
conditions.

Additionally, this design can best be seen as two separate, but related,

experiments. Condition A tested theory on levels of process structured, as developed in
Chapter 3; while Condition B tested theory on proximity and synchronicity that was
developed in Chapter 2. Table 5.4 shows an overview of the design.
TABLE 5.4: EXPERIMENT 3 DESIGN

Al: No structure
A2: Low structure
A3: Hieh structure

AIBI
A2BI
A3BI

AIB2
A2B2
A3B2

The high number of students was used to ensure the experiment met target levels
of statistical power even with significant drop out or incompletion rates that were likely^^.
Based on the preliminary experiments, the realistic target statistical effect size was
determined to likely range from moderate to high. Furthermore, the target alpha was .10,
to reflect the increased power of two-tailed directional testing^^. Given these parameters
and estimations of completion rate, it was calculated the experiment had sufficient power.
Measures: The dependent variables (DV's) that were examined during this
experiment were designed to measure the major constructs of productivity, quality,
satisfaction, communication, relationships, and usability. Most of these constructs were
measured by multiple DV's to increase the richness of the results.

^^A high drop-out rate was considered likely, given that asynchronous collaborative writing can be a very
difficult task for college students; thus, completion rate was estimated to be around 70% or 390
participants.
' It is recognized that the F-test does not have two tails, which is why alpha is increased to .10 to simulate
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The productivity measures include chat length, document length, calendar time,
time for each specific CW activity, participation percentage, and completion rate. The
quality measures include perceived discussion quality and externally judged document
quality. The satisfaction measures include process satisfaction, outcome satisfaction,
and satisfaction with group. The relationship measures include dominance, evaluation,
agreement, positivity, and teamwork.

The conununication measures include

communication appropriateness, involvement, mutuality, richness, task discussion
effectiveness, and task orientation. Only one usability measure was used. See Appendix
5.9 and Appendix 5.10 for more detail.
Procedures: This research was limited to small, distributed work groups. No
other work modes or group sizes were tested. Furthermore, this research focused on the
activities of group formation, planning, brainstorming, drafting, reviewing, and revising
activities of collaborative writing. Hence, the primary Collaboratus features that were
used included the following; group outliner, group interface, editing, and locking. In all
treatments, subjects were given exact scripts and directions on how to proceed. All
subjects conducted their communication via Nicenet's™ asynchronous chat facility and
email; all CW was conducted using Collaboratus. Subjects completed all work outside of
the classroom over a period of six weeks. Participants completed a pre-assignment and
post-assignment survey to aid in data collection. All work, including training, was
conducted asynchronously according to each student's pace. One live training session
was given to each of the class sections to start the project; after this time the participants

the increased power.This is an adjustment advocated by Keppel (1993) and Lipsey (1990).
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had six weeks to complete the assignment.
Since 5S0 students participated in this project who were allowed to progress at
their own pace, random assignment into groups of three was done on a rolling basis. To
minimize the negative effects of dropouts, students were not randomly assigned to groups
until they had completed steps 1 (pre-survey) and steps 2 (training). At the end of each
day (during the first few days of the experiment), all the students who had completed
steps 1 and 2 for that day were randomly assigned to groups in one of the six experiment
treatments. This random assignment approach potentially caused the earlier treatments to
be composed of students of higher achievement and/or motivation, while the later groups
may have been composed of students of lower achievement and/or motivation; however,
the distribution of all treatments was equal across time, which likely mitigated time
effects. Additionally, post-test analysis was conducted to ascertain this did not affect the
experiment's outcomes.
A web page was set up that guided the students through the assignment. One page
gave an overview of the purpose and general rules for the assignment, another provided
all the necessary detail to complete the four major tasks of the assignment: (1) preassignment survey (2) pre-assignment training on Nicenet^ and Collaboratus (3) the
actual group writing project (4) post-assignment survey. Students were required to
complete the post-assignment survey within 24 hours of completing their group paper.
Once the scripted training was completed, no questions were answered in terms of the
research purpose or tools, so that all groups would be receiving exactly the same
information. Because all of the student work was asynchronous, all students received
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standardized email messages, at least twice a month, concerning use of the tools, project
reminders, and general work tips (see Appendix 5.6).

These messages may have

provided some level of process structure to the "no structure" groups, but this was
deemed necessary because the work took place as part of a graded course.
Participants were given basic instructions via email for the particular activity (and
corresponding level of process structure) they were supposed to be engaged in. As time
productivity was a key dependent variable, no set time limits were given for each session;
although, all participants were given general suggestions and guidelines on time and
length in several conditions. Thus, groups were allowed to progress at their own pace.
Participants were given their choice of computers to work with, as long as the
computers met the minimum performance requirements for working with Coilaboratus.
They were encouraged, but not required, to use the same computer for all sessions. Thus,
students were able to work via several computer labs on campus, or at home via dial-up
lines^. Several participants were displeased because they desired to work remotely but
did not have the appropriate hardware; however, such students were evenly distributed
across conditions.
Groups were provided different scripts to mirror the different conditions tested in
the hypotheses (Appendix 5.6)^'. The purpose of the scripts was to train participants on
how to use Coilaboratus and to guide a team through all the major activities of CW, from

^ Previous performance tests showed that efficiency differences between dial-up connections and T-l
connections with Coilaboratus are negligible, once the initial applet is loaded; thus, this was not a design
concern.
All conditions and scripts were pre-tested the preceding summer with another class, before the fiill
experiment was conducted.
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team formation, to brainstorming, outlining, drafting, reviewing, and creating the fmal
draft. All participants were trained on using Nicenet™ for asynchronous, distributed
discussions and Collaboratus for group writing and group brainstorming. AH groups
worked toward the same writing task, which was essentially to come up with several
problems that exist at the UofA that negatively affect undergraduates and to come up
with creative and feasible solutions. Additionally, all participants were given a general
schedule and deadline as to when the six assignments for the writing experiments needed
to be completed (see Appendix 5.6).
Participants completed three questionnaires to assist data collection. Before the
first session, students completed an in-depth survey on specific CW experiences they
have had. Participants were also asked to complete two additional surveys within 24
hours of the last session: one survey was a usability survey to assess the usability and
applicability of Collaboratus to asynchronous group writing, the other was an in-depth
survey to provide specific feedback on the processes each team member went through in
the CW experiment and their perceptions of outcomes such as quality, satisfaction, and
agreement.
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CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This chapter summarizes the results of the analysis for the experimental and the
exploratory research. This chapter starts with the laboratory experiments and the field
experiment, and then concludes with the questionnaires.
6.1 Experiment 1 results
The results of the experiment 1 hypotheses tests are summarized in Table 6.1. All
hypotheses were tested using ANOVA at a=.10 to reflect the increased power of
directional hypotheses^". The results are discussed as follows:
TABLE 6.1: PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT 1 HYPOTHESES RESULTS

Hl.l: Length
HI.2a: Internal quality
HI.2b: External quality
HI.3: Satisfaction
Exploratory: Grammar
Exploratory: External quality
without grammar
Exploratory: Perceived
quality without grammar

887.1
6.1
3.5
6.4
3.1
3.4

358.6
1.3
1.0
1.2
2.2
1.0

1089.8
5.8
4.1
5.6
113
4.4

372.7
1.5
1.2
1.0
5.5
1.2

2.464
0.563
2.323
3.907 •
43.286 «
7.779 •

0.1266
0.458
0.137
0.056 •
0.000 •
o-oog-*

6.2

1.5

6

1.4

.138

.713

Hl.l Productivity: The Collaboratus groups had a higher word count average of
nearly 200 more words than the Word"*^ groups. However, large statistical variations in
these groups' results caused Hl.l to be rejected.
H1.2 Quality:

The perceived quality average for Word™ groups was 6.1

(SD=1.3), while the average for Collaboratus groups was 5.8 (SE)=1.5), which was not

^ It is recognized that the F-test does not have two tails, which is why alpha is increased to .10 to simulate
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statistically significant. Thus, HI.2 related to perceived quality was rejected. In terms of
externally judged quality, the average for Word'f** treatments was 3.5 (SD=1.0) while
Collaboratus treatments were 4.1 (SI>=1.2), which was not statistically significant.
However, an exploratory investigation found that Collaixiratus groups had significantly
worse grammar than Word™ groups. The grammar index average for Word™ groups
was 3.1 (SD=2.2), while the index for Collaboratus groups was 11.5 (SD=5.5), which
was statistically significant

Having discovered a significant quality differentiator

between the groups, exploratory ANOVA was conducted on the external judges' ratings
of quality, removing two questions related to grammar. As a result, the average quality
of Word™ groups was 3.4 (SD=1.0), while the quality of Collaboratus was higher at 4.4
(SD=1.2), which was statistically significant. Similar exploratory analysis was conducted
with perceived quality, by removing the grammar component.

As a result, the

Collaboratus perceived quality increased to 6.0 (SD=I.4), while Word™ perceived
quality remained at 6.2 (SD=1.S), which was not statistically significant.
H1.3 Satisfaction:

The satisfaction average for Word™ groups was 6.4

(SD=1.2), while the satisfaction for Collaboratus groups was S.O (SD=1.0), which were
statistically significant.

It was also discovered that internally perceived quality and

computer experience both positively moderate satisfaction.
Ensuring no group effects:

Finally, additional analysis was conducted to

the increased power.This is an adjustment advocated by Keppel (1993) and Lipsey (1990).
To analyze the grammar quality of the produced documents a grammar index was produced. This index
was calculated by taking the number of grammar mistakes (calculated by export to the Word™ grammar
checker) divided by the number of words in the document; this number was then transformed by
multiplying by 1000.
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eliminate the possibility that the statistical differences found between Word^ and
Collaboratus groups were due to group effects. ANOVA was conducted for demographic
factors (age, computer experience, gender, years of education, and GPA) that could have
unduly influenced the groups' results. The results of this analysis (summarized in Table
6.2) indicate these potential group effects did not statistically influence outcomes.
TABLE 6.2: ENSURING NO GROUP EFFECTS FOR EXPERIMENT 1

Age
Computer experience
Gender
Years of education
GPA

23.7
5.4
.5
15.5
3.21

5.4
1.4
J

2J
.44

24.0
5.5
.3
15.7
3.5

HH
8.2
1.2
.5
3.5
.5

^27
.032
2.061
.043
2.229

.870
.859
.160
.836
.146

Exploratory results: Additional exploratory analysis was also conducted using
intercorrelations, which are summarized in Appendix 6.1.

In addition, analysis was

conducted to correlate results with the processes conducted by a group. Every group
member responded on the degree to which he/she followed twenty-two sub processes
representing brainstorming, planning, researching, coordinating, drafting, reviewing /
editing, and producing the final draft (see Appendix 6.2).
Discussion of hypotheses: Hl.l was not supported that Collaboratus groups
would produce documents of greater length. Similarly, HI.2a was not supported that
Collaboratus groups would produce documents of higher perceived quality. Likewise,
HI.2b was not supported that Collaboratus groups would produce documents of higher
externally rated quality. However, in accounting for grammar differences in quality
computation, HI.2b was supported.

Finally, HI.3 was supported that Collaboratus
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groups would have less satisfaction.
Several of these results are unexpected and merit additional consideration. In
terms of the results on length, it may be that Collaboratus groups simply were not
sufficiently familiar and/or satisfied with Collaboratus to be as effective as they could
have been. Perhaps longitudinal data would show users becoming more proficient with
Collaboratus and thus producing documents of greater length over time. Thus, the lack
statistical differences in length and quality could be attributed to effects caused lack of
adequate time for adoption and acceptance of the software. However, when grammar
quality was removed from externally judged quality, Collaboratus groups produced
documents with higher quality than Word™ groups.
Discussion of exploratory results: It was found that older subjects and subjects
with higher years of experience tended to experience less satisfaction, less agreement in
their groups, as well as less perceived quality (with and without grammar quality).
Explanations for this Ending include the possibility that older participants have more
experience writing collaboratively and thus have higher expectations. Conversely, it is
possible older participants were less adaptive to the new technology, or less amendable to
working with unknown, younger participants.
It is also interesting to note that length was positively correlated with extemally
judged quality (with and without grammar quality), which further substantiates a previous
research finding [151]. While this may appear to be counter-intuitive, it is similar to
results found in brainsturming research, where more brainstorming production creates
higher quality results than less brainstorming production [2S7].

Similarly, in this
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research, groups were producing rough drafts rather than polished, final documents.
Another surprising correlation was that better grammar was associated with less
satisfaction. One explanation for this is that groups that focused more on grammar
experienced creative restrictions, or were unduly influenced by a dominant, "grammar
watch dog" that may have decreased the enjoyment of the other group members.
In addition, the exploratory correlation analysis correlating CW processes to DV's
was revealing. The key findings of this exploratory analysis are summarized in Table
6.3. For example, when groups used little or no planning and brainstorming, a negative
correlation existed with quality; meanwhile, brainstorming was positively correlated with
quality, satisfaction, and agreement. Likewise, when one or two participants dominated
the process of planning or brainstorming, or when only one person researched the content
or edited the document, a negative correlation existed with satisfaction. Additionally,
when two or more people wrote the final draft, a positive correlation existed with
agreement. Meanwhile, it was more likely that Word''^ groups would have one person
write the fmal draft. Similarly, one person writing at one time was more likely to occur
in Word''^ groups, which was negatively correlated with quality and document length.
Conversely, reciprocal writing was more likely to occur in Collaboratus groups and was
negatively correlated with agreement. In general, these findings on process correlations
indicate potential tradeoffs exist in determining the CW processes a group should follow.
For example, it may be more efficient to have one person edit a document, but at the cost
of agreement. In addition, having one person write at one time may make coordination
easier, but can come at the cost of quality and productivity.
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TABLE 6.3: SIGNIHCANT CW PROCESS CORRELATIONS

PROCl
PROC3
PROC4
PROC8

PROCIO
PROCl2
PROC14

Little or no planning and brainstorming
and no outside help.
Group planning and brainstorming with
equal participation.
Group planning and brainstorming where
one or two people dominate process.
Entire group researches / develops
content for paper.
One person researches content / develops
for paper.
A couple people draft portions of
document.
Entire group reviews / edits portions of
document.

PROCl 6
PROCl 7
PROC19
PROC20

One person reviews / edits the document.
Entire group writes final draft.
One person writes final draft.
Only one person writes at one time.

PROC22

Several people write at same time,
responding to what others are doing (e.g.
chat or simultaneous edit).

Negative correlation with quality.
Positive correlation with quality, satisfaction, and
agreement.
Negative correlation with satisfaction.
More likely with Word™ rather than
Collaboratus groups and has positive correlation
with agreement.
Negative correlation with satisfaction.
Positive correlation with agreement
More likely with Word™ rather than
Collaboratus groups; positively correlated with
satisfaction and quality.
Negatively correlated with satisfaction.
Positively correlated with agreement.
More likely to occur in Word™ groups.
Negatively correlated with quality; negatively
correlated with document length and is more
likely to occur in Word™ groups.
More likely to occur in Collaboratus groups and
is negatively correlated with agreement.

Limitations: Experiment 1 was an exploratory experiment fraught with several
limitations. First and probably foremost, the sample size (N=36) was inadequate, which
dramatically reduced the power.

Second, many of the measures were based on

participants' perceptions. Furthermore, the use of paid volunteers was not ideal, as it
may have skewed the sample pool.

Additionally, the participants were trained and

conducted their experiment in one, short session. Such one-time research does not
adequately reflect the ongoing nature of group work and is overused in the GSS domain
[28]. Furthermore, while Collaboratus was at a stage of development that was adequate
for preliminary research, it was not ready for research involving large numbers of
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participants. This was primarily due to the facts that several performance and usability
bugs still existed and that several collaboration features had not been implemented.
However, given the limited the nature of the tool, the overall results were promising,
especially since plans were already underway to improve Collaboratus.
The final limitation of this experiment was that most of the data was group-level
data that had interclass correlations. Thus, more appropriate, adjusted F statistics should
have been calculate to account for the interclass correlations [255]. Such adjustments
were used in experiments 2 and 3.
6.2 Experiment 2 results
Because most of the group data for experiment 2 involved non-independent
group-oriented data (as determined by intraclass correlations) ANOVA was an
inappropriate analysis tool, since a basic assumption of ANOVA is that the data is
independent [255]. Thus, an important first step in the analysis was to determine which
data were independent and which were dependent, which was accomplished by using a
liberal interclass correlation test with

as suggested by [255]. Group data is often

intracorrelated, where behavior or cognition for one participant significantly affects the
other participants [255]. For example, low satisfaction in one individual in a group
usually lowers the satisfaction in the other members of the group. As a result of these
intracorrelation tests, it was concluded that only the perceived measures of quality,
strength of interpersonal relationships, perceived diversity, and perceived increased
strength of interpersonal relationship could be considered independent variables; thus,
these data were analyzed on the individual level, while all other data (length, perceived
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agreement, perceived satisfaction, externally judged quality, perceived respect, observed
socialization, etc.) were analyzed on the group level using a between group independent
variables analysis as detailed by [2551- This analysis is more conservative than ANOVA
as it corrects for the existence of strong intraciass correlations, where ANOVA does not
make this correction [255]. In addition, an adjustment was made to test all data at a=. 10
to reflect the increased power of the one-tailed hypotheses^.
Because of the large number of hypotheses, this section only highlights the
significant results from the statistical analysis (see Table 6.4). In summary, H2.1 was
supported that Collaboratus groups would produce higher document lengths and that
Collaboratus groups would have greater chat lengths. Moreover, H2.2 was supported
that Collaboratus groups would produce documents of higher quality, as judged by
external judges; however, this was not supported in terms of perceived quality.

In

addition, H2.4 was supported that Collaboratus groups would have higher quality of
observed interpersonal relationships in terms of socialization and positive support.
Finally, H2.6 was supported that Collaboratus groups would engage in more
simultaneous communication and work strategies than Word™ groups.
Exploratory results: Exploratory data was produced using correlation analysis,
using 2-tailed tests with N=43 and (X=.10. The full correlation results are given in
Appendix 6.3, and are summarized as follows;

Simultaneous work with little

coordination is strongly correlated with lower satisfaction and decreased relationships,
while high coordination is strongly correlated with satisfaction, quality, positive

** As advocated by Keppei (1993) and Lipsey (1990)
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TABLE 6.4: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2 HYPOTHESES TESTING

H2.1
H2.1
H2.I
H2.2
H2.2
H2.3
H2.3
H2.3
H2.3
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.4
H2.5
H2.5
H2.6

Document lengths
Chat length session 3
Chat length session 4
Perceived quality
Externally Judged quality
Perceived satisfaction
Perceived satisfaction (CW posttest)
Observed dissatisfaction session 3
Observed dissatisfaction session 4
Perceived interpersonal
(relationship)
Perceived interpersonal (respect)
Perceived interf>ersonal (pre-test /
post-test increase)
Observed interpersonal
(socialization) session 3
Observed interpersonal
(socialization) session 4
Observed interpersonal (positive
support) session 3
Observed interpersonal (negative)
session 3
Observed interpersonal (positive
support) session 4
Observed interpersonal (negative)
session 4
Coordination messages session 3
Coordination messages session 4
Simultaneous comm. and work
strategies

Yes

450.43 (248.55)
360.38(140.91)
5.710 (.368)
3.475 (.646)
5.423 (.583)
4.392(1.340)

(256.56)
476.74(93.71)
617.37(256.16)
5.849 (.543)
4.445 (.826)
5.285 (1.309)
4.437(1.409)

•

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

0.09
5.27*
0.56 +
6.58*
0.08
0.003

3.643(4.741)
2.06(1.10)
2.750(1.431)

2.605 (2.264)
1.79(1.64)
3.547 (.916)

Yes
Yes
Yes

0.16
0.08
2.66 +

6.094 (.273)
.96 (.88) 23
(.88)
2.00 (2.95)

5.685 (1.091)
1.56(1.09)

No
Yes

1.17
2.67 +

1.18(2.06)

No

0.25

1.250(2.642)

23.842 (30.023)

Yes

4.41*

7.643(4.881)

14.895 (4.624)

Yes

7.17*

.000 (.000)

.474 (.589)

Yes

4.37*

7.063(3.174)

14.816(4.688)

Yes

12.17*

.31 (J6)

.39 (.46)

Yes

0.20

45.357 (25.777)
33.38(15.85)
4.06(1.83)

31.079(13.309)
26.84(16.92)
5.53(1.30)

Yes
Yes
Yes

1.23
0.47
7.728*

^5^3(26^6)

8.13«

affiliation, and disagreement. Agreement is strongly correlated with satisfaction, quality,
respect, and quality communication. Satisfaction is positively correlated with high
coordination, agreement, quality, respect, quality communication; satisfaction is

^ 'V indicates the hypothesis was tested on individual-level where F-test was F(l,40)a-io and Fcrit was
2.84 (power ranging from .78 to .98); the group-level F-test was F(1,12)ob.,o with Fcrit=3.I8 (power
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negatively correlated with low coordination and dissatisfaction. Quality is correlated
with high coordination, agreement, satisfaction, respect, quality communication, and
positive agreement. Interpersonal relationship strength is negatively correlated with low
coordination and is positively correlated with positive affiliation. Respect is positively
correlated with agreement, satisfaction, quality, quality communication, and coordination
messages, and interesting is negatively correlated with socialization (perhaps because
socialization does not always include all parties).

Quality of communication is

correlated with agreement, satisfaction, quality, respect, and positive agreement. Positive
affiliation is correlated with high coordination, interpersonal relationships, negative
affiliation, coordination messages, positive agreement, and socialization.

Negative

affiliation is interestingly correlated with positive affiliation, disagreement, and
dissatisfaction. Coordination messages are correlated with respect, positive affiliation,
positive agreement, and dissatisfaction. Positive agreement is correlated with quality,
quality communication, positive affiliation, coordination, disagreement, dissatisfaction,
and socialization. Disagreement is correlated with high coordination, positive affiliation,
negative affiliation, coordination message, and positive agreement. Dissatisfaction is
negative correlated with satisfaction, and is positively correlated with negative affiliation,
coordination message, and positive agreement. Socialization is negatively correlated
with respect, and is positively correlated with positive affiliation and positive agreement.
Discussion of exploratory results: Coordination and agreement appear to have
significant positive effects on CW group outcomes.

Furthermore, coordination and

ranging from .35 to .65). "^"indicates significant tests were actual F >= Fcrit.
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agreement appear to have positive relationships with quality personal relationships and
communication.

Conversely, poor agreement, coordination, and affiliation tend to

manifest other negative CW results.
Discussion of iiypotheses testing:

It can be concluded that under these

experimental conditions Collaboratus groups display significantly more consensus,
produce higher document lengths, promote more participation, produce higher quality
documents, have better relationships, and engage in more simultaneous work than
Word™ groups. Thus, this experiment supports the general conclusion that Collaboratus
is better for distributed CW, under these conditions. It is noteworthy that Collaboratus
groups were more efficient and produced higher quality documents, yet also displayed
more consensus and stronger social relationships. The increased manifestations of high
consensus and strong relationships could partially account for the increased quality and
efficiency.

Conversely, increased efficiency and quality provided more time for

Collaboratus groups to socialize and provide supportive messages.
Limitations:

In terms of limitations, the perceived measures were largely

disappointing in their effect sizes, with the exception of "agreement" and "satisfaction."
Thus, adjustments to the scales and underlying theoretical constructs of the perceived
measures would likely be beneHcial. Measuring observed constructs was much more
accurate and insightful in distinguishing satisfaction, frustration, agreement, and
socialization. Thus, more work should be conducted to improve the message coding
generalizability and to extend it to other constructs. Other measures that could be
included in future studies include learning and quality of communication, among other
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measures.

While the measure of diversity appeared to show promising results in

explaining the differences among group outcomes, it would likely be improved if it were
further expanded into a multi-dimensional construct accounting for differences in
background, culture, ethnicity, race, etc. Additionally, the statistical power of the future
studies would benefit by including larger numbers of groups.
63 Experiment 3 results
A basic assumption of the statistical tests that were used to analyze the data
require the data to be "reasonably" normal and that it have a high homogeneity of
variance. Thus, Kolmogorov-Smimov's test of normality was run on the DV outcomes,
which determined the data fit the normality assumption. Likewise, Levene's test was
used to validate the homogeneity of variance of the data.
Most of the measures that were used for experiment 3 were based on proven
measures from prior experiments, including all the communication and relationship
measures. Many of these measures were performed using multiple-item scales that were
highly reliable in terms of Cronbach's alpha score, as outlined in Table 6.5^.
TABLE 6.5: CRONBACH'S ALPHA SCORES FOR EXPERIMENT 3 MEASURES
Document length
Chat length
Completion rate
Participation rate
Total time spent
Time spent team formation

n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)

^ The exception is the measure of **task", which has a score of 39. Thus, all hypotheses involving task
need to be ruled inconclusive.
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Time spent planning
Time spent brainstorming
Time spent converging on brainstorming
Time spent outlining
Time spent drafting
Time spent reviewing
Time spent revising
Time spent on final draft
Perceived discussion process quality
Externally judged quality
Satisfaction with process
E)onunance
Evaluation
Agreement
Positivity
Team work
Appropriateness
Involvement
Mutuality
Richness
Task Discussion Effectiveness / quality
Task focus / orientation

n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
n/a (single-item observed measure)
0.8474
see interrater reliability scores
0.9075
0.8068
0.7389
0.9145
0.9352
0.7448
0.854
0.8729
0.9132
0.8528
0.9427
0.5912

Externally judged quality was measured by three independent judges (see
Appendix 5.10).

Each judgment item was considered highly reliable, in terms of

Cronbach's alpha scores (see Table 6.6). Additionally, interrater reliability scores proved
equally high, likely because the procedures used to judge the papers caused high
intradependence. Interrater reliability was assessed simply by running paired correlations
and t-tests between pairs of judges, as shown in Table 6.7®^. The externally judged
quality data represents individual data points that were averaged (see Appendix S).
Turning from reliability scores to intraclass correlations, it was determined that most
of the measures involved in experiment 3 are highly interdependent group data (as

Interrater scores arc based on 160 cases with 3 judges.
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TABLE 6.6: CRONBACH'S ALPHAS FOR JUDGMENT INSTRUMENT

1
2
3
4
5

.9767
.9802
.9711
.9811
.9813

TABLE 6.7: INTERRATER RELIABILITY RESULTS FOR JUDGES
1 Correlation 1^975^
1 t=15.60**
1 t-test
** = significant at the .01 level

1

.991**
1 t= 24.62

1 .970
1 t=28.20 ••

1

determined by intraciass correlations). As a result, virtually all the data was analyzed
using regressions that factor out the effects of intracorrelations, just as was conducted in
experiment 2 [2551. Thus, all F-test results reflect these adjustments, with the exceptions
of "document length" and "chat length," which were group-level data that were not
intracorrelated.

Table 6.8 presents the hypotheses that had a significant F-statistic

involving the F2F control variable, while Table 6.9 shows significant results related to
the structure control variable^^. Meanwhile, all of the final F-statistics and related data
for all hypotheses are presented in Appendix 6.4. Most hypothesis tests had high power,
with the exception of power related to document length, chat length, completion rate, and
participation rate. The power calculations are provided in Appendix 6.5.

" Document length and chat length were tested at F(l,lSO)a>:as where Fern = 3.9042; all other measures
were tested at F(l,432)aB.os where Fait = 3.84 and F(l,432)a=.io where Fen, = 2.71. Note that all structurerelated hypotheses involved direct comparisons.
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TABLE 6.8: SIGNIHCANT RESULTS FOR F2F CONTROL VARLVBLE

461.5974
H3.1a
Chatlen
709J263
H3.1a
time3 (brain)
35.5625
40.6907
H3.1a
tinie4 (c. brain) 20.48309
17.01628
* = significant at both ot=.05 and 0(=.10 -i- = significant only at a?.10

3.921901391 »
2.758002331+
2.891233544 +

TABLE 6.9: SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FOR STRUCTURE CONTROL VARL\BLE

H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2b
H3.2b
H3.2c
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2e
H3.2e

s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: I vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3

doclen
chaden
chaden
timel (form)
Ume3 (brain)
time5 (oudine)
time6 (draft)
qualex
quald
satp
eval
team
team
approp
involv
taskd
rich

Exploratory results:

1698.755
317.3922
317.3922
37.40441
40.97163
31.66667
91.66667
4.201361
4.780612
4.768707
3.983965
4.964286
4.964286
5.210884
4.673469
4.611395
4.420068

n/a
665.6182
n/a
30.71854
33.8125
n/a
67.30921
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5.185033
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

2493.085
n/a
780.234
n/a
n/a
41.0229
n/a
4.669504
5.222015
5.267164
4.232409
n/a
5.264925
5.631841
5.021642
4.999067
4.751866

8.140965834 *
53280229 •
9.02667174*
2.699753722 +
3.727714151 •
5.712971923 •
8.598604114 •
3.117389147 +
5.783938386 *
5.166546088 •
6.452452672 »
2.704668177 +
4.895890512*
5.628217721 •
3.260789143 +
3.904999833 *
3.481754001+

The only exploratory testing that was done with

experiment 3 was to test the relationship between the amount participants worked on each
CW activity and the perceived measures, using correlation analysis (see Appendix 6.6).
This analysis showed that time planning was positively correlated with communication
richness, involvement, dominance, and evaluation.

Time spent converging with

brainstorming output was positively correlated with dominance and evaluation. Finally,
the most significant flnding was that time reviewing was positively correlated with
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quality,

satisfaction,

agreement,

communication

richness,

task

discussion,

appropriateness, teamwork, and involvement. Thus, it appears that spending more time
reviewing most positively influences the perceived outcomes of CW. This needs to be
further verified with actual outcomes, and through experimental design.
Discussion of proximity and synchronicity flndings:

Overall, varying the mix

of proximity and synchronicity with the CW groups had little effect on the experiment
outcomes. One difference was that the chat lengths for the all-asynchronous, distributed
groups were significantly higher, which is a likely artifact of the mixed groups
conducting F2F meetings: Even though the participants in F2F meetings were required to
"log" their discussions in Nicenet™, as if they had conducted their discussions
asynchronously, they likely more tersely summarized their discussions than the allasynchronous groups.
However, differences were discovered in terms of brainstorming and convergence
of brainstorming. It was found that all-asynchronous groups spent less time on the
brainstorming process and more time converging on the brainstorming output, than the
mixed groups. However, it is difficult to determine whether this difference was to the
benefit or detriment of mixed groups: For example, F2F groups may have more quickly
converged because of social pressure, or because of better focus, efficiency, or buy in.
Furthermore, no other significant outcome differences resulted between the treatments.
In general, it appears that the theory that mixed groups would outperform allasynchronous groups was overstated, at least for these experimental conditions. One
likely explanation for these non-significant results is that a large portion of the students
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who were assigned to mixed conditions were unhappy with the fact they needed to
schedule F2F meetings on their own time, as reported in post-experiment surveys. Thus,
negative feelings regarding these F2F meetings may have undermined the meetings'
outcomes, based on premature convergence or dissatisfaction. This unexpected fmding is
likely an insight gained from having conducted a field experiment as opposed to a
laboratory experiment:

It is one thing to conduct a F2F meeting during normally

scheduled class times, or at a pre-appointed time and place for which one is paid for
participation; it is quite another to schedule F2F meetings outside of class with no pre
appointed time or place. This enhanced realism uncovered unique insights because it
more accurately reflected how students write together in asynchronous modes, compared
to experiments involving artificially set meeting times and locations.
Discussion of process structure findings:

Overall, in partial contradiction to the

literature, groups with increased structure were much more productive than groups with
no structure, which was in partial contradiction of the hypotheses that predicted medium
structure groups having the most optimal outcomes. High-structure groups produced
signiHcantly longer document lengths than no-structure groups. Likewise, chat lengths of
low and high-structure groups were much higher than no-structure groups. In terms of
time, high-structure groups were more efficient when outlining than no-structure groups
and low-structure groups were more efHcient than no-structure groups in terms of group
formation, brainstorming, and drafting. No other time differences were significant.
High-structure groups also had more satisfaction, perceived quality, and
externally judged quality than no-structure groups. Low-structure groups did not record
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any signiHcant over no-structure groups in these areas. In terms of relationships, highstructure groups also outperformed no-structure groups, as measured by evaluation,
appropriateness, teamwork, and involvement. Low-structure groups only outperformed
no-structure groups concerning teamwork. Finally, high-structure groups outperformed
no-structure groups in terms of task discussion and communication richness.
Overall, no-structure groups did not exhibit better outcomes over low-structure
and high-structure groups in any area. Meanwhile, low-structure groups exhibited some
benefits over high-structure groups, while high-structure groups exhibited many benefits
over low-structure groups. Thus, it appears for the experimental conditions given that
high-structure groups were most optimal.
Limitations: One of the biggest limitations of this experiment could be said to be
one of its greatest strengths - that this was a field experiment conducted on a 24 hour, 7
day a week basis. As a result, significant amounts of control were given up in trade for
increased realism. Furthermore, while all chat discussions and collaborative work were
logged, groups could not be strictly forced to follow their instructions. Where groups
violated experiment rules and instructions they were dropped from the experiment; yet, it
is likely some non-compliant group data may still exist in the data set.
Another limitation is that the participants were CW novices with no established
working history. Thus, it may be that high structure was positive because such students
and conditions need more structure. While this should not undermine the importance of
the findings

for the given experimental conditions, the findings

may not be very

generalizable to other tasks. Although, a previous case study using advanced graduate
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students with extensive CW experience still found that students given more process
structure outperformed those with less structure [118].
Another is that the experiment focused solely on enhanced processes in
conjunction with Collaboratus. It is likely that these processes could also be beneficial to
non-Collaboratus technologies — or even more beneficial. Thus, it may have been useful
to use Word™ groups as a control.
6.4 Questionnaire results
Two independent, exploratory questionnaires were conducted as part of this
research. The first survey was used to better determine the general experiences of
students and faculty with CW. The second survey looked into specific process and task
choices made with students' past CW experiences. The results of these surveys are
explained in the next two subsections.
Opinions researcii results: 784 participants were involved in the CW opinions
research, which was recorded over several months. The average age of the participants
was 20.70 (SD=5.77), average years of education was 13.54 (SD=2.41), average years of
work was 3.61 (SD=4.0l), and average GPA was 3.30 (SD=.55). Nearly 60% of these
participants were male, while 40% were female; 87% were full-time students, while 26%
were currently working part-time and 13% were working full-time. Of these participants,
13.55% (SD=19.18%) of all of their academic papers were group papers, while 17.44%
(SD=19.39%) of all their academic work was group oriented.

Meanwhile, of the

participants with work experience, 25.03% (SD=28.18%) of their written work was group
written, while 21.69% (SD=24.06%) of all their professional work was group oriented.
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57% felt CW was important to education; however, only 26% felt their education
properly prepared them for writing in academia. Meanwhile, 77% felt CW was important
to professional work; however, only 12% felt their education properly prepared them for
CW in a professional environment. Only 26% of participants enjoyed CW, while 55%
felt CW was difficult, and 56% of participants preferred writing alone than in a group.
Additionally, Pearson's correlations were computed for the numeric data (see
Appendix 6.7), which are highlighted as follows: Females tended to have less experience
with computers and found CW more difficult; the older the person the larger percentage
of their academic and professional work involves CW. Similarly, experience with CW is
positively correlated with years of education, years of work, and CW enjoyment. The
larger percentage of CW papers and group work that a person experiences academically
the more likely they are to enjoy CW and to prefer it to single-author writing.
Opinions discussion: It appears that to the study participants. CW represents a
significant task that consumes a large amount of time in academia and industry. While,
they generally felt CW was important in both sectors, they universally felt they received
inadequate educational preparation for CW in both academia and industry.

Most

participants did not enjoy CW, found it difficult, and preferred to write alone when
possible. Additionally, the correlation data suggest that higher levels of academia and
industry work were associated with a larger percentage of CW work. Furthermore, these
participants tended to enjoy CW more the more they did it; partially suggesting that
enjoyment may simply be determined by practice of and exposure to CW.
Good / bad results: A total of 178 participants were involved in this study of
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the processes involved in both "good" and "bad" CW experiences. The average age of
the participants was 22.72 (SD=54.86), average years of education was 15.10 (SD=3.04),
average years of work was 3.84 (SD=3.54), and average GPA was 3.30 (SD=.49).
Nearly 61.2% of these participants were male, while 38.2% were female; 91% were fulltime students, while 42.7% were currently working part-time and 18.5% were working
full-time. 57.3% of the participants reported on their "worst" CW experience, while
42.7% reported on their "best" CW experience. Of the experiences reported, 92.1%
involved academia while 6.2% involved professional experiences. Finally, roughly 51%
of the group experiences involved groups that were perceived to be diverse.
Several self-reported measures were used to assess the outcomes of the various
CW experiences:

Interpersonal agreement involved 11 items (a=.94); satisfaction

involved 4 items (as.89); quality involved 8 items (a^.92); interpersonal relationships
involved 4 items (oc=.83); interpersonal communication involved 5 items (a=.93). As
expected, participants with good experiences had better overall results (see Table 6.10).
TABLE 6.10: COMPARISON OF RESULTS BETWEEN GOOD AND BAD CW EXPERIENCES
Agreement
Satisfaction
Quality
Relationships
Communication

nuDinnH
4.87 (SD=1.63)
5.06 (SD=1.75)
5.04 (SD=1.79)
4.42(SD=I.8l)
4.72 (SD=1.90)

3.36 (SD=1.67)
3.33 (SD=1.79)
3.85(SD=1.86)
3.15(SD=l-7l)
3.2(SD=1.77)

36.07
41.33
18.58
22.65
30.09

Given that significant outcome differences existed between the "good" and "bad"
respondents, analysis was conducted to try to ascertain what task decisions and processes
were different between successful and unsuccessful groups, which was done using step-
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wise, multiple-regression. The detailed results of this analysis are in Appendix 6.8, while
Table 6.11 summarizes the key results of this analysis.
Good / bad discussion: While the results of this analysis can only be said to be
exploratory, a couple important relationships emerged: Having group members write at
TABLE 6.11: SUMMARY OF GOOD / BAD MULTIPLE REGRESSION
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worked in different locations at
different times (e.g. chat, email)
worked in the same location at
the same time
worked in different locations at
the same time (e.g. conference
calls)
worked in the same location at
different times
planned and brainstormed with
equal participation
Everyone followed the plan and
outline
Everyone researched content
for paper
Everyone drafted portions of
the paper
Everyone edited portions of the
paper
Everyone wrote portions of the
final draft
Only one person wrote at one
time
Several people wrote at same
time without knowing what
others were doing (e.g. separate
files)
Several people wrote at same
time, responding to what others
were doing (e.g. chat or
simultaneous edit)

the same time without explicit coordination was not associated with any successful
outcomes; in fact, it had negative relationships with satisfaction and conununication.
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This points to the need for group awareness and coordination in successful outcomes.
Likewise, the analysis showed that every success outcome was related to having all group
members following the team plan and outline. Yet, this did not seem to indicate that
every team member had to be involved fully in every task, especially in writing portions
of the final draft. Furthermore, no negative outcomes were associated directly with a
particular work mode; partially suggesting that groups can have successful experiences in
any work mode. Finally, no positive relationships were recorded with groups following
sequential writing or reactive writing, which helps bolster the notion that parallel
partitioned writing may be more effective.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
This final chapter concludes by summarizing the results of the research and by
discussing future research opportunities.

First, an overview is given of the unique

contributions made by this research, in terms of theory, methodology, technology,
proximity / synchronicity research, process structure research, and exploratory research.
This is followed by a discussion of limitations, a proposal for future research, and the
final closing remarks.
7.1 Research contributions
This section summarizes the key contributions of this research, which are
discussed in detail in terms of theory, methodology, technology, proximity /
synchronicity, process, and exploratory data. These contributions, as summarized in
Table 7.1, are further explained the following sections.
TABLE 7.1: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
Theory development
Framework building and
methodology usage

Technology research

• Added additional, extensive theory to help predict results of CW through
tool, process, proximity, and synchronicity choices.
• Extensive review and publication of CW tool literature.
• Extensive documentation of CW-related tools.
• Improved CW measures and measurement techniques, such as using chat
logs and including relationship and communication measures.
• Conducted SSO-participant field experiment involving asynchronous,
distributed CW.
• Created an extensive CW research framework.
• Used a rich, multi-methodological approach involving systems
development, theory building, field experiments, laboratory experiments,
surveys, and literature review.
• Data collection involved groups working over extended periods and utilized
observed and perceived measures.
• Participated in design and development of new CW tool for the Internet,
Collaboratus. Collaboratus has unique features in parallel, partitioned
writing and group awareness on the Internet not directly available in other
tools.
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I>roximity and
synchronicity research

Process structure
research

Exploratory research

• Gathered and published extensive CW tool requirements.
• Verified benefits of Collaboratus versus traditional tools via E^2F lab
experiment and synchronous, distributed lab experiment.
• Created extensive set of future CW tool design considerations.
• Conducted SSO-participant field experiment looking at variations of
proximity and synchronicity in distributed CW.
• Found a counter example of realistic scenario (academic asynchronous CW)
where F2F convergence did not provide the value other researchers had
previously experienced and proposed.
• Created a taxonomy of key facilitation roles that can and cannot be
automated.
• Conducted SSO-participant field experiment looking at variations of process
structure in asynchronous, distributed CW.
• Validated that technology without process structure leads to suboptimal
results.
• Validated that "high-structure" processes provide optimal results for new
academic groups working over time with Collaboratus.
• Started to determine what the "right" process is for small, asynchronous,
distributed groups, building this process into a more extensive meeting
fi'amework.
• Created a foundation of process and technology knowledge that can be used
for automated agents and auto-facilitation of teams, allowing teams to work
without an outside facilitator.
• The CW opinions survey, involving 784 participants, helped create much
needed demographic and descriptive data of CW panicipants; it showed the
significance of CW in both academia and industry, and the need for better
training in academia.
• The CW good / bad experiences survey, involving 178 participants, helped
develop a sense of good / bad CW processes and pointed to the crucial need
for group awareness and coordination in successful CW tasks.

Theory: Part of the theoretical contribution of this research was to identify key
theory from collaboration and communication research, which was used to buttress
existing CW theory in predicting distributed CW outcomes. This theory serves a useful
base for present as well as future research. Theory was not only proposed relating to CW
technology, but also related to processes, tasks, and synchronicity in distributed CW —
areas that previously had scant theory development.
Framework / methodology: In terms of methodology, this research provides
unique contributions in distributed CW research.

First, this research contains an
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extensive overview of tool-related and process-related CW literature. Similarly, this
research provides thorough documentation of CW-related tools. Additionally, the use of
chat logs in the synchronous, distributed experiment forged a new area of CW outcome
measures. Likewise, by repeated experimentation and consultation with outside experts,
a more refmed set of CW outcome measures was produced.

Moreover, the large,

asynchronous field experiment was not only unique in this field of research but provided
high levels of realism in academic CW. Furthermore, a new CW research framework
was developed to guide both present and future CW research. In addition, by using a
multi-methodological research approach many additional insights were gained that would
not have been found through one method alone. Finally, this research pointed to the
value of conducting CW research with tasks that take place over time, as this most
realistically reflects actual CW tasks. This conclusion is similar to conclusions made in
GSS research on the efficacy of experiments over time [28, 96]:
"Our tentative conclusion is that it is too much to expect that a 'novice' group
can succesrfully use a distributed group support system without training and
practice. They need to accomplish at least four things in order to use the
technology in a satirfactory manner: social coalescence as a 'group,' how to use
the computer-mediated communication system, how to use any decision process
structures provided, and how to use any specific decisions support tools that are
made available. Without sufficient time to accomplish these steps in the
"adaptive structuration" process, the group members will exhibit confusion and
lack of coordination" [96] p. 151.
Technology:

This research showed that much can be gained by adding

technology features that foster CW. This was done by first defining the key technology
requirements needed to support distributed CW groups and then comparing existing tools
against these requirements. Because the existing tools had a significant "gap" with these
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requirements, a new CW tool w^ built, called Collaboratus, which was suitable for
distributed CW because of its support of group awareness, coordination, and its
technology support for Internet-based work. Verification of the benefits was provided
through usability studies and laboratory experiments comparing groups using
Collaboratus and groups using Word'*'^.
In general, although Collaboratus does not fully support all CW requirements, it
offers advances in group awareness in coordination for Internet-based CW teams. As
such, Collaboratus offers advances not found in older CW tools (including Word^) that
were essentially designed to work with small groups over a local-area network (LAN).
Furthermore, by allowing parallel, partitioned writing and section locking on a universal
document, Collaboratus offers CW features not easily replicated in currently available
CMC tools, GSS tools, and Internet workspace tools. Finally, this research created an
extensive set of future CW tool design considerations, as discussed in section 7.5.6.
Proxiiiiity and synchronicity:

Part of this research involved a large,

asynchronous, distributed field experiment, which provided new insight into the use of
proximity and synchronicity in distributed CW groups. By itself, this was a significant
contribution, in that it provided an extensive data involving comparisons of proximity
and synchronicity for distributed CW. Specifically, it was found that interspersing F2F
convergence with asynchronous, distributed CW has slight benefits - not nearly as strong
as the literature predicts. These differences in theory versus outcome are likely the
positive result of using a realistic writing scenario where participants were required to
schedule their own F2F meetings, which was inconvenient. Additionally, these results
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can be explained in terms of Communication and technology research on interactivity,
which concluded the following;
"We believe that at issue is not FtF interaction per se but the properties of
interactivity that are associated with FtF interaction" [258J p. 35
The point of this conclusion is that perhaps the all-asynchronous groups had the
necessary properties of interactivity to overcome not conducting convergent processes in
F2F work modes.
Process structure: This research has reaffirmed the notion that "Distributed
work is an area for which consideration of purely technical issues is potentially
misleading and counterproductive" [188].

In regard to facilitation, this research

presented an extensive taxonomy of key facilitation roles that can and cannot be
automated, which lends support to auto-facilitation of CW. In terms of process structure,
a large field experiment was used to determine the effect of variations in process
structure. This helped support the claim that technology improvements alone will not
provide optimal outcomes for distributed CW groups; instead, a combination of the
"right" technology and "right" level of process structure is critical. As such, it was
shown that newly established, academic CW groups cannot rely on serendipity,
leadership, or creativity alone. Instead, such groups need to be given high levels of
process structure (high levels of procedural explicitness), using the "right" process, in
order to have optimal outcomes. In this case, the most optimal level of process structure
was the highest level of structure, in partial contradiction of the theory. This points to the
necessity of tailoring processes to specific CW tasks and groups.
However, what explains this theoretical contradiction?

One explanation is
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through research finding that non-cohesive groups tend to benefit the most from highly
structured management [86], Similarly, this research focused on groups who are CW
novices that had no prior work experience together, who clearly suffered from lack of
cohesion, and thus, appeared to benefit from the highest levels of structure.
An alternative explanation can be through the concept of interactivity.
Communication researchers have found that
"Human communication processes and outcomes vary systematically with the
degree of interactivity that is afforded and/or experienced" [258] p. 34.
Thus, it could be argued that the higher process structure scripts simply increased the
level of interactivity afforded or experienced by the CW groups. Additionally, these
findings are supported by previous research with distributed groups, showing such groups
benefit from increased expiicitness.
Likewise, this research represents a significant theoretical exploration into what
the "right" process is for highly structured groups, by building off key studies in
facilitation, CW, meetings, and general distributed group work. As such, CW tasks are
seen in light of a more extensive meeting framework, as opposed to a disparate collection
of activities. These processes represent a promising starting point for future research
involving additional forms of CW tasks and groups.

For example, it provides a

springboard for helping distributed CW groups become self-sustaining and implementing
automated process agents.
Exploratory research: The exploratory research that was conducted provides
useful demographic and relational data for CW, involving a large number of participants,
which can be used to advance distributed CW research. In terms of demographic data, a
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contribution was made because little has been published concerning the statistical
distribution of CW practices. For example, the C!W opinion and experiences survey,
which involved 784 participants, showed that CW is a significant task that takes up a
large amount of time in both academia and industry. Moreover, participants generally
felt CW was important in both academia and business, but universally felt their
educational experiences inadequately prepared them for both forms of writing.
Exploratory data from experiment I showed a relationship where older subjects
and subjects with higher years of experience tended to experience less satisfaction, less
agreement in their groups, as well as less perceived quality than younger subjects or
subjects with less years of experience.

Explanations for this fmding include the

possibility that older participants have more experience writing collaboratively, thus may
have had higher expectations or found the task too simple. Conversely, it is possible
older participants were less adaptive to the new technology, or less amendable to working
with unknown, younger participants.

Additional relationships that were found in

experiment I include the following:

groups that used little or no planning and

brainstorming, had a negative correlation with quality; meanwhile, brainstorming was
positively correlated with quality, satisfaction, and agreement. Likewise, when one or
two participants dominated the process of planning or brainstorming, or when only one
person researched the content or edited the document, a negative correlation existed with
satisfaction. Additionally, when two or more people wrote the final draft, a positive
correlation existed with agreement. Meanwhile, it was more likely that Word™ groups
would have one person write the final draft. Similarly, one person writing at one time
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was more likely to occur in Word™ groups and was negatively correlated with quality
and document length.

Conversely, reciprocal writing was more likely to occur in

Collaboratus groups and was negatively correlated with agreement.
Exploratory data from experiment 2 found that coordination and agreement had
significant, positive effects on CW group outcomes.

Furthermore, coordination and

agreement had positive relationships with high-quality personal relationships and highquality communication. Conversely, poor agreement, coordination, and affiliation were
correlated with other negative CW results.
Additionally explorations from both experiments 1 and 2 found that document
length was positively correlated with externally judged quality, which further
substantiates an earlier study [151]. This is similar to findings in brainstorming research,
where more brainstorming production creates higher quality results than less
brainstorming production [257].
Furthermore, investigations into the processes decisions of past CW experiences,
involving 178 participants, provided process results that helped develop the "right"
process for distributed CW. These results also showed that the most ineffective groups
generally lacked group awareness and coordination during their CW tasks. Likewise, the
analysis showed that every success outcome was related to having all group members
following the team plan and outline. Yet, this did not seem to indicate that every team
member has to be involved fully in every task, especially in writing portions of the final
draft. Furthermore, no negative outcomes were associated directly with a particular work
mode; partially suggesting that groups can have successful experiences in any work
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mode. Finally, no positive relationships were recorded with groups following sequential
writing or reactive writing, which helps bolster the notion that parallel partitioned writing
may be more effective.
Finally, experiment 3 should that time planning was positively correlated with
communication richness, involvement, dominance, and evaluation.

Time spent

converging with brainstorming output was positively correlated with dominance and
evaluation. Finally, time reviewing was positively correlated with quality, satisfaction,
agreement, communication richness, task discussion, appropriateness, teamwork, and
involvement.

Thus, it appears that spending more time reviewing most positively

influences the perceived outcomes of CW.
7.2 Research limitations
This section discusses limitations in terms of theory, methodology, technology,
proximity / synchronicity, and process.

Exploratory research limitations are not

discussed as exploratory research is recognized as tenuous, because of its non-causal
nature; thus, exploratory relationships should be further tested with causal research.
Theory: The primary limitation of the theory development of this research is that

most of the theory base needed to be extracted from outside, but related areas of study,
because little published theory exists in the area of CW. Thus, the most reasonable
solution to this limitation is a continued round of research and theory building in CW.
Frameworic / methodology:

This research used a multi-methodological

approach to gain insights into distributed CW; however, because of time and scope
limitations several methods of inquiry were not fully explored. For example, direct field
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observations of professionals using Collaboratus or other CW tools were not used. It
would also have been insightful to involve professionals in a laboratory experiment,
rather than only using students. Moreover, the exploratory surveys primarily focused on
academic audiences to gather data on academic CW and CW in industry, which likely
presents a biased view of CW. Another limitation was that while the research focused on
the importance of technology and processes to achieve optimal CW outcomes, no
experiment examined treatments involving multiple processes and multiple technologies.
Technology: While a broad overview of CW tools was provided by this research,
actual laboratory studies only focused on comparisons of Word^*< to Collaboratus. Thus,
it is possible that despite not meeting the requirements for CW tools, several Internetbased work tools could provide useful outcomes or unforeseen benefits. Additionally, the
Collaboratus experiments did not pinpoint the exact features that are responsible for the
gains over Word™. Moreover, the technology experiments likely would have benefited
from greater sample size and more treatments (e.g. multiple products). Likewise, it is
possible that some features in Collaboratus may have undermined the results; yet, this
cannot be determined under the given research treatments.
Finally, while Collaboratus supports many of the requirements developed from
CW literature, it still lacks complete adoption of the requirements.

For example,

Collaboratus could use more advanced group awareness features to better represent who
is working on which part of the document.

Also, more support is needed for

communication, negotiation, and project planning. Collaboratus would also likely benefit
from the implementation of playback facilitates for asynchronous users to show who
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made what changes since a given user last logged in.
Proxiiiiity and synchronicity: The primary limitation of the proximity and
synchronicity field experiment was that it only focused on student groups conducting
synchronous or asynchronous work. For example, no research was conducted to compare
all-F2F groups against all-asynchronous groups. Also, participants who conducted work
both asynchronously and F2F did not have significant gains over all-asynchronous
groups, which was likely due to the fact students in mixed groups generally did not enjoy
scheduling their own time for F2F meetings. While this is an important finding, because
it mirrors the reality in which students live and work, this should not be broadly
interpreted for collaborative writers in other domains, such as professional and
government work.
Finally, another key limitation might be that the benefits of interspersing F2F
work in asynchronous, distributed groups could be highly dependent on the nature of the
task conducted. For example, a GDSS study found F2F groups had higher consensus
with preference tasks than non-F2F groups [259].

In contrast, several GSS studies

showed higher levels of consensus could be achieved in distributed GSS groups
(compared to F2F groups) that conducted intellective tasks, as opposed to preference or
decision-making tasks [72, 221, 260, 261]. These results clearly indicate the nature of the
task, combined with work mode can result in different levels of consensus and overall
results. Given these claims, it appears the research by Adkins, Romano, and Galegher
[33, 39, 83] may have focused on preference writing tasks. Clearly, it can be argued that
CW tasks can involve preference tasks, intellective tasks, and decision-making tasks
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depending on the nature of the writing experience.
Process structure: While it was discovered the groups given the highest levels
of process structure generally performed the best, no upper limit was determined as to
when increases in process structure would start to undermine results. Furthermore, these
results cannot be interpreted to apply to other CW tasks and other types of CW groups. It
could be that the high-structure process was appropriate because the participants were
amateurs who needed a lot of "hand holding"; yet, this same level of process structure
could be highly constricting or even demoralizing to more experienced writers.
Furthermore, it should be noted that while the process field experiment provided
high levels of realism for academic CW, it did so at the expense of control. It is possible
that even though all chats were logged and monitored and extensive data was collected,
that undetected outside effects could have undermined the study.
Another limitation is that the ideal high-structure process that was used was a
"bundle" of activities and tasks. Thus, it is possible that only a few of these activities and
tasks were responsible for the positive outcomes, while some of the chosen activities and
tasks may have been counterproductive.
Finally, one of the biggest limitations of this research is the limited scope of the
CW tasks that were studied. No empirical studies were conducted using non-academic
CW tasks, such as strategy documents, proposal documents, or meeting minutes. Thus,
substantial outcome deviations are possible with such tasks.
73 Future research
Future research possibilities arise naturally not only in response to the limitations
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of this research, but also in forecasting future directions in CW by leveraging
recombinant technologies and theories. This section averts a specific discussion of future
theoretical research, on the assumption that future theory will arise naturally out of
additional rigorous

testing of the current theory and exploration of the research

framework through original future research.

These future research possibilities are

discussed as follows in terms of methodology, proximity / synchronicity, process,
exploratory studies, people, and technology.
Methodology:

Important future methodological considerations include direct

field observations of professionals conducting CW in distributed settings. Likewise,
action research embracing specific technologies and processes could provide insight to
highlight complex CW tasks such as strategy document development. Future research
could also attempt to involve professionals and graduate students in laboratory settings
and exploratory surveys. Significant insights could also be gained by providing an
experiment that mixed treatments of various forms of technology against various levels of
process structure or procedural explicitness. Moreover, much can be done to improve
metrics and measures of CW outcomes. For example, more can be done to prioritize or
weight outcomes depending on the type of CW task. In addition, more studies involving
longitudinal measures and chat logs can be conducted to provide richer data. Finally,
several methodological techniques have rarely been used in distributed CW research,
which could provide potential benefits, such as:

meta-analyses, simulation, action

research, and ethnography.
Proxiimty and synchronicity: Future research on proximity and synchronicity
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can continue to focus on whether or not mixed, work-mode groups (F2F + asynchronous,
distributed) have advantages over all-asynchronous, work-mode groups.

Also, more

research involving these considerations can be extended to non-academic settings and
various task types. It would also be insightful to conduct research with treatments that
compare all-F2F groups to all-asynchronous groups.

The other interesting area of

proximity / synchronicity research where little has been done is with groups where some
members are always meeting F2F, while others are always working in asynchronous,
distributed and/or synchronous, distributed work modes.
Process structure: A useful area of inquiry in process research would be to
investigate the upper limits of process structure, to find where it is detrimental. It would
also be insightful to test variations of automation of high-process structure scripts; for
example, to ascertain the differences attributed to the use of an agent, a facilitator, and a
typewritten script for the same process.
Additional process-related research can be conducted for specific CW tasks, on
the basis that highly task-specific CW may need process modifications to achieve optimal
results. Examples of highly task-specific CW that likely have different process needs
include strategy documents, group creative writing, academic articles, corporate strategy
documents, policy and procedure manuals, proposals, and edited books with many
contributors. The basis for this general claim is that some writing tasks are complex (e.g.
strategy documents and academic journal articles), while some are simple (e.g. meeting
notes); thus, some writing tasks involve large numbers of stakeholders (e.g. strategy
documents) and complex processes, while other writing tasks involve few people (e.g.
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academic term papers) and have simple processes. Likewise, it is likely that complex
tasks need more process support than less complex tasks. However, because of the lack
of literature and theory support, current task-specific process suggestions are exploratory.
Additionally, it would be useful to parcel out the ideal high-structure CW
processes to determine which suggested activities and tasks are responsible for positive
outcomes and which are detrimental. Finally, several suggestions were followed from
research literature on improving distributed group work, as noted in Table 7.2. However,
these should be individually researched for various distributed CW tasks and processes,
and to achieve optimal implementations of these improvement concepts.
TABLE 7.2: DISTRIBUTED IMPROVEMENT CONCEPTS NEEDING FURTHER RESEARCH
1. Utilizing E^F meetings for convergence processes [6, 33, 85]
2. Increasing pre-meeting planning [124]
3. Creating more incentives [83]
4. Implementing ice-breakers [92]
5. Using stronger goal setting [83]
6. Focusing on personalization [95]
7. Using less anonymity during drafting [83]
8. Increasing communication richness [127. 128]
9. Conducting process checks [95]
10. Using scorecards and participation meters [95, 127, 128]
11. Providing transition support [95. 97]
12. Conducting distributed breaks [95]
13. Intensifying participation for brief periods [92]
14. Utilizing break-out sessions [92]

Exploratory research: In terms of exploratory research, it would be insightful to
look at different levels of students and professionals (e.g. age, experience) in examining
their CW experiences and opinions.

For example, looking at the amount of CW

conducted within a specific industry according to rank, experience, and job description.
It would also be helpful to examine CW practices for specific professions and industries.
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Moreover, it could be useful to examine how students best leam CW and to examine the
transfer of academic CW experiences to professional CW preparation. Finally, it may be
useful to further explore the CW measures that matter the most to students and
professionals, by different CW tasks. This could be done, first by asking participants to
rate measures and then by conducting causal experiments to verify these measures.
People: This research primarily focused on technology and processes involved in
improving distributed CW. One of the areas that was included as an input-decision in the
CW research framework, but was largely ignored in this research, was the area of
"people." This is a potentially useful research area as people-related considerations
likely have significant impact on CW outcomes and because this is an area of distributed
CW research that is virtually ignored. For example, it could be useful to examine CW
outcomes for heterogeneous groups versus homogenous groups and new teams versus
established teams. Research could also be conducted to determine the effects of status
differences in groups and the use of experts versus non-experts. Additional peopleoriented research that would benefit distributed CW includes improving group
cohesiveness, group incentives, and group commitment [188].
Technology: An area of future research on CW technology would be to parcel
out which features in Collaboratus are responsible for the outcome gains over Word^.
This likely needs to be done with experiments that have treatments using different
features and versions of Collaboratus.

Similarly, it could be useful to conduct

exploratory experiments using several treatments involving older CW tools and Internetbased meeting tools, to try to find effective features to improve Collaboratus. This
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highlights the fact that while this research has made strides in determining appropriate
designs and requirements for distributed CW tools, these requirements are not complete.
For example, more research could be conducted to determine if other essential features of
F2F environments should be and can be replicated in a distributed CW domain. This can
involve the exploration into teleconferencing technologies, avatars, telepointers, virtual
meeting rooms, and agent notification systems.

The next section builds on future

research possibilities by proposing design considerations for future CW tools.
7.4 Future design considerations
Through building the requirements of CW tools and undergoing several rounds of
Collaboratus design, many promising design considerations and insights were developed.
These considerations not only represent interesting ways to implement software
enhancements, but also often represent entire lines of research that can be further
explored. These considerations and research opportunities are discussed in the following
subsections (summarized in Appendix 4.1):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing CW process support
Improving the brainstorming activity
Building research activity support
Augmenting planning activity support
Enhancing the writing activity
Improving the editing activity
Augmenting reviewing activity support
Increasing support for roles and identities
Enhancing communication
Utilizing advanced technology

7.4.1 Process support
Design considerations for supporting CW processes are presented as follows:
CW work modes, CW document control, CW activities, and CW strategies.
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CW Work modes; Automated task managers could be used notify participants
when someone has completed a task to keep the group connected and the work
coordinated [189]. Additionally, CW tool can have pre-set protocols and processes to
help asynchronous groups work together [39]. It may also be beneficial to add a view
that shows the status of the current CW work mode (e.g. asynchronous vs. F2F).
CW Strategies; CW tool designers may want to consider having the interface
change according to the CW strategy being used, to decrease confusion and increase
coordination.
CW Document Control;

Designers may want to consider adding graphical

depictions showing ownership and control within a writing group.
CW Activities;

CWS researchers should consider supporting additional

collaborative activities that have not been previously integrated into CWS tools.
Examples include group issues analysis, group alternative analysis, group questionnaires,
and group process modeling. It may also be useful to allow group members to engage in
different activities at the same time and to include a graphical view that represents the
current activity of a group's members.
In addition, group awareness may be improved by adding face icons to represent
collaborators [173], providing graphical avatars, or even having scanned photographic
pictures of collaborators. Finally, group awareness can also be improved by capturing
and displaying the current status and activity of each user, through active user lists, idle
user lists, etc. [SO]. The use of on-line attendance monitoring [95] may also be useful.
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lAJ. Brainstomiing activity
Researchers should consider different approaches to implementing brainstorming.
For example, one approach is to have users create as many ideas as they can in a private
area, then share them with group members after a set period of time; alternatively, users
could also work in shared workspaces where they can simultaneously see the ideas others
are producing. Furthermore, despite research showing that Nominal Group Technique's
(NGT) are more effective than brainstorming for idea generation, no significant GSS, or
CWS, supports NGT's [104]; thus, use of such techniques needs to be further considered.
Finally, CWS researchers can utilize advanced knowledge management and AI
techniques to better categorize output from brainstorming sessions, as studied in GSS
research [262-264]. Also, researchers can develop knowledge management systems that
can store and retrieve brainstorming sessions over time for future knowledge re-use.
7.4.3 Research activity
One area to improve research support would be to include an information library
for storing, indexing, and retrieving research artifacts such as papers, video clips, and
recordings. A straightforward approach to implementing this concept may be to integrate
CWS tools with existing document management technology using a custom research
form that stores information such as: researcher name, purpose, thoughts, keywords, etc.
This approach would allow a group to collaborate, organize, and store related material, a
feature that would benefit academic and scientific collaboration projects.
It may also be useful to integrate the proposed document management system
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with EndNote™, ProCite"'^ and other professional citation managers. The ability to
conduct citation management would lend support to researching and creating initial drafts
of academic papers since most researchers draft papers with specific citations in mind.
Alternatively, it may be more useful to create a custom collaborative reference manager,
similar to EndNote"*^ that allows teams to share and build the same reference libraries.
Regardless, XML should likely be employed to communicate between the CWS tool and
reference manager products (e.g. export and import).
7.4.4 Planning activity
Planning support can be enhanced by making CWS adaptable to the variety of
needs of CW groups [265]. CWS tool designers should consider adding tool structure to
encourage and enforce upfront planning [40, 41, 134].

For example, CWS should

support explicit process plans [37] where facilitators can set up the activities a CW group
will proceed through and the CWS tool automatically tracks the group progress against
these activities. Likewise, CWS could encourage procedural communication involving
courses of action and process plans to achieve goals [37, 38, 266]. Finally, these tools
can provide a dumping area for material not wanted in the final document [173], a feature
that would enhance organization, planning, and version control.
Furthermore, a common need for CWS collaborators is to have a workspace to
conduct their own planning and management. Thus, CWS tool designer should not only
consider creating public workspaces, but also implementing private workspaces [173].
Such a feature would allow authors to make notes and to plan privately before making
such work public and open to criticism [32, 173, 267].

This could also allow
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collaborators to have the time, freedom, and space to think creatively without restrictions
or fear of premature criticism. Several other considerations to improve planning support
include adding negotiation features, project management capabilities, milestone tracking,
assessment and metrics capabilities, and an imposed agenda system [268, 269].
Negotiation features: CWS tools traditionally do not support informal and
formal negotiation; thus, informal support could be provided through chat windows and
other messaging design considerations discussed in this section. Formal support could be
provided through templates and agents to help participants create private negotiation
plans, and knowledge management could be used to help track the results of negotiation
session. Such features would likely be useful in specialized areas such as law and
business contract negotiation, and to help with specialized forms of negotiation such as
competitive negotiation, contract negotiation, and principal-based negotiation.
PM and milestone traciung: Since many CW tasks can span several months or
years and involve many participants, such tasks would likely benefit from project
management (PM) support.

For example, traditional CWS planning tools could be

expanded to include a scale-down version of Microsoft Project^, or direct integration
with it or similar technologies. To make PM support more viable, PM support could be
integrated with workflow technologies to help track deliverables and to automate task
assignments. Task lists could be supported for individual use, and so that a group leader
could delegate tasks to participants based on a project plan or on a planning session.
Furthermore, CWS could also have tnore advanced representations to track completed
milestones and deliverables. For example, Gantt charts or other graphical representations
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can be used to show group progress.
Assessments and metrics: Finally, tools could be created to conduct post-project
assessments.

For example, this could include a survey tool to ask participants for

feedback on CW sessions.

In addition, an advanced knowledge base containing

productivity and quality metrics could be used to assess the performance of a team. To
support such assessments, CWS would likely need to track productivity measures.
7.4,5 Writing activity
It would likely be useful to investigate creating a context-sensitive tool that
changes its interface and functionality according to the stage of CW groups are engaged
in. Supporting this premise, this section introduces several context-sensitive technologies
that could be introduced to better support the writing activity:

different colors for

collaborators' text, advanced locking, grammar and style checkers, boilerplates, wizards,
and document merging support.
Different colors: To help with group awareness and coordination of written text,
it may be useful to represent each writer's text contributions with different colors [38|.
The presentation of these colors likely should be optional, and changeable according to a
user's preferences.
Advanced locking: Locking needs to occur to allow simultaneous access to CW
documents; however, CWS designers and researchers need to determine what level of
granularity should locking occur section, paragraph, sentence, or word [43]. The needed
level of locking may vary according to the tasks of a group; thus, all levels of locking
should be available until further research can determine the best granularity. The tradeoff
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is that less constraints exist on participants as the locking granularity increases, but
results in more system overhead [43]; also, fine-grained locking can result in more
confusion (e.g. participants locking different words in the same sentence).
Grammar and style checkers: CWS could provide extra writing support by
integrating with grammar and style checkers. Research would need to determine whether
to make grammar checking available before or during the drafting stage. For example,
premature grammar and style checking could impede the creative act of writing.
Conversely, it may have an effect on quality, especially if various subteams are involved.
Text-base databases: It could be useful to integrate CWS tools with text-base
databases that contain pre-stored document sections that can be reused to quickly draft
documents.

This could be especially helpful in consulting, legal, and government

scenarios where new documents are often built from existing documents (e.g. proposal
development section on fees). Such a feature would only be available during the drafting
activity to allow groups to compose more quickly prose by building on previous work.
Boilerplates and wizards: Predefined CW boilerplates and/or wizards would
likely be useful in helping a group start a CW project. For example, boilerplates could be
created for standard group writing projects such as contract writing, user manuals,
professional reports, and memos. The potential downside is that boilerplates could
inhibit creativity and force premature group convergence.
Document merging: Finally, many CW efforts could benefit from document
merging support. For example, this could include the ability to not only combine several
documents into one, but also keep track of the source documents of the final merged
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documents [31]. Such a feature would also likely benefit from an "undo merge" feature.
7.4.6 Editing activity
The reviewing activity is often closely linked with editing, but they are still
separate processes; thus, several design considerations should be addressed; document
editing mode, graphical annotations, custom annotation types, and annotation reporting.
Editing mode:

CWS could include an editing mode that blocks all other

participants from making changes while the document is being edited. This mode would
be different from the review mode in that annotations could not be made. In essence, a
document in editing mode would be "frozen" to all participants except the editor.
Customized annotations: Additionally, it could be useful to provide graphical
annotations that represent professional editing symbols, a feature that would be especially
useful in professional collaboration endeavors for precise and efficient communication.
Alternatively, custom graphical annotations could be used to quickly convey meaning
that is specialized to a group.
Similarly, custom annotation types could also be supported.

For example,

participants could set up annotations that have a specific internal meaning either to a
group or to an organization (e.g. logic error, syntax error, etc.). Allowing different
annotation types could also be helpful in supporting custom reports and filtering.
Advanced annotation reports: Finally, advanced annotation reports could be
supported to allow participants to view all the annotations for specific people, dates,
document segments, and annotation types. For example, an editor could ask for all the
logic errors encountered in the closing paragraph by John E)oe. Conversely, an editor
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could discover all the cases of disagreement to better formulate group consensus.
7.4.7 Reviewing activity
The review activity is different from the editing activity; primarily, because
multiple people may be involved in the review process and the review process usually
focuses on content, not style and granunar. To enhance the reviewing activity it could be
useful to add the following features: allowing for various annotations media, providing
flexible annotation views, adding a reviewing mode, adding advanced review
assignments, and providing advanced review tracking.
Various annotations media: Annotations do not have to just include text; they
can also be used to implement links allow multi-media objects, voice, and hand-drawn
markings [38].
Annotation views;

Viewing annotations could be a more straightforward

process; for example, it could be useful if CWS could allow users to selectively see
annotations of a specific author [38]. Likewise, it would be helpful to be able to quickly
scan through annotations [177]. Finally, another annotation improvement would be to
include conversation spaces where users are able to make annotations on annotations to
probe, to dispute, and to add more information [ 173, 177].
Reviewing mode: It could be useful to enhance support of the review activity by
including a context-sensitive review mode.

When this mode is invoked, a group's

document would be "frozen" to where the authors or editor cannot make changes. Only
reviewers and the editor would have the privilege to make annotative comments.
Advanced review assignments:

Additionally, depending on the needs of a
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particular group, CWS could be designed to only allow specific reviewers to review
certain sections of a document. More importantly, CWS can support more advanced
review tracking to be able to designate who should be reviewing a document, in what
order, and under what dependencies. Activity and results of the review process could be
graphically represented and integrated into a workflow engine.

For example, it is

common for government and military documents to go through an extensive review by
scores of participants, over several years, before final approval is given. Such review
processes are extremely complex, because they involve a high number of parallel
reviewers that send their results up a hierarchical chain of command. Thus, traditional
CWS tools offer poor support for such unwieldy efforts, because CW documents can
easily be reviewed by the wrong people in the wrong order, causing unnecessary delays.
In addition, it is easy to lose track of who is currently reviewing a document, who has
reviewed it, and who should review it next.
Advanced review tracking: The activity and results of the review process could
be represented graphically and integrated into the workflow engine, a feature that would
be particularly helpfiji in situations where many parties must review a document, over a
long period. This would allow participants to easily discover who has reviewed specific
sections, who is currently reviewing specific sections, and who has yet to review any
sections. A leader should also be able to easily examine the logic flow and dependencies
under which a reviewer will be prompted conduct their review. For example, person C
will review the entire document after person A has reviewed sections 1-3 and person B
has reviewed sections 4-6.
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7.4.8 Roles and identities
CWS researchers should consider the following additions to role support in CWS:
enhancing the concept of identity, adding additional CW roles, supporting custom CW
roles, allowing the creation of subgroups, and better supporting the facilitator role.
Enhancing identity: Providing the concept of identity associated with a role is
an abstract, potentially cumbersome requirement. One method to enhance this support is
to provide enhanced collaborator awareness, which includes awareness about
collaboration (where people work together closely) and peripheral awareness (where
people roughly know what others are doing and have split off to do individual work) [38].
To enhance collaborator awareness, tools could add a participant list of all those involved
in a session at any given time [173|, along with their role. Furthermore, representations
of the collaborators and the text they are working on could be used [38, 173].
Supporting additional roles:

CWS researchers should consider adding

additional CW roles such as roles representing system administrators, researchers, copy
editors [39], and stakeholders. Furthermore, the system administrator could be given
rights to be able to create custom roles, which are explained as follows;
The system administration role would be different than a facilitator's role, in
that a facilitator would be set up by a system administrator to have global rights to a
specific CWS session; however, a facilitator would not necessarily have rights to access
other CWS sessions. This would better support multiple CWS projects in a highly
distributed organization.
A researcher role could be created to allow a person to update research materials
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into the research database and the citation reference manager, but to not be able to update
any CW text.
A copy editor would be a specialized editor who would perform the task of
making final style and grammar changes before a document is distributed [39], Thus, this
role could be specialized to where copy editors are only allowed to export documents to
an external word processor and/or desktop publishing system.
A stakeholder role could be setup to allow key stakeholders who are external to
the group to be able to occasionally review the work of a group. For example, read
privileges could be given to a CEO so that he/she could examine a draft in progress and
annotations, and to participate in chat sessions related to a document.
Custom roles: CWS researchers not only should support more roles, they should
consider allowing a system administrator to create custom roles. To support this feature,
a graphical table could be presented to allow a system administrator to check off the
access and activity rights a custom role could have. For example, a role could be created
to allow people to view a brainstorming session and to participate in the review process.
Another consideration is to build user profiles according to their different roles [265].
Subgroups: Additionally, CWS could allow the creation of subgroups [32], which
is particularly important in supporting large teams. For example, for a large government
report a need may exist to have teams of people draft specific chapters, and teams of
people to act as editors of specific chapters.
Additional facilitator role support: Finally, support for the facilitator role could
be enhanced in several ways especially for supporting distributed facilitation.

For
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example, CWS could provide a tightly coupled mode where the facilitator can lock down
other sessions, and participants are able to see everything the facilitator does on his/her
machine for instructional purposes.
Furthermore, CWS could allow the facilitator to manually change the "mode" of
the software to provide context sensitivity for work activities and modes. For example,
the set of features that is available for asynchronous mode would be different from
synchronous mode, such as allowing asynchronous multi-threaded chat in asynchronous
mode and only on-line synchronous chat with synchronous mode.
Consideration should also be given on how to encourage asynchronous,
distributed groups to be self-sustaining in the absence of strong facilitation skills. To
accommodate such scenarios, deliberation should be given to the building of autofacilitation agents, and facilitation wizards to where members inexperienced in
facilitation can successfully run the CW group.
The future for auto-facilitation has a wide-open range of research solutions that
can make replacing certain facilitator roles more viable; this is especially true as the
dissemination and use of artificial intelligence and agent technology improves. In the
current state, it is at least foreseeable to create process advisor agents (to help deal with
commitment and conflict management) and interaction tracers (to visualize and identify
patterns of discussion) to support experienced facilitators, and to provide better
administrative assistant agents for novice facilitators (or solo teams) [124, 270].
Additional process support: This final process section presents several design
considerations in CWS to better support CW processes. Some of the ideas this section
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addresses include promoting collaborator awareness, implementing process modeling and
workflow integration, providing a graphical group view of work, and integrating support
for additional collaborative activities.
Collaborator awareness:

CWS researchers should examine how to better

support collaborator awareness so that collaborators have a better sense of belonging to a
group, and have an increased sense of what other group members are doing. Some of the
considerations that need exploration include using different colors for collaborators' text
[38], using face icons to represent collaborators [173], providing graphical avatars or
supporting scanned photographic pictures of collaborators. Likewise, it could also be
useful to create a view that shows the status of CW group work mode, such as a status bar
that has graphical representations of the current work mode (e.g. F2F synchronous or
asynchronous, distributed). Finally, CW participants would likely benefit from the ability
to see the changes that have been made since they last logged on their CW sessions.
Process modeling and workflow: Another method that can promote collaborator
awareness and better coordinate group work is to add a process modeler that allows
facilitators to design and track CW sessions could be useful. For example, all of the
desired CW activities, with corresponding work modes, could be added graphically to
indicate the sequential or parallel flow of work. The process modeler could link to an
agenda system that would show similar information (e.g. participants, time, activities) in
a hierarchical format. Wizards and intelligent agents could help a leader use the process
modeler to create an agenda of activities and processes for a CWS session. Additionally,
workflow concepts could be added to the process modeler so that specific events are fired
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off when activities are completed. Events could include an automatic message from the
facilitator to all participants, specific messages to participants, and forms routing.
Group Graphical View: The process modeling and workflow features could be
further improved by allowing participants to be able to quickly determine the current
processes being undertaken and the status of the various participants. A CWS system
could have a graphical view that represents current group activity (e.g. who's working
and who is not, what sections have been completed). This graphical view could also
change according to the writing strategy, whether it is single writing, sequential single
writing, partitioned parallel writing, or reactive writing.
7.4.9 Communication
This

section

discusses

communication

design

considerations,

as

follows:

Interpersonal, Signaling and coordination. Information access. Different information
views. Version control, and External information.
Interpersonal communication:

Interpersonal communication support can

partially be provided by including a messaging system between specific participants
[173] and by providing facilitator messages. It can also be provided by a global window
for perpetual group conversation space [173], such as a multi-threaded chat window, or a
messaging system between specific participants [173]. Negotiation and consensus can be
assisted by including a voting tool to help make decisions as a group [173]. Finally,
CWS can include telepointers, which allow users to point to specific pieces of text to
clarify discussions [38, 43, 173]. In addition, CWS could be more tightly integrated with
electronic mail systems.

Additionally, electronic mail agents could be used with a
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workflow engine to notify participants when work has been completed and to prompt
participants when to start on a particular task. For example, workflow system could be
set up to allow a user to define and modify a process workflow, send documents along
deflned workflow routes, and to be able to track a document's progress through its route
[31], CWS could also allow particular participants to engage in private chat sessions that
the other participants cannot view, as well as public discussions.
A flnal

interpersonal communication design consideration is supporting

multilingual teams.

This involves not only supporting various character sets and

languages, but also providing automatic translation of text from one language to another
for drafts and brainstorming sessions [117, 271). For example, CWS could be designed to
be able to switch between languages, such as English, Spanish, and Mandarin Chinese.
Signaling and coordination: One means of achieving signaling and coordination
is with notiflcations:
"Notifications are an essential means of improving group awareness. They are
based on messages which are generated automatically through user interaction
with the workspace " [50].
Examples of notiflcations include providing notice when a document has changed and
alerting participants when a document is available for work contributions [31].
Information access;

It would be useful to provide advanced information

retrieval and search capabilities with CWS. These features could be used to access the
research library, text bases, past brainstorming sessions, chat session, and different
versions of a document's text.
Information views: One way to implement information views is to provide a
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"gestalt view" that presents a condensed image of the entire document, showing the
collaborators' positions and text selections [38]. Furthermore, an observation view can
be provided where participants can see exactly on what a collaborator is working [38].
CWS can also represent who is working where in the document outline [173].

In

addition, several improvements can be made to group view aspects of group outlines. For
example, an improved outline could allow users to expand and collapse document
sections and to quickly hone in on the areas of their interest. To make the outline more
useful, the outline could represent who is working where in the outline [173].
Version control: It may be useful to have CW tool track whether the changes
were generated in an asynchronous or synchronous session [173]. Furthermore, CW tool
designers should consider including flexible differing techniques to flexibly report
changes in text to better visualize differences between versions of text [272, 273]. Also,
it could be useful to only report salient changes; therefore, CW tools could ignore white
space and other visual distractions [186]. Finally, it could be useful for users to be able
to see the changes in a document since they last logged on, which can be implemented by
providing a playback feature that shows interactions that has occurred since last logged
in, for a particular segment or the entire document [173]. Another similar concept is the
idea of a "change tour":
"Change tours are composed of a time series of snapshots. By picking an
appropriate time interval...the collection of snapshots can represent the general
progress made within a meting as well as the process or rationale used to
accomplish the tasks. Combining the snapshots together provides the ability to
replay, in time slices, the tasks within a meeting" [123].
External Information: XML is largely considered by many experts to be the
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future of data exchange and collaboration; thus, CWS researchers need to consider the
use of XML as a data interchange standard for CW. XML could be used for developing
standard representations of collaborative documents to ease the export of such documents
into workflow managers, databases, etc. XML integration could be used to integrate
CWS with disparate data from such as word processors, databases, project management
software, etc.

In addition. CWS researchers should examine adding white board

emulation, group drawing [1771, process modeling, and even fax server integration.
7.4.10 Enhanced technology support
This final

section covers design considerations to implement leading-edge

technologies into CW tools. Significant technological advances have occurred since the
publication of much of the literature review; thus, it is critical for designers of future
CWS systems to examine leading technologies that should be integrated into CWS. The
technical design considerations this section covers includes the following: Java and web
browsers, distributed servers, advanced multi-media, advanced replication techniques,
and advanced security.
Java and web browsers: Researchers have urged the use of Web browser and
advanced GUI technology for future GSS work, partially because of its cross-platform
support [28]. Likewise, in attempting to provide CW software with an advanced GUI
that is highly scalable, robust, and easily used on multiple platforms, researchers need to
seriously consider the use of Java™ as a universal development language. Through
Java™, CWS could be accessible through universally available, multi-platform browsers
such as Netscape™ or Internet Explorer™.
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Distributed servers:

Methods of server distribution also need serious

consideration for CWS, especially to address scalability and software performance.
Research could be conducted to compare different server platforms (in terms of
performance and scalability) such as Linux"™ and Windows 2000"™, and different
distribution technologies such as Jini™ and Lx>tus Notes™.
Advanced multi-media: CWS designers should also examine integrating multicasts, video conferencing, RealAudio™, and IP telephony technologies into CWS. Such
features likely should be evaluated in terms of the value they would provide, versus their
potential for distraction. Because such features could conflict with the general need to
support low-band width communications for asynchronous groups they should only be
available for synchronous interactions where the appropriate bandwidth is available.
CWS servers could be designed to be intelligent to where they could automatically make
decisions on what features would be available to a CWS group, depending on their
connection speed, CPU capabilities, and other important parameters.
Advanced replication: Although replication techniques are generally avoided by
CWS researchers because of their complexity and tendency to introduce replication
conflicts, such techniques may prove to be useful for asynchronous, distributed CWS
where bandwidth and connection reliability are serious issues. For example, it may be
useful to develop software that automatically switches to a replicated mode when a server
connection is lost. This could be particularly useful for roaming applications such as
field-sales contract support, collaborative document production between naval ships, and
military field exercise support.
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Interact Appliances: One of the important technologies related to replication
that promises an interesting area for future CWS is Internet appliances; such as hand-held
devices like the Palm Pilot™. Supporting such technology could become increasingly
important as millions of these devices are produced and used. These devices necessitate
a likely reconsideration of the use of replication techniques, because hand-held device
users are often not connected to a live network.
Advanced security:

Finally, consideration needs to be given to expand the

security capabilities of future CWS products. Such security would include advanced
encryption (e.g. 128bit SSL encryption) and authentication techniques to ensure the right
people are viewing the right text. This form of security may be necessary to take to allow
large CW groups to work remotely in government, military, and strategic business CW
sessions. In addition, it may be useful to be able to dynamically change rights at all user
levels, and to delegate rights:
"There is a need for the ability to change privileges at all system levels: there is a
need at times for the ability to other participants other than the facilitator to
control some or all user privileges; global teams may need co-facilitators and
shared ownership of folders and activities: frequent handqffs of control are often
required" [83J
7S Closing remarks
This research has examined ways to improve distributed CW over the Internet
through enhancements to related technologies and processes. This research made several
advances by introducing a new CW tool, Collaboratus; by formulating a CW process
structure that provides gains for groups that use Collaboratus for asynchronous,
distributed CW; by solidifying objective measures that can be used to assess CW task
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outcomes; by creating requirements and design considerations for future technology
work; and by providing a solid theoretical base for future research.

Given the

voluminous future-research possibilities, it is clear that many technology and process
gains have yet to be discovered to improve distributed CW, and that technologies and
processes must be considered together for the most synergistic gains.
Because of the volume of research possibilities in distributed CW, this
dissertation closes by focusing on some select efforts for the next round of CW research.
In summary, the following four efforts are highly promising for future work:
(1) Continued research into auto-facilitation scripts for different group tasks and
contexts. The most interesting tasks to focus on would likely include highly
integrative, complex tasks such as strategy document creation, term papers, and
proposal documents.
(2) Continued research into technologies that provide enhanced group awareness
and coordination, such as group activity views, and play-back facilities that show
the work that has been produced by other team members while a group members
as been absent.
(3) Continued methodological research into measuring and assessing the
outcomes of CW tasks in an objective, empirical manner; including weighting
outcomes by the type of task and type of team.
(4) Further automation of process scripts through agents and workflow, to further
help a team work without professional facilitation.
Clearly, research in distributed CW promises to yield many benefits and has a promising
future.
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APPENDIX 1.1: SUMMARY STATISTICS ON CW TOOL
ARTICLES
Ail
Asynchronous, distributed
F2F
F2F + Asynchronous, distributed
F2F + Synchronous distributed
F2F + Synchronous, distributed
SI/A
Synchronous, distributed
Synchronous, distributed + Asynchronous,
distributed
Total
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CMC + email
CMC +WP
CWtool
CW tool + email
Email
N/A
support technology
WP
WP + email
WP, email, CMC
Total
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5
2
67
I
3
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10
1
223
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No
Yes
Total
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Small
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5
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2.2
.4
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55.1
3.6
7.2

4.5
5.4
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2.2
.4
.9
55.1
3.6
7.2

223

100.0

100.0

5.7

5.7

in

in

.9
30.0
.4
1.3
343
12.6
5.8
43
.4
lOO.O

.9
30.0
.4
1.3
34.5
12.6
5.8
4.5
.4
100.0

1.8
95.1
3.1
lOO.O

.9
22.4
76.7
100.0

11.8
E>5.1
•(.1
!lOO.O

13
23.7
100.0

6.7
9.4
10.3
40.4
40.8
42.2
76.7
89.2
95.1
99.6
100.0

11.8
E)6.9
1100.0

4.9
10.3
30.9
33.2
33.6
343
89.6
92.8
100.0
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Case study
Design
Development
Discussion
Ethnography
Field observation
Lab experiment
Modeling
Survey
Theory
Total

27
51
12
B6
4
10
19
1
10
3
223

Case study
Design
Development
Discussion
Ethnography
Lab experiment
N/A
Survey
Theory
Total

N/A
once
over time
Total

7
33
41
35
1
2
83
19
2
223
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223

12.1
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5.4
38.6
1.8

12.1
22.9
5.4
38.6
1.8
4.5
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.4
4.5
1.3
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.4
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18.4
15.7
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.9
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.9
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16.6
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3.1
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.4
.9
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.9
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76.2
7.2
16.6
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12.1
35.0
40.4
78.9
80.7
85.2
93.7
54.2
98.7
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3.1
17.9
36.3
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76.2
83.4
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Academia
Academia +• Industry
Government
Industry
N/A
Total

)7
5
2
20
)9
223

433
2.2
.9
9.0
44.4
100.0

433
2.2
.9
9.0
44.4
100.0

433
45.7
46.6
55.6
100.0

No
Yes
Total

187
36
223

83.9
16.1
100.0

16.1
100.0

100.0
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^Jo
Yes
Total

217
6
223

97.3

in
100.0

?7.3
2.7
100.0

No
Yes
Total

206
17
223

92.4
7.6
100.0

92.4
7.6
100.0

92.4
100.0

No
Partial
Yes
Total

ZOO
17
5
223

J9.7
7.6
2.7
100.0

89.7
7.6
2.7
100.0

89.7
97.3
100.0

*

««

7
Total

38
4
181
223

17.0
1.8
81.2
100.0

17.0
1.8
81.2
100.0

97.3
100.0

17.0
18.8
100.0
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APPENDIX 2.1: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT WORK MODES
Work mode: E^F (Traditional meeting rooms, boardrooms, and classrooms)
• Small groups
• Live meetings
• No scheduling conflicts with
participants
• Working same time and place
[581
• Easy access to needed
equipment and facilities
• Formal meetings
• At the beginning of group
project for social introductions
• Need results in hours or less
[941
• Non-technical audience [941
• Joint physical activity [94]
• Ad hoc meetings [94]
• Need to limit information
transfer [94]
• Lack of computer orientation
[941
• Success depends upon casual
interaction [94]
• Can be more effective in
building and assessing
commitment [92]
• Effective for non-technical
audiences [94]
• Effective for joint physical
activities [94]

• Increased personal interaction
[58]
• Increased familiarity and
social bonding [58]
• Increased ability to interpret
non-verbal cues [58]
• Increased informality [58]
• Easier to clarify ideas [83]
• Increase energy and creativity
[92]
• Requires less technology [58]
• Natural constraint on
information overload [58]
• More speed in terms of elapsed
time [93. 94]
• "the presence of others
increases attention, social
impact, and familiarity" [86]
p. 81.
• Bener performance when
making collaborative choices
on social dilemmas [86]
• optimal results for teams that
are highly interdependent and
need high levels of
coordination [86,87]
• better support of norms.
culture, and authority [86, 88]
• more satisfying, productive.
effective, and sustained than
distributed collaborations [86.
89-91].

• Scheduling problems [92]
• Difficulty of involving the
"right" people and right levels
of expertise [92]
• Increased logistical issues [92]
• Natural limitation exists as to
how many people can
effectively participate [92].
• Limited information transfer
rate [94]
• Forced linear conversation
[92]
• Can be wasteful and boring.
especially [92]
• Social conflict [92]
• Too much socialization [92]
• Personality conflicts [92]
• Style conflicts [92]
• Interaction differences [92]
• Premature closure [92]
• In addition, many other group
issues tend to be more
pronounced^

'^The following negative group phenomena tend to be more pronounced in proximate settings: airtime
fragmentation, attention-blocking, attenuation-blocking, cognitive inertia, concentration-blocking,
conformance pressure, domination, evaluation apprehension, excessive group maintenance, group
polarization, groupthink, inappropriate socializing, negative group conflict, overdependence on group
leader, poor generalizing, poor support of negative face needs, premature decision making, scheduling
problems, self-weighting effect, social conflict, social facilitation, status effects (see Appendix 2.4 for more
details).
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Work mode: Synchronous and asynchronous, distributed

• See respective modes for
asynchronous and synchronous

• Decreased F2F meetings.
which can reduce travel costs
and make scheduling easier to
accomplish [57]
• Involve more people [57]
• Ability to collaborate across
organizational boundaries
[127]
• Increase the ability to develop
and spread best practices faster
across organizations [127],
• More task-focused [57]
• Better and more information
[57]
• Ability to use separate
communication channels for
different issues [57]
• More space and time for
participants [57]
• Easier to have permanent
project history [92]

• Less trust and understanding
[83]
• Team building can be more
difficult [57]
• Less social awareness, which
may cause less motivation to
participate [56]
• Less non-verbal cues and
signals [57]
• Feedback is often slower [83]
• Can make conversations stale.
predictable and boring [97]
• More difficult to clarify ideas
[83]
• Difficulties building
consensus and resolve conflict
[57]
• Lack cues needed to signal
task completion, transitions.
and success [95]
• Information overload [57. 58.
92]
• Added task-support
complexity [57]
• More potential for confusion
exists [57]
• Planning is more difficult
[57].
• May lack the necessary cues
and mechanisms to coordinate
their interactions [96]
• Requiring more restraint and
responsibility fi'om
participants, and instructions
that are more explicit where
possible [57],
• Poor participation [97]
• "Rolling present" [97]
• disruptive work flow [97]
• difficult to engage users and to
motivate them [83]
• coordination is more difficult
[57]
• focus easily wanders [95],
• More side conversations [57]
• Feeling like second-class
citizens [95]
• Less clear understanding of
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roles and expectations [97]
• Responsibility for tasks less
clear [83]
• "Free riding" [83]
• More up-front costs and more
reliance on technical
infrastructure (higher risk)
[57]
• participants may not use
technology appropriately and
can be distracted by it [S7]
• may require extensive
training [97]
• developing a team culture and
giving feedback are more
difficult [97]

Work mode: Synchronous distributed (NetMeeting: Webcasts; text-based simultaneous chat;
phone conference; videoconferences; keypad systems [275])
( I
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• Large teams
• allows a real-time dialog
regardless of participant
• separated in terms of geography
location [93]
• lack of adequate facilities for
• can provide more task focus,
entire group
such as when computer
• need to lower costs [58]
monitors are used with an
• need results in hours or less [94]
audio channel [57]
• limited info transfer rate [94]
• people are distributed [94]
• must deal with multiple issues
in parallel [58]
• need flexibility in people
assignment across geographic
boundaries[58]

• more technological
complexity [93]
• with audio conferencing the
lack of non-verbals (and text)
can make the sources and
targets of a message more
ambiguous and confusing [95]
• Facilitators often need to more
consciously recognize verbal
cues [57]
• Difficult for participants to see
each other and/or the
information that is being
produced together as a group
[92].
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Work mode: Asynchronous distributed (Text-based threaded chat; Lotus Notes replicated work;
Internet newsgroups / listserv's; email)

• Large teams
• Separated geographically
• Lack of adequate facilities for
entire group
• Need to lower costs [58]
• Must deal with multiple issues
in parallel [S8]
• Conflicting schedules
• Working in conflicting time
zones
• Team works together, but
interruptions hurt productivity
[581
• Need to maximize group
productivity in the longer term
[58]
• Need flexibility in people
assignment across geographic
boundaries [58]

More flexible to schedules
[58.93]
Time delay provides more
time for research and
gathering information [92]
Increased feeling of power and
autonomy [92]
Increased ability to check
assumptions, buy-in. and
involvement [58]
participants do not have to
worry about interruptions
158],
more time to think [92]
easier to sustain relationships
[93].
More information sharing [58]
More productivity [58]
Ability to ask more direct
questions [58]
Easier assimilation of new
group members [92]
No logistical constraint exists
on how many people or ideas
can be accommodated [92]

• Reduced interactivity and
efficiency of sequential
communication [33]
• Difficult to sustain work [92.
96]
• More difficult to quickly
initiate a meeting [83]
• Reduced expressiveness [33]
• More with uncertainty,
understanding a group's
purpose, clarifying roles, and
understanding the contribution
of others [83]
• Getting sidetracked and
having problems with
"missing" group members
[96]
• Group may disintegrate or
"drift apart" because of lack
of regular contact [92]

Work mode: Asynchronous in same location (War rooms [95]; traditional office or meeting room)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job and/or office sharing
Kiosks [274]
"War rooms" [94]
Massive physical material
involved [94]
People not available [94]
Simultaneously complex issues
[94]
Multiple, parallel issues [94]
Maximize group throughput
[94]
Time zone issues [94]
Group work without
interruptions [94]

• Cost-effective use of
resources, especially with job
sharing programs
• Good for implementing "war
rooms" [94]
• Good way to handle work
when people are not available
[94]
• Good for dealing with
complex, parallel issues [94]

• Difficult coordination
• Difficult to divide shared work
properly or stop at the
"correct" place for the next
person to take over.
• Makes conunitment and
understanding difficult to
foster and measure.
• Poor non-verbal
communication
• Poor socialization
• Not readily adaptable to
scenarios when participants
need to work during
overlapping hours
• Poor group awareness
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APPENDIX 2.2: THEORETICAL BASIS FOR CONSTRUCTS
This appendix further describes the theoretical basis for the constructs that were chosen for this
research. It also describes the constructs that were not chosen for this research. The measures are
described in terms of the following constructs: Productivity, Quality. Satisfaction. Relationships,
Communication, and Usability.
Productivity measures: The productivity measures used in this research include document
length, chat length, and time. Docuinent lengtii is a one-dimensional productivity construct that simply
measures how long a document is. as measured by total word count [43, 82. 110, 134. IS 11. Document
length is an important research construct not Just because it is a productivity measure, but also because it
has shown it to be positively correlated to document quality [82, 151]. Similar length constructs have been
used in collaborative research, especially in terms of number of ideas contributed: see [65, 69. 71. 73. 75.
132. 133. 144-147, 161, 193,207,208,275-2771.
Ciiat lengtii is a variable that is similar to document length; however, it measures that amount of
communication that has occurred for a given distributed work session [82], Thus, chat length is simply the
total number of words communicated in a distributed work session that utilizes chat technology.
Time is a simple, one-dimensional construct that often relates to productivity. Time simply
measures the total amount of time a group spends on a particular CW activity [33, 38, 40,41, 82]. A low
amount of time spent on a task does not necessarily indicate high productivity; to better measure
productivity groups need to be compared not only in how much time they spend but also what they produce
in a given amount of time. Similar time productivity measures have been used in collaborative research for
task or decision time [68, 79, 163, 201, 203-206, 278].
In addition to the above-listed productivity constructs, this research also introduces two, derived
productivity constructs that are not well proven in theoretical literature. These constructs are being
introduced because of their potential to provide new insight to CW productivity. The first derived construct
is perceived participation percentage. This is a perceived construct that represents what percentage of
the participation / work a particular individual believes he/she is doing for the team. This relates to
productivity on the basis that a highly productive team should have an even participation percentage, while
a non-productive team would likely have one or two members with low participation rates. This perceived
construct could also be complemented by actual participation percentage, which represents actual
participation fi-om chat counts, drafting, speaking, etc. Finally, the last derived construct is completion
rate, which simply represents whether or not a particular group has completed its project. This construct
can be operationalized so that various treatments can be compared on completion rate, where groups with
lower productivity should have lower completion rates.
Quality measures: In contrast to the length and time constructs, quality is a complex, somewhat
more subjective, multi-dimensional construct Quality attempts to measure the intrinsic value of a CW
document produced by a CW group, in terms of the group members' and stakeholders* subjective analysis.
Thus, quality in CW has been measured to include how the team perceives the final document, how target
users perceive the document, how effective the actual processes of CW were, and how an outside panel of
experts perceives the quality of the document [38,40,41, 82, 110, 134, 136. 167, 184, 279-282]. Quality
also can involve the degree of originality, creativity, and imagination in a group decision process or
document [80]. Furthermore, quality can be used to assess the overall value of a discussion, in terms of
outcomes, execution, and discussion development [283]. In collaboration research quality has been used to
measure outcomes of meetings, documents, integration complexity, ideas, decisions - all on a perceived or
externally judged level [6. 33,43,56,64-66,68,69,71, 73.74,76, 77, 80, 81, 137. 147. 156-164. 182. 211.
212, 215, 216, 221, 277,278, 284, 285].
This research defines two types of quality: internal and external. Internal quality is how a CW
group perceives the overall intrinsic value of their final CW document. External quality is how an
external group of Judges or stakeholders perceives the overall intrinsic value of a group's final CW
document. This approach to assessing quality has been substantiated by several researchers [40,41,68.
110,252].
Satisfaction measures: Satisfaction is a multidimensional construct that is similar to quality, but
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addresses only a CW team's perceived feelings about the entire process and the overall outcomes [33, 68,
70, 77, 82, 110, 134, 136, 154, 219, 220, 286-288], Because this construct is similar to perceived quality,
researchers need to carefully define and calibrate satisfaction measures [62]. A team member who has high
satisfaction in a group's process likely feels that the process was efficient, coordinated, fair,
understandable, and rewarding. High satisfaction does not necessarily directly correspond to high quality;
although groups producing high quality results would seem to be more likely to be satisfied than groups
producing low quality results. Other collaborative research that has used satisfaction in terms of a process
or group decision, include [56.66. 68. 70. 77-80. 132. 136. 137. 164. 193. 208. 212, 215. 259. 275. 278.
283, 284. 289. 290).
Relationships measures: While it is reasonable to assume that positive interpersonal
relationships are a desirable outcome of group work in of itself, positive relationships and socialization
have been shown to be important to overall group outcomes in non-GSS environments [291, 292] and GSS
environments [131, 155, 234], The interpersonal relationship constructs of interest for this body of
research are explained as follows: agreement, consensus, dominance, conformance, affiliation, positivity.
socialization, mutuality, teamwork, diversity, status, and involvement.
Agreement is another multidimensional construct that is the degree of accord a group achieved in
the decisions related to their CW document work [38, 82, 136]. Agreement likely can be manifested
through attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors in how a group cooperates, makes decisions, interacts, and
persuades. Agreement also relates to equality of participation, status, and struggles for participation and
leadership [38, 136]. Agreement is not necessarily synonymous with the stronger construct of consensus,
because a group can achieve agreement for non-consensual reasons, such as threat, fear, apathy, and
conformance. Other CW research that has used an agreement construct includes [279-282].
Consensus is a highly debatable construct, as not all researchers agree on its meaning. For
example. Partridge called consensus as "the degree of agreement to which individual group members will
make the same decision as the group following the discussion" [278]. This definition appears limiting
because high levels of agreement do not necessarily reflect high consensus - group members can all agree
on a topic because most of them feel bullied by a dominant individual. Thus, this research defmes
consensus as be a specialized case of agreement where some conflict and disagreement occurs within a
group, but group members objectively, strive to work out their differences in order to achieve optimal
creativity and performance (based on [129. 293-296]). Moreover, consensus is generally thought of as the
result of genuine involvement and compromise, and cannot be forced through threat or intimidation. Thus,
consensus is "real," genuine agreement. Similarly, Schwarz [129] articulately spoke about how effect
groups work through conflict to produce consensus:
"Effective groups consider conflict a natural part of group life that, when managed well, improves
members' ability to accomplish their tasks, work together, and contribute to their personal growth.
They use conflict to increase their understanding of each other, share previously hidden thoughts
and feelings, and openly test differences of opinion. Members present their views while accepting
that others' views may be more valid. Members disagree with each other without fear or
retribution" [129] p. 24
Several researchers substantiated that consensus can be optimal for producing high-quality group
decisions [293-296]. For example, groups achieving consensus demonstrate more internal agreement [293]
exhibit less opinionatedness and more objectivity [294], make fewer redundant statements [297], make less
random comments, and are more responsive [295]. Several collaborative studies have included agreement
and/or consensus as a construct of interest [43,64, 72, 133, 137, 141, 146, 156, 165,201,216,221,225.
227. 229.230, 234-239, 259-261, 289, 298,299].
Dominance is another misunderstood, often-debated construct Dominance can also be thought of
as successful control, persuasion, or influence of at least one party on another [300]. An oftenmisunderstood notion is the belief that dominance is always "bad" or negatively valenced; instead,
dominance can be both positively and negatively valenced [300]. It is also important to not confuse the
constructs of dominance and power, as they are not the same [300]: "power" refers to the ability and
potential to influence others through a variety of means, while "dominance" is an interpersonal
phenomenon where power is successfully exerted. As defined, a person who has high donunance over
another person tends to be very assertive, tries hard to persuade, influences, communicates in an active
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manner, and tends to talk significantly more than the other person [300. 301 ]. Burgoon [301] found several
attributes to be associated with dominant behavior, and its counterpart of submissive behavior, as detailed
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Burgoon [301] also found five general factors that can be used to classify
dominant behavior: influence, conversational control, focus and poise, panache, and self-assurance. Based
on these research notes, this research defines dominance as an interpersonal phenomena resulting in the
successful control, persuasion, or influence of at least one party on another, which can be either positively
or negatively valenced.

Table i: Dominant attributes, modifled from [301]
Aggressive
Adventurous
Argumentative
Assertive
Confident
Competitive
Energetic
Expressive
Headstrong
Forceful
Impulsive
Independent
Takes initiative
Loud
Outspoken
Opinionated
Powerful
Playful
Strong
Stubborn
Talkative

Ambitious
Authoritative
Determined
Extroverted
Impressing-leaving
Influential
Mature
Persuasive
Self-confident
Successful

Table 2: Submissive attributes, modified from [301]
Compliant
Cautious
Hesitant
Mild
Reserved
Quiet
Timid

Easily-led
Passive
Shy

Conformance can be seen as the bipolar companion of dominance, where individuals yield to
dominant individuals. Like dominance, it is complex, and can manifest in a varied range of supplication,
hostility, or agreement depending on why the participant in conforming [300]. Likewise, like dominance,
conformance can take on both negative and positive valences [300]. Thus, this research defines
conformance as an interpersonal phenomena where an individual yields to a dominant individual as
manifested by supplication, hostility, submission, or agreement, which can be either positively or
negatively valenced.
Affiliation deals with how group members regard and treat each other as manifested through their
communication, whether it be positive or negative [82, 256]. Communication involving positive affiliation
includes messages of courtesy, kindness, gratitude, and regard. Communication involving negative
affiliation includes insults, attacks, disregard, ingratitude, and general hostility.
Socialization is a construct that is related to afflliation that involves overt communication that is
of a social or friendship nature [82]. Such messages include discussions about non-work items that group
members And mutually interesting, such as food, music, and social outings. Socialization in low amounts
that is shared by all group members bonds the group together and helps make a group's task more
enjoyable; socialization in high amounts proves is a task distraction.
Positivity is a construct this research adapted from the Relational Conununication Scale (RCS)
[302], which captures concepts similar to afflliation (both negative and positive valances) [256]. However,
the primary difference between positive affiliation and positivity, is that positivity is a perceived measure
that operates on the dyadic level. For example, a person who is regarded as having high positivity is
generally perceived to be very warm, positive, pleasant, friendly, likable, generally sociable to the other
member of a dyad. A person with low positivity tends to be perceived as being unlikable. unfriendly, and
cold by the other dyadic member. Thus, this research defines positivity as "a dyadic construct involving
the degree to wtiich one member of a dyad negatively or positively regards the other member of the dyad."
Involvement measures how engaged dyad members are with each other, regardless of the
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dominance and/or affiliation that is taking place [256]. Involvement can be further measured in terms of
expressivity, interest, attentiveness. altercentrism, and immediacy [303, 304], Thus, a person is highly
involved if they are attentive, highly engaged, interested, and are actively listening. Involvement can be
said to act as an intensifier with the other group measures [256]. Hence, a potentially more explosive
situation is created in socialization that has high levels of hostility and has high levels of involvement.
Similarly, where groups have high levels positive affiliation and consensus, involvement will further
increase the positive outcomes. Likewise, high involvement in a high discord group with negative
affiliation will only magnify the negative CW results. In summary, this research defines involvement as a
dyadic construct that intensifiers related interpersonal measures, detailing how engaged dyad members are
with each other in terms of attentions, interest, listening, and engagement.
Mutuality is related to involvement, but specifically involves the degree of connectedness,
receptivity, openness, understanding, and similarity that is perceived within a dyad [303]. Thus, a dyadic
member that is perceived to have high mutuality is a person who is perceived to be willing to listen, act
similar to the other member, create closeness, and to be accepting and open to the other dyadic member's
ideas.
Teamwork refers to the degree to which a team works together to accomplish its goals and tasks
in a harmonious, cooperative manner [305]. This is a construct borrowed from the Organizational Culture
Survey (OCS) [305]. A team that exhibits high levels of teamwork would generally have high amounts of
directness and honesty, cooperation, consideration, construction confrontation, good listening, concern, and
openness to criticism.
Communication measures: This section describes communication constructs that are of interest
to this body of research, including the following; participation, evaluation, communication richness,
communication appropriateness, communication task focus, discussion quality, and coordination.
Participation is somewhat related to involvement. The difference is while involvement tends to
be a subtler, psychologically based construct, participation is more overt and measurable. As such,
participation generally refers to "how much" a person is involved in a group's communication processes
(e.g. speaking 30% of the time) [227. 306]. It logically follows that a group member can be highly
participating but not necessarily highly involved (e.g. "going through the motions"); although, it also
logically follows that the less one participates the less likely they are to be highly involved.
Evaluation is a perceived dyadic communication construct, which represents the degree to which
a member in a dyad communicates objective criticism to the other member of the dyad [307]. Thus, a
person who rates high in communication evaluation provides extensive feedback, judges many options,
disagrees often, gives lots of reasons and evidence for opinions, is judgmental, and freely expresses critical
opinions [307]. Thus, it logically follows that scenarios where only one member of a group rates high on
evaluation will have higher probabilities of dominance; while scenarios where all members of a group rate
high on evaluation will have higher probabilities of consensus or discord (depending on how the
evaluations are received).
Communication riciiness refers to the uniqueness or substitutability of information firom a group
discussion [304, 308]. Thus, conununication that high in richness has highly detailed and vivid messages.
Communication that is low in richness lacks details and uses redundant forms of expression.
Communication appropriateness represents the degree of suitability of the communication for a
given group [307], Thus, communication with high appropriateness is well suited to the topic and
generally satisfying. Meanwhile, communication with low appropriateness tends to be inappropriate and
off topic.
Communication tasic focus is adapted from the Relational Communication Scale (RCS) [302],
and refers to the degree to which a group's communication is focused on its task. Thus, a group that has a
high coimnunication task focus is very work oriented, professional, and highly focused on the task.
Discussion quality for this body of research has been modified from a similar construct developed
by [309]. This group construct assesses a group's communication in terms of how effective and
satisfactory its discussions were, and how care^lly the discussions were developed. Additionally, it
indicates the degree to which issues were effectively examined and the degree of balance in discussions.
Simultaneous conun. is a simple construct that asks participants to report the degree to which
their work involved simultaneous communication and work strategies [82].
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Coordination is a simple construct that indicates how much observed communication occurs
within a group that is solely for administrative and synchronization purposes [82]. For example, telling
someone how to save a Microsoft Word'^ document is a coordination message, while expressing feelings
and opinions would involve non-coordination messages. Thus, a group with high coordination has many
messages that are administrative and rules-based.
DV constructs and measures not used: Although this research is extensive, it does not purport
to consider and examine every important DV measure in collaborative and interpersonal communication
research. The DV's that were chosen were chosen because they were deemed most likely to be able to
measure results of asynchronous, distributed CW. Clearly, other measures may prove to be of value in
future studies. The excluded measures include, but are not limited to, the following: cohesiveness [1S4],
feedback [224], turn taking [224], comnutment [6, 33], comfort [75, 207, 278], co-orientation [278],
heterogeneity [310], homophily [310], diversity [310], learning [278], leadership [2], perceived confidence
in group decision [278], perceived depth of evaluation [278], perceived change in understanding [278],
perceived challenge [278], perceived respect [278], perceived satisfaction with facilitator [278], problem
awareness [132], media richness [311], group development [312, 313], status [230, 236], social presence
[77], information overload [79], and usability [314],
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APPENDIX 2.3 COMMON TEAM ISSUES

Aiitime
fragmentation
Attentionblocldng
Attenuationblocking

Avoiding
conflict
Cognitive
inertia
Communicatio
n apprehension
Concentrationblocking

Conformance
pressure

Coordination
problems

Distrust

Domination

Erroneous
assumptions
Evaluation
apprehension
Excessive
group
maintenance
Riilureio
remember
Flaming

Occurs when a group's available speaking time is divided
between the group members [29, 251, 3 IS, 316].
When some group members listen to others speak, and thus,
do not have time to think of new ideas [29, 251, 315,
3161.
Occurs when group members cannot contribute ideas as
soon as the ideas develop; hence, participants often forget
their ideas; or. they suppress their ideas as their thoughts
seem less original over time [29, 251, 315, 316],
Actively trying to avoid any conflict or disagreement
[317-3191.
When group discussions continue along one path because
group members only contribute ideas related to the
immediate topic [29, 315, 3161.
General apprehension about the communication process
itself [3201.
Occurs when group members try to remember their
comments until it is their turn to speak; thus, they thus
block cognitions about others' comments until their
personal ideas are communicated [29, 251, 315, 3161.
Arises when team members do not want to criticize any of a
team's effort*: because of desire for politeness or concerns
of group member retaliation or rejection [29, 148, 151].
Discouragement of non-conforming viewpoints and
dissenting viewpoints [3211.
Result when a group does not have a strategy for
completing a task, a difficulty that makes integration of
group members' contributions problematic [29, 57,
1511.
Lack of trust can easily arise from group conflict and poor
performance, but it can also develop in groups that work in
separate locations or lack group history and norms [1861;
less trust and understanding [831
A negative form of dominance (dominance can also be
positive) [300]. Domination occurs when some group
members influence the group to do only what they want
and/or to use their time in an unproductive or heavy-handed
manner [29, 316, 321].
Assuming other group members think as one does and other
poor assumixioas on the opinions of others [317-319].
A common problem where group members are afraid to
contribute to a groupout of fear of negative peer evaluation
[29,251,315,3161.
Spending excessive amounts of time and energy on group
mainteruince tasks: thus, decreasing quality of decisions
[3211.
When group members do not focus on other team members'
communications, and thus« miss or forget ideas
communicated by those members [29, 251, 316].
A specialized source of group conflict that usually occurs
whra a person emits diatribes toward an individual or group
that is biased and inflammatory; it tends to increase with
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Focus efTect
Free riding

Croup
polarization
Grouplhink

Inappropriate
soci^izing /
socialization
Incomplete
task analysis
Incomplete use
of information
Inequitable
division of
labor
tnfomution
overload
Lack of
bystander
intervention
L^k of
closure /
consensus
Lack of
participation
Listening
issues
Logistical
issues
Management
and plaiming
issues

Negative group
conflict
Overdependen
ce on group
leader
Poor

anonymity, larger groups, and with groups that lack
cohesion [29],
Like cognitive inertia, participants pursue a single train of
thought for long periods of time [321]
Occurs when a few members rely on other group members
to complete a project due to cognitive loafing or their belief
that their input is unneeded [29, 83. 251, 322]
Where groups make overly risky or overly conservation
decisions as a whole, than they would as individuals [323326].
Occurs when a group gets into a "mental rut" and starts
thinking along the same path, because of group pressures
that cause a deterioration of mental efficieiKy. i^ity
testing, and moral judgment; usually a result illusions of
invulnerability, unquestioned belief in a group's inherent
morality, group pressure against dissenters, share illusion of
unanimity, and self-appointed censors [327]. [327].
While socializing can help groups, sometiiiies it becomes
distracting from group processes when performed
excessively [29]; too much socialization [92]When groups do not adequately understand their goals and
tasks, a deficiency that can lead to wasted discussions and
useless deliverables [29].
Signifies scenarios where groups do not always have
complete access (o and use of information needed to
complete a task [29, 328].
Often occurs when group members ate not open about their
talents and limitations, or such information is not well
known; it also lends to result in strained relationships
during the execution phase [186],
When information is created fiLster than indivtduais can
process it or comprehend it [29. 57, 58, 92, 329]
Has to do whether or not a person is willing to help others
who ate in apparent need [330],
"Croup sessions tend to be concluded without a sense of
"closure." a sense of accomplishment, and a desire to
participate further in the solution process" [I5S, 321];
difficuldes building consensus and resolving conflict [57]
Limited participation [317-319, 326]; poor participation
[97]
Not listening or passive listening with poor attention [3173191.
Logistical issues [92]. such as equipment and network
access.
These include time management and scheduling [27].
inequitable division of labor[186]» problems monitoring
progress [186], difficulty coordinating work [186], and
unnecessary duplication of effort [40, 41]. Excessive
time spent on group maintenance, taking away from quality
work time [321]; planning problems [57].
When conflict becomes personal, it can derail a group's
efforts [186]. Differences of opinion causing disruptive
behaviors [321].
Over dependence on group leader or facilitator to where
group members cannot think and act independently [317319].
Because ktdups may not have enough time to think ideas
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generalizing
Poor support
of negative
face needs
Poor support
of positive face
needs
Poor
procedures
Premature
decision
making
Rapport
problems
Scheduling
problems
Self-weighting
effect
Social conflict
Social
facilitation

Social loafmg

Status effects

Task
avoidance

Task suuctute
problems

Task support
problems

Unclear goals

through in an "independent and orderly fashion, ideas tend
to be expressed in low-quality generalizations "[321].
Groups can interfere with a person's need for autonomy
[331],

•

•

Groups can interfere with a person's needs for public
approval [331].

•

Lack of an agenda, obscure meeting procedures [3173191
"Groups have a propensity for reaching "speedy."
premature decisions before coasidering all problem
dimensions and before considering possible alternatives."
[321 ]; premature closure [92]
Little lo poor rapport within a group; poor relationships
[317-319]
Scheduling problems in terms of people time; such as
difficulty getting and involving the "right" people and right
levels of expertise to be involved [921Participating only lo the extent lhat ihey feel as competent
as other group members [321].
Social conflicts, personality conflicts, style conflicts, and
interaction differences [92]Conducting a task in the piesence of others changes the
results: When it is a well-learned task, performance tends
lo increase, but if it is a unlearned or complex task,
performance lends to decrease [332].
When people in groups do not work as hard as they work
alone because ihey do not see the link between their
behavior and the groups' outcome [330].
Where high-stanis group members dominate low-status
member and/or marginalize their contributions [225, 236.
321]. In addition, status incongruities where low-sialus
members agree with high-status members even the lowstatus members feel their opinions ate superior.
"Group search behavior tends to be reactive, moving from
short periods of intense focus on the problem to longer
periods of task avoidance and tangential discussion"
[3211.
Task structure helps a group analyze task-related
information. Task structure is defined as techniques, rules,
or models for analyzing task-related information to gain
new insights [29, 61]; sometimes groups lack this
structure or use flawed structures.
Task support exists when groups can choosc from many
structured or unstiuctuied techniques to perform meeting
tasks, which may not exist if a group do^ use appropriate
technology and facilitation [29]; Added task-suppon
complexity [57]Group members not being sure about goals and outcome;
lacking focus and direction [317-319]; confusion [S7]
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APPENDIX 3.1: DISTRIBUTED CW PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS
Utilizing F2F meetings for convergence processes: One method to improve distributed CW is
to conduct F2F meetings, where possible, when convergence and consensus are important. One of the key
considerations in CW is whether or not it is optimal to conduct all the processes in an asynchronous mode,
or whether some of these processes should be conducted in a F2F setting. Some case studies on CW
suggest the need for F2F planning for optimal outcomes, even if a team is primarily working
asynchronously [333. 334], This notion was further refined by Galegher and Kraut [6. 33. 8S] who noted
that F2F groups were more effective in their use of time in planning than asynchronous groups in a
controlled laboratory experiment; likewise, their field research with a multi-national company using
distributed CW further supported the notion that F2F communication was critical in early CW project work
such as planning [33]. Horton, et al., [40] believe that planning logically positively relates to CW task
performance, although this connection is not entirely proven. Likewise, laboratory research has indicated
that F2F voice annotations improve documents more than textual annotations [335]. Moreover. Adkins et
al. [39] suggested that distributed CW groups should meet F2F for initial discussions and outlining. In
summary, the literature suggests asynchronous groups would achieve optimal processes if they met F2F for
planning and convergence processes (e.g. initial discussions, figuring out what to write on, agreeing on
brainstormed ideas to use. discussing final document draft).
Increasing pre-meeting planning: Distributed work sessions often require more coordination
and increase complexity over I^F sessions. As such, it is increasingly important for a team (or facilitator /
team leader) to conduct extensive pre-meeting planning for distributed sessions [124], Some of the key
activities for pre-meeting planning includes agenda and roster development, tool selection, review of
previous meetings (and assigned deliverables) [124]. Likewise, maintaining careful logs of a given
meeting and related action items can be useful for future meeting planning purposes, since it helps diminish
unnecessary duplication of effort.
Creating more incentives: Distributed meeting participants generally need more incentives to
participate than in F2F meetings [83]. As such, Romano [83] established eight heuristics in which to create
more motivation to participate in distributed groups as seen in Table I.
Table I: Eight heuristics for increasing motivation to participate
• Selecting tasks in which participants have high vested interests.
• Establishing a champion with strong influence and a vested interest.
• Explicitly verifying the task cannot be accomplished more easily by another method (and making sure
participants are aware of this fact).
• Directly confirming with each participant his or her stated commitment to fiilly participate.
• Starting all distributed projects with a synchronous kick-off session, where possible (e.g. E^F meeting or
teleconference).
• Creating (during the kick-off session) an explicit prioritized set of action items for the asynchronous
work and a specific schedule for the next synchronous interaction.
• Providing significantly more explicit participant instructions than would be provided for synchronous
sessions.
• Using a separate process channel (via collaborative software) that can be monitored by a facilitator or
team leader [95].

Utilizing icebreakers: Another process improvement that is typically applied in F2F groups, but
not in distributed groups, is that of icebreakers. Icebreakers are introduction activities and/or group tasks
that are designed to make team members comfortable with each other and to help develop a spirit of
camaraderie. While many icebreakers typically used in F2F settings are not appropriate in distributed
environments, basic icebreakers can still be us^, such as providing initial intrc^uctions [92].
Implementing stronger goal setting: Romano [83] found that distributed work settings require
more explicit and structured goal setting that "must be established before the session starts and maintained
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throughout." He proposed five guidelines for better establishing and maintaining goal congruence [83] as
seen in Table 2.

•
•
•

•
•

Table 2; Five guidelines on goal copgruence
Team leaders or facilitators must establish unambiguous deliverables or goals that are effectively
communicated to a group.
The goals and deliverables must be objectively measurable, so participants can easily track progress and
fulfill their need for progress awareness.
Sub-goals, deliverables, or process activities also need to be explicitly, unambiguously pre-planned and
communicated to participations before sessions start, so that they know what comes next and start to
think about how they can most effectively contribute.
Tasks, expectations, and timelines not only need to be communicated clearly, but several times to serve
as process check reminders.
Finally, leaders and facilitators must communicate and inspire the participants' stake in the sessions to
increase their conunitment and performance [95].

In addition to explicitly structuring and defining tasks, assigning parallel tasks can increase group
productivity in distributed settings [95].
Focusing on personalization: A significant issue in many distributed meetings is that people feel
a lack of personalization: thus, distributed meetings need to focus more explicitly on increasing
personalization [95]. Essentially, distributed facilitators (or process scripts that replace them) must make
an effort to make sure that each individual has a say in a group's work and that a team gets to know an
individual regardless of the logistical and process characteristics of a group [93]. Some suggestions to
improve personalization and involvement include addressing participants directly where possible (as
opposed to addressing the entire group), providing photos and bios for team building, and using frequent
reminders of who is participating [95]. For example, each participant can create his/her own bio to better
introduce themselves [58]. In addition, shared pictures, audio clips, resumes, and personal web page can be
used to enhance understanding [58].
In addition, shared images can be used to promote team "wholeness" [127. 128]. For example,
groups can utilize digitized team photographs, create graphical maps showing where participants are
located, and make figures that depict the names of each team member sitting around a table. An additional
useful concept provided by Kimball [127, 128] to increase personalization is providing "line of site", where
a team member creates journalism-style reports on meetings (not just minutes) that are published to rest of
team. In this reporting process, participants are encouraged to acknowledge who is missing at the
beginning of meetings and to develop conscious strategies to connect distributed members to the process,
where informal communication spaces (e.g. virtual water coolers) are utilized.
Using less anonymity during drafting: Distributed sessions automatically have more anonymity
and separation built in; thus, some believe that outside of brainstorming, less anonymity should be used in
such sessions [83]. An additional reason to use less anonymity is that F2F sessions naturally allow more
dominance and face threats, while distributed sessions provide more intermediation and opportunity for
participations to be included. Moreover, anonymity is not as important in distributed sessions because of
the increased possibility of free riding and the need for teams to increase participation [83]. It may also be
argued that distributed participants need to have a greater awareness of team member contributions.
Increasing communication richncss: Distributed communication is rarely as rich as F2F
communication; thus, steps need to be taken to facilitate rich conversations to provide some of the
advantages often afforded by F2F communication [127, 128]. A key element in distributed communication
is to provide some kind of signaling and messaging tor specific tasks and activities, to increase
understanding and decrease communication breakdowns [124]. For example, protocols can be established
to notify all other participants when a particular task for a deliverable is completed. Another suggestion to
improve communication richness is to rotate and mix up responsibility for leading Internet-based
discussions of non-administrative items [127, 128]. Additionally, special guests or experts can be invited
to engage with a team (e.g. authors, consultants, key people firom o^er parts of the organization). For
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example, in synchronous environments this can be done as a teleconference, in asynchronous environments
this can be done using special threaded chat sessions [127. 128], Furthermore, a suggestion that not only
increases communication quality, but also personalization, is having "after dinner talks" where no
administrative matters are allowed and groups can freely communicate [127. 128]. In addition, distributed
teams should use as many forms of media and channels of communication as possible [127] (e.g. email,
telephone, voice mail, chat). Finally, norms and rules should be established to deal with communication
gaps, so that participants will know what to expect with responses and how messages will be acknowledged
in terms of process and media used [127].
Conducting frequent, explicit process ciiecits: In addition, distributed groups need to explicitly
plan and structure fi^uent process checks [95]. Process checks not only can be useful for determining
where a group is at in completing its goals, but also to check for more subtle factors such as restlessness,
disagreement, boredom, and other group issues. Convergence, or developing consensus, is a particularly
important process in which to check how people feel and what they are thinking [95]. As part of the
convergence process, distributed teams will often need to use ad-hoc teams to negotiate compromise
solutions [95].
Using storecards and participation meters: It logically follows that in F2F settings,
participants are better able to know when major milestones have been completed and to better celebrate
incremental successes than in distributed settings [95]. One of the reasons for this is that in distributed
sessions many cues are missing that typical signal success and milestone completion [95]. Thus, to
partially fulfill the inherit need to track and celebrate completion of group milestones, a scoreboard^" can be
created for distributed sessions [95]. In addition, a participation meter can complement a scoreboard [95],
by showing who is participating at a given time, who has done what and how much, which further increases
group awareness.
Scoreboards alone will not provide the necessary amplification in energy for distributed teams.
Thus, several other techniques should be considered, such as the following [127, 128]: (1) Individuals or
sub-teams can be "spotlighted" for successful or interesting accomplishments. This can be done
synchronously by using special tele- or videoconferences to feature the individual or sub team:
asynchronously the same concept can be initiated through an especially dedicated chat topic area. (2) A
team leader can also establish the norm of sending "hot news" bulletins to team members to positively
reinforce members who deserve recognition.
Providing transition support: Process transitions can be particularly difficult in distributed work
because of increased coordination issues; thus, more emphasis needs to be placed on transitions so that
participants can better sense what is happening and where the group is headed [95]. For example,
distributed groups need to help with entry and re-entry of team members, as participation tends to be more
sporadic in distributed settings [97]. Kimball [97] proposed the concept of "weaving" to help with
transition support: "Weaving is a networking term that often refers to the process of summarizing and
synthesizing multiple responses in a virtual group. The weaving item or response tells people where
they've been, where they are, and where they might want to go next" [97]."
Using distributed breaks: One of the problems with distributed sessions is that they often do not
include breaks, while in F2F meetings participants usually have the opportunity to step away from a
meeting to discuss issues informally overdonuts and coffee [95]. Thus, lengthy distributed meetings
should likely include "distributed breaks" [95]. These breaks should not only include specific times when
the meetings are not in session, but also technology support to allow people to socialize and conduct more
informal group formation and socialization (i.e. chat sessions, or even game playing). Of course, one of the
potential problems of distributed breaks is the potential to lose focus and participation. Thus, these may
need to be carefiilly coordinated with brief, intense periods of activity.
Intensifying participation for brief periolds: A significant issue with distributed groups,
especially asynchronous groups, is that lengthy delays can occur in communication and activity, which can

^ A scoreboard is a visually oriented project-tracking window that shows what tasks have been completed,
and what remains to be completed [95].
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derail a group's efforts and focus [92]. Thus, to counteract problems with such time-lags, distributed
groups should be encouraged to intensify their levels of participation for certain processes and activities to
achieve particular deliverables [92]. For example, if a brainstorming session has been conducted and the
group needs to make final decisions on what brainstormed ideas should be addressed, group members could
be required to log in an asynchronous session three to four times a day until a deliverable is complete.
Implementing break-out sessions: Breakout sessions can also be employed to improve
distributed work. For example. F2F meetings for large groups are often effectively conducted by having
breakout groups work on specific sub-tasks for a concerted period. Thus, the same concept can be used for
distributed groups to help focus participants on specific problems [92]. In conjunction, separate
connmunication or process channels can be used for different issues (e.g. technical and topical) [57].
Likewise, Harris [58] suggests conducting different conversations in different discussion spaces (e.g.
clearly differentiating spaces and times for producing new ideas [92]); using different facilitators for
different parallel topics; using separate channels for different media; having different subject lines for the
different conversions; and encouraging multiple rounds of discussion to assess commitment and quality of
decisions. Kimball [92] has also suggested using a "paired item" strategy in web conferencing where in
one topic is used for free-flowing discussions and another topic is strictly used only for summaries of views
and votes for final decisions; however, up until a specific deadline, participants can change their decision
responses as often as necessary [92]. Finally, to improve distributed, convergent thinking Kimball also
suggests the used of holding "a virtual symposium or conference where people come together fi-om
different departments or fields to exchange experience and ideas" [92].
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APPENDIX 4.1: REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Process 1 work mode

Support all CW work modes [37, 38]

Process 1 work mode
Process 1 work mode

P3F synchronous interaction [43]
Asynchronous non-distributed interaction [37,
38, 43, 173]
Synchronous, distributed interaction [37, 38,
43, 1731
Asynchronous, distributed interaction [37, 38,
43.173]
Fostering group awareness based on CW work
mode [49, 50]
Interfaces designed with "asynchronous
awareness" [189]

Process 1 work mode
Process 1 work mode
Process 1 work mode
Process 1 work mode

Process 1 work mode
Process 1 activity

Mixed work mode [43]
Support all major CW activities [37, 38]

Process 1 activity

Brainstorming [37, 38]

Process 1 activity i
Brainstonning
Process 1 activity 1
BrainstorminK
Process 1 activity

Communication and planning through
brainstorming tools [40, 41]
Idea collections [32, 38, 186]
Research [37, 38]

• implementing process modeling and workflow
integration
• providine a eraphical eroup view of work

• promoting collaborator awareness
•
•
•
•

Automated task managers [ 189]
email agent integration
workflow integration
pte-set protocols and processes to help asynchronous
groups work together [39]

• Have interface change according to the CW activity
being used.
• Group view that shows who is working in what
activity.
• consider supporting addibonal collaborative activities
such group issues analysis, group alternative
analysis, group questionnaires, and group process
modeling.
• allow group members to engage in different activities
at the same lime
• include a graphical view that represents the cuncnt
activity of a group's members.
• using face icons to represent collaborators [ 173]
• providing graphical avatars
• having scanned photographic pictures of
collaborators.
• current status and activity of each u.ser is captured
and displayed, such as active user lists, idle u-ser lists,
etc. [50].
• on-line attendance monitoring [9S]
• Examining different approaches to brainstorming,
such as the use of public and private work areas.
• Use of Nominal Group Technique's (NGT) [ 104]
• advanced knowledge management and Al techniques
to better categorize output from brainstorming
sessions [262-264]. knowledge maiugement
systems that can store and retrieve brainstorming
sessions over time for future knowledge re-use.
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Process 1 activity 1
Research

N/A

Process i activity

Planning [37, 38, 40,41]

Process 1 activity 1
Planning

Initial group planning [40, 41]

Process 1 activity 1
Plannine
Process 1 activity 1
Planning
Process 1 activity 1
Planning
Process 1 activity 1
Planning

Negotiation support [25]

Process 1 activity i
Planning
Process 1 activity 1
Plaiuiini!
Process 1 activity

Process 1 activity 1
Writing
Process 1 activity 1
WritinK
Process 1 activity 1
Writing

• research information library for storing, indexing, and
retrieving research artifacts such as papers, video
clips, and recordings
• Integrate the proposed document management system
with EndNote. ProCite and other professional citation
managers
• custom collaborative reference manager.
• chat capability
• facilitator messaging
• anonymous voting tools
• tool structure to encourage and enforce upfront
planning [40, 41,134]
• provide a dumping area for material not wanted in the
final document [ i 73]
• implementing private workspaces [ 173]
• negotiation features
• enhancing project management capabilities
• allowing milestone tracking
• providing assessment and metrics capabilities.
• Templates and agents for private negotiation plaas
• Knowledge management to (rack the lesulu of
negotiation sessions
• Integration with scaled-down version of Microsoft
Project
• Task ILsts
• Representatioas to track completed milestones and
deliverables
• Post-project assessment tools
• Knowledge base containing productivity and quality
metrics
• Support post-project assessments / track productivity
measures (e.g. word count, number of correctioas.
revisions, etc.)
• Using an imposed agenda system
[268.
269]

Negotiation and communication through
brainstorming [40, 41 ]
Negotiation and communication through
outlining tools [37, 40, 41]
Support procedural communication (courses of
action and process plans to achieve their goals)
[37, 38.266]
Project scheduling, courses of action, goals [25,
37]
Explicit process plaas [37]
Writing [40]
[37, 38.41]

Basic word processing [38]
Concurrency control [43]
Reversible executive / undo [38, 43]

•
•
•
•
•
•

text-section locking [38, 43, 173]
grammar and style checkers
writing boilerplates
writing wizards
Using different colors for each writer's [38]
document merging support [31].
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Process 1 activity 1
WhtinK
Process 1 activity 1
Writing
Process 1 activity 1
Writing
Process 1 activity
Process 1 activity 1
Editing

Multiple leveU of undo functionality [38]
Condict resolution and help prevent conflicting
changes [38,43]
Locking of text sections [38, 43, 173]
Editing [37, 38]
N/A

Process 1 activity

Reviewing [37. 38, 40. 41]

Process 1 activity 1
Reviewing

Document annotations [37, 177]

• Allow the software to support changes in locking
from word-level to sentence-level to paraeniph-level?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
Process 1 activity
Process 1 activity
Process 1 strategy
Process 1 strategy
Process 1 strategy
Process 1 strategy
Process 1 strategy
Process 1 document
control
Process 1 document
control
Process 1 document
control
Process 1 document
control
Process 1 document
control
Process 1 Roles

Seamless transitions between activities [37, 38]
Users can perform different writing activities at
the same time on the same tool [38]
Support all major writing strategies [37, 38]
Single writer [37, 38]
Sequential single writing [32]
Partitioned, parallel writing [32, 37, 38, 43]
Reactive writing [32, 37, 38, 43]
Support all major modes of document control
[37, 38]
Centralized [37, 38]

adding a document editing mode
graphical aimotations
custom annotation types
advanced aiuiotation reportine
adding a context-sensitive review mode
adding advanced review assignments
providing advanced review tracking
Activity and results of the review process graphically
represented and inteerated into a work flow engine
Through armotations. implement links allow multi
media objects, voice, and hand-drawn markings [38]
Allow users to selectively see annotations of a
specific author [38]
Ability to quickly scan through annotatioits [ 177]
Include conversation spaces where users ore able to
make armotations on annotations (o probe, to dispute,
and to add mote information [ 173. 177],
allowing for various annotations media
graphical annotations
custom annotation types
advanced atmotation reporting providing flexible
annotation views

• Have interface change according to the CW strategy
being used.

• Use graphical depictions showing ownership and
control within a writing group.

Relay [37, 38]
Independent [37, 38]
Shared [37, 38]
Multiple collaboration roles [37,38, 177]

• major roles that should be considered for
implementatian include writer, consultant, editor,
reviewer, scribe, and facilitator.
• enhancing the concept of identity
• adding additional CW roles
• supporting custom CW roles by the system
administtator
• allowing the creation of subgroups
• better supporting the facilitator role: such as
telepointers and tightly coupled mode where the
facilitator can lock down other sessions, and
patliciiiants are able to see everythinK the facilitator
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does on his/her machine for instructional purposes.
• Build user profiles according lo their different roles
[265]
• Allow the creation of subgroups
[32]
Pnxress 1 Roles
Process 1 Rotes

Explicit collaborator roles [37]
Preserve collaborator identities [37, 38]

Process 1 Roles

Maintain a participant list of all those involved in
a session [173]
Allow changing roles throughout the writing
process [25, 37, 173, 177, 194]
Writer role [37-39]
Consultant role [37-39]
Editor role [37-39]
Reviewer role [37-39]
Scribe role [32, 37, 38,43]
Facilitator role [39]
Different document access methods that
correspond (o the roles (e.g. read, annotate, and
write) [37. 38]
Flexible number of participants [37, 38, 43]
Users can create, join, or leave editing sessions at
arbitrary times [38]
Enhanced collaborator awareness to include
collaboration to peripheral awareness [38]
Members can join / leave groups easily [25]
Various leadership styles [25]
Voting tool [173]

Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles

Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Process 1 Roles
Communication 1
interpersonal
Communication 1
inlerpersonal

Support social interactions [37, 38]

Communication 1
inlerpersonal

some type of signaling and messaging
[124]

Cotmnunication 1
interpersonal
Communication 1
access

Communication about project scheduling and
plans [37, 177]
Support access to relevant information [37]

Conununication 1
access

Participants can access a document concunently
^*7. 4'*1

• maintain a participant list of all those involved in a
session at any given lime, along with their given role.
• icpresentatiorts of the collaborators and the text they
are working on [38, 173].

• including a messaging system between specific
participanLs [ 173]
• providing facilitator mes.sages
• a global window for perpetual group conversation
space [1731
• a multi-threaded chat window.
• a voting tool to help make decisions as a group
[173].
• Telepointers [38. 43. 173].
• Private chatting
• Email integration
• Workflow integration [31]
• Multilingual support
• Automatic translation of text from one language to
another [117, 271)
• Support notifications to improve group awareness
that generated automatically through user interaction
with the workspace [50]

• advanced information retrieval and search capabilities
• access to research library, text bases, past
brainstorming sessions, chat session, and different
versions of a document's texL
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Communicalion 1
access
Communication 1
access
Communication i
access
Communication 1
access
Communicalion 1
extemai
Communication 1
extemai

[37.431
Participants can access a document sequentially
[37.431
Separate document segments [37]
Participants can access the entire document [37,
38]
Support several document access methods: write,
comment, read [37]
Exchange of data between tool and outside
software [38]
Input and output of data in a variety of formats or
standard protocols [43, 177]

Communication 1
external

Extemai representations [ 177]

Communication 1
external

Meta-textual information such as idea
collections, outlines, plans, annotations, and
comments [32, 38, 39, 186]
Printing capabilities [39]

Communication 1
extemai
Communication 1
views

Communication I
views
Communication 1
views
Communication 1
version control

Communication 1
version control
Communication 1
version control
Communication 1
version control
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General

Group interface should depict overall group
activity and not be overly distracting [39, 43]

Communication through outlining tools [32,
38-41, 186]
Represent document sections in a hierarchical
tree structure [173]
Version control mechanisms [37, 38, 173,
177, 186]

• Consider XML support
• In addition to the support for extemai information
detailed in the requiiements section (e.g. drawings
and notepads)
• fax server inteeration.
• such as sketches, doodles, .icribbling; including use of
a drawing tool [ 177]
• white board emulation

• "Gestalt view" [38]
• Observation view [38]
• represent who is working where in the tree structure
of the document [173],

• Track whether the changes were generated in .-in
asynchronous or synchronous session [ 173 ].
• flexible differing techniques [272. 273].
• report salient changes; therefore, ignore white space
and other visual distractions [ 186],
• playback feature that shows interactions that has
occurred since last logged in. for a particular .segitient
or the entire document [ 173].
• Revisions can exist as distinct drafts [ 177]
• Change tours [123]

Instantaneous access to the latest document [43]
All users access the same version of the shared
document [38]
Version control should include knowing who
created, who changed, what was changed, and
when changes were made [38]
Addresses compatibility issues with software and
hardware [177]
Easy to install and support [39]
Seamless integration in exchanging data with
other technologies [38]

•
•
•
•

Java and web browsers
distributed servers
advanced multi-media
Servers that can automatically decide which multi
media features would be available to a eroup.
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depending on their coruiection speed, CPU
capabilities, and other important parameters
• advanced replication techniques
• advanced security.
• Multicasts [43]
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 General
Technical 1 security
Technical 1 security

Robustness [43]
Rexible tools and methodologies [31, 173,
186, 1951
Responsiveness: need short response time and
short notification lime [43]
Protocols that account for the differing
requirements of various media [43]
Real-dme notification [43]
Low-band width communication for distributed
teams [43]
Document distributed replication techniques
should not be used [43]
Different rights for different document sections
[177]
Security implemented to enforce the access rights
that have bm setup and to establish which
participants have the authority to setup roles and
access rights.

• may need to support various data compiession
techniques.

• may need to support various fortas of security,
authentication, and encryption.
• Dynamically change righLs and temporarily delegate
rights [83]
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APPENDIX 4.2: THE TOOLS OF COLLABORATUS
The Administrator tool allows a facilitator to setup users, security, and unique group meetings.
Furthermore, the administrator functionality allows a participants to set up a meeting agenda, view the
progress of participants in a meeting, change system-wide font sizes, provide instructions for particular
collaborative activities, and to assign specific users to work in specific activities.
GroupOutliner allows a group to simultaneously create a group oudine that can be used for their
document. Similar to GroupWriter, GroupOutliner allows a user to create document text that is associated
with each portion of the outline; however, the editing features for the text are much more limited than with
GroupWriter. Such outlines can form the basis for brainstorming, idea organization, or the basic
framework for a group document. Figure 1 illustrates GroupOutliner.
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Figure I: GroupOutliner

GroupVoter allows a team to anonymously vote on an outline, document, and/or particular issues
that come up in the document creation process, which helps promote participation and consensus. Using
GroupVoter. the facilitator can set up custom surveys with questions that have different scales such as
Likert-like scales, numerical scales, and yes/no. Once all participants have voted, a report is available to
the group leader that summarizes the results. Figure 2 shows a screen shot of a GroupVoter session.
GroupBrainstormer allows a facilitator/group leader to pose a series of issues or questions to a
group and for the group to give a high-volume of anonymous, brainstormed responses. Electronic,
anonymous brainstorming has shown promising results in terms of participation, reducing status effects,
increasing productivity and quality ~ especially in large groups [ 193]. Once the ideas are generated, the
ideas can be imported into other Collaboratus tools such as GroupCategorizer or GroupWriter for further
work. This form of brainstorming has been designed so that ideas are placed into "categories" that are set
up by the facilitator. Figure 3 illustrates the use of categories for GroupBrainstormer. while Figure 4 shows
actual brainstormed ideas within a category.
GroupCommeiiter is similar to the GroupBrainstormer tool, but facilitates more elaborate freeform comments (see Figure S). GroupCommenter is a tool that allows participants to comment on a series
of specific questions. The tool uses colored cards, like index cards, to list each question. Participants are
asked to submit comments for each question and are able to view the comments submined by other team
members.
GroupCategorizer allows a group to create categories for brainstormed ideas and to evaluate and
move the ideas into the categories, or buckets of similar information (see Figure 6). This allows a group to
quickly converge on and organize output from brainstorming sessions.
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Figure 2: GroupVoter

Figure 3: Example of GroupBrainstormer categories
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Figure 4: Example of GroupBrainstormer Brainstorming

Figure S: GroupCommenter
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Figure 6: GroupCategorizer

GroupAgenda enables a group to quickly put together an agenda of activities that will be used to
construct a group document (see Rgure 7). For example, a group could start with a brainstorming session,
followed by a group outlining session, followed by a group writing session to draft a document. For
example, a CW meeting could start with a brainstorming session, followed by an outlining session; after
which a team could draft a document and go through several rounds of reviews and annotations, finally
concluding with an editor creating a final document draft and the group anonymously voting on the results.

Tt^m, pw— ^

AD«An««ir

Figure 7: GroupAgenda

GroupAnalyzer allows groups to simultaneously create process models to improve business
processes and associated information systems. The user interface supports three primary components: a
hierarchical process decomposition tree, a textual area for process descriptions, and a graphical process
diagram. These components capture detailed descriptions of processes and graphically show process and
decision logic, as ftirther explained in [336]. Clearly, this activity is only relevant to CW where a group is
putting together written documentation on a process model. Figure 8 illustrates the use of GroupAnalyzer
to model a simple CW process.

Rgure 8: GroupAnalyzer

GroapSketchcr is a simple group-drawing tool. It allows group members to simultaneously draw
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on a shared canvas in free form. It also supports basic drawing capabilities such as editing, deleting,
moving, and creating various standard shapes and support text. Figure 9 illustrates GroupSketcher.

Figure 9; GroupSketcher
Finally, GroupWriter is the application that actually allows groups to work within a shared
outline and simultaneously create and edit documents. The group editor includes features such as cut-andpaste, a distributed spell-checker, printing, and many other features common to word processors. It tool
also provides a version history feature in case the group would like to revert to a previous version of a
section. However, GroupWriter intentionally does not support full-blown word processing formatting
features (e.g. font sizes, paragraph formatting, style sheets), as research has indicated that such features
slow down content production in CW, because it causes participants to focus on style over substance [ 196].
Figure 10 illustrates GroupWriter being used to edit the text of a highlighted section.
In terms of CW, GroupWriter supports both synchronous and asynchronous CW and editing.
Thus, users can work on the same document at the same time, as they navigate through a shared group
outline. To facilitate this, a given user can only work in one document outline section at a time, during
which time the section is locked; meanwhile, any user can view the text of any section at any time^'. The
obvious advantage of this approach is that everyone can see the entire document at the same time, while it
is being produced. Furthermore, users do not have to coordinate sharing files by sending emails, or passing
around floppy disks containing Word''^ documents. Additionally, because the group outline is displayed to
the side of the document's text, it allows users to quickly navigate through a document and examine what
other group members are working on. greatly improving group awareness and coordination.
In addition. GroupWriter has flexible annotations, which allow users to place any number of
annotations directly in a document's text. The annotations are highly flexible so that if someone disagrees
with an annotation or had questions, they can double-click on an annotation and create an on-going
dialogue with the original annotation owner. Furthermore, a customizable set of standard annotation types
and underlying graphical shapes can be setup to represent different types of comments. Thus, a user could
insert different shapes representing various ^itorial comments during document editing. Figure 11
illustrates an existing annotative comment that has been inserted, to which the target user is responding.

This is similar to relational DBMS record-level locking, where only a particular record in a table is
locked, not the whole table.
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APPENDIX 5.1: EXPERIMENT 1 FACILITATOR SCRIPTS
This appendix only contains the Collaboratus script, the Word''^ is available upon request.

Introduction: Thank you for attending this voluntary experiment on group writing. I appreciate
your time and effort to be here. My name is yyy and I will be reading firom a script to help ensure that
other groups participating in this research will receive the same set of instructions. This helps ensure the
consistency and validity of our research.
Please listen to all scripted instructions carefully so that the time to conduct this task will be
minimized. You should expect to spend approximately 80 minutes in this session. You must attend and
actively participate in the entire session to receive your compensation. At the end of the session you will
be given 8 dollars cash.
We will start by having a short training session on a collaborative writing tool called Collaboratus.
This will be followed by a 4S-minute exercise in group writing. Rnally. when the experiment is complete,
you will be required to complete a simple post-test questionnaire. Please note I will not be able to answer
any questions or provide any help of any kind during the experiment. Your teams must be entirely selfreliant during the experiment. Thus, learn everything you can during this brief introduction. If you need to
use the restroom please do so now. Once we start this session you may not leave the room.
{Break}
Training; Now that everyone is ready, we will commence with the training.Welcome to the
training session on Collaboratus. Collaboratus is Latin for "collaborate." The purpose of this tool is to
allow teams of people to collaborate while writing group documents. Collaboratus is different than
Microsoft Word''^ in that it allows groups of people to simultaneously draft initial documents. In this brief
session you will not be trained on every feature of Collaboratus, just the basic ones that will allow you to
accomplish the group writing experiment. We will cover the following features; Outlining a group-writing
task, and dividing work. Writing text, and editing and deleting outline sections.
Collaboratus has already been loaded on your computers through Internet Explorer. You will
notice on the left-hand side of your screen that there is a panel with two buttons; new and edit. This panel
allows you to create an outline for the document you are working on as a group. All members that work on
the same document can create different sections of the outline at the same time. To see how this is done,
simply press the NEW button and Collaboratus will ask you for the name of the new section or subsection.
Go ahead and try this on the computer you are sitting at Enter your full name and you'll see your name
appear as a section. (Notice the default section window isn't size right - to see the whole window simply
resize it with your mouse). You should also start to see sections on your screen with other people's names.
Notice you can easily create sub-sections, sub-sub-sections, etc.
By clicking on the magnifying glass next to a section, you can expand or collapse that portion of
the outline. By clicking on a section name you will be able to view the text associated with that section.
(Of course, right now you don't have any text).
When you begin your group writing exercise try to create logical ways to break up your paper into
sections so that multiple people can write at the same time. For example, if you have three major points
you can have three major sections and three people work on those sections at the same time. After
everyone has completed their work your group can review all of the sections.
Writing with Collaboratus is designed to allow groups of people to quickly and easily create draft
documents fi-om a group outline. Different people can work on different sections at the same time, and
everyone can see what the other group members are writing.
Let's try group writing. Go back to the group outline and click on a section that has your name.
Collaboratus will bring up a blank panel on the right-hand side of the screen because you haven't written
any text yet. To enter the writing mode, simply click on the EDIT button that you see on the upper righthand side of the screen. Do this now, and write some text When you are done, click on SAVE.
You'll also notice that Collaboratus has some very basic editing features you're probably familiar
with such as copy, cut, and paste. These can be accessed firom the edit menu. You can also spell check if
you want to.
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Notice that you can expand and collapse your outline and see the text that other people have
written. This allows much easier simultaneous creation of documents than with word processors bccause
entire groups can write at the same time. If someone is currendy editing a secuon no one else can edit it,
but everyone else can view the text.
Finally, so that we are prepared for the group experiment I want to show you how to delete your
sections and subsections. Simply highlight a section on the outline that has your name on it and select the
EDIT button at the bottom-left side of the screen. You can use this to change section names or to delete
them.
A couple important notes: Collaboratus is pre-beta software and thus has a few bugs in it. Most
of these bugs are visual, and you'll need to try to work through the problems you see the best you can. You
may occasionally receive a window that indicates an application error has occurred and you cannot
continue. If you receive this message, close the error window and continue working. We have also seen
some problems with screens not entirely refreshing. If you encounter this you can try minimizing the
Collaboratus window and maximizing it to see if it helps. If you cannot see your group's entire outline,
adding a Junk section to the outline will also refresh the outline.
We have seen some occasional virtual memory problems that can cause Internet Explorer to freeze
up. I have printed instructions for how to reload IE if this occurs. If this occurs, shut down IE through the
task manager (ctrl-alt-delete). then reload IE. To reload Collaboratus. go to your IE favorites menu and
click on "Collaboratus 3.0". You will be given a screen that says "Collaboratus 3.0 Beta", click on the text
that says "Collaboratus" - do not click on "Administrator". After a few moments a button will appear on
your screen that says "START" — press this button. You will receive a several second delay and then will
receive a login prompt. Login as userid: "root" and password; "pass". You will then be given a list of
documents you can work with. Select the group document you are working with.
Finally, and most important: save continually in case your software crashes! When you are in
edit mode none of your changes are saved until you press the SAVE button.
Normally. I would ask if you have questions at this point. However, to ensure consistently of
training for other experimental groups and to test the usability of this software I will not answer questions
on Collaboratus even during the experiment. I will help you only if you're having problems reloading the
software or if your software freezes up. Otherwise, please try to work through any difficulties you find so
we can help assess the usability of the software,{assign groups at this point|
Experiment: We are now about to start the group writing experiment. When we start the
experiment you can organize your team however you want by electing a leader, dividing your work into
sections, etc. Do what you're comfortable with and what you think will work best. However, you cannot
talk to. interfere with, or examine the work of other groups. All work and discussions must be within your
group only.
Some other important rules for this exercise: Please do nothing to interfere with the experiment,
such as creating Junk documents, playing with the network, surfing, etc. If you do so. you will invalidate
the results of our work and you will be excused without compensation. Please speak in a hushed tone so as
not to directly interfere with the work of other teams.
You will have exactly 45 minutes to complete this exercise, no more, no less. Thus, you'll want to
try to be as efficient as possible or you will run out of time necessary to do a good job. Rnally, a panel of
expert Judges is going to assess the quality and productivity of your work as a group, so please make your
best effort to represent the UofA well, as this study will be conducted with other schools.
I am now going to pass out a prompt that will guide your writing exercise. Remember. I will not
help you unless your software crashes. You have exacdy 45 minutes to complete this exercise. Please
begin as soon as you receive your prompt, {pass out prompt}
Post-test script: Your time is now up. Please finish the immediate sentence or paragraph you are
working on, and make sure all your work is saved. Do not close your software or log off your computers. I
will now pass around a post-test questionnaire. Please do not skip any questions on the survey or you may
invalidate the results. All questions must be answered to receive your compensation. While in this room
please remain silent so as not to bias the responses of any other individuals (this includes laughing, sighing,
snickering, etc.) When you have completed your survey, please bring it to me in a quiet and orderly
fashion. I will quickly scan it for completeness. If your questionnaire is complete I give you 8 dollars and
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have you sign a piece of paper indicating you received your gift. You will then be free to leave.
Because this is an ongoing experiment, I'd appreciate it if you would not discuss the specifics of
what we did today with other students. Thus, if you're asked about what you did, please tell them that you
had fun and learned about collaborative writing. Why is this important? If you say anything strongly
positive or negative about the experience to others who may participate in fiiture research, our future results
could become biased.
Fmally, before you complete this survey, I want to emphasize my gratitude for your help with this
research. Your efforts have been crucial in this research work, which helps ensure that Arizona maintains
the quality of its MIS program that is so important to all of us. Thank you once again.

CoUaboratus Group writing prompt
Your group task is to do the following: You are to write a group paper that discusses three
problems / limitations / difficulties at the UofA that negatively affect students. Describe these problems in
detail (e.g. why they are problems, their impact, etc.), suggest solutions, discuss a plan to implement your
solutions, and describe the potential benefits and costs of your solution and implementation plan.
Be creative and have fiin — you can focus on anything you're interested in. You should consider
your work to be an initial draft; thus, your work should
sufficiently developed so that others can read it
and understand it. In this light, try to spend most of your time drafting the document without concentrating
too hard on word choice, grammar, and style. However, please spend S-10 minutes toward the end to
conduct basic clean up of basic grammar and to ensure your paragraphs logically connect. Use your time
wisely in organizing, drafting, and reviewing your document as your time is limited. A panel of expert
judges will evaluate your group's work compared to other groups, based on the quality and productivity of
your work, so please do your best work to represent the University of Arizona well.
NOTICE: Your computer has a label that indicates your group number. You should have three
members in your group (unless instructed otherwise) - make sure you work with the people who have your
same group number.
IF SOFTWARE CRASHES: Completely shut down IE through the task manager (ctrl-alt-delete).
then reload IE. To reload CoUaboratus, go to your IE favorites menu and click on "CoUaboratus 3.0". You
will be given a screen that says "CoUaboratus 3.0 Beta", click on the text that says "CoUaboratus" - do not
click on "Administrator". After a few moments a button will appear on your screen that says "START' press this button. You will receive a several second delay and then will receive a login prompt. Login as
userid: "root" and password: "pass". You will then be given a list of documents you can work with.
Select the group document you are working with.
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APPENDIX 5.2: EXPERIMENT 1 INSTRUMENT
Instructions: Please complete all questions - do not skip any. All results are to be strictly ANONYMOUS;
thus, please do not indicate names in any questions.

I •BACKGROUND
Indicate your gender. [ ] Male [ ] Female
Which computer number were you sitting at?
Indicate your nationality / citizenship.
Indicate your group number
Indicate your age.

years of age

Which product did your group use? (Check One
box): [ ] Word [ ] Collaboratus

Enter your years of education (e.g. high school is 12
years)
years of education
Did you understand the directions? [ ) yes [ ] no
Rate your expertise with computers. Circle ONE: 0 Have you previously worked with any members of
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 [0= poor, 4= average,
your group? If so. explain. [ ] yes [ ] no
8= expert]
What do you most like about group writing?
Enter your current cumulative CPA:
What do you like least about group writing?
Indicate your UofA major
The next three questions ask you to indicate your agreement with a phrase describing your general feelings
about group writing, based on past experience. Please circle one response and only circle whole numbers.
"I USUALLY find writing in groups to be fhistrating."
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 [O=completelydisagree.4=neutral.8=completeiyagree]
"I find USUALLY writing in groups to be rewarding."
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 [O=completelydisagree.4=neutral.8=completelyagree]
"I USUALLY prefer to write alone if I'm given the choice."
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 [O=completelydisagree,4=neutral,8=completelyagree]
For the next few questions you are asked to indicate your agreement with a phrase describing the group
writing experience you had TODAY. Only think of today's experience when circling one response.

n-SATISFACTION
"I knew enough about the tool I used for this
3 4 5 6 7 8
"Every member of my group did their fair share." 0
assignmentto do a good job." 0 1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 [O=completely disagree, 4=neutral,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
8=completely agree]
"My group avoided unnecessary conflict." 0 1 2
"This writing project was firustrating." 0 12 3
3 4 5 6 7 8
"My group's work session was productive." 0 I
4 5 6 7 8
"This writing project was rewarding." 0 12 3 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8
"My group did a good job in coordinating the work
"This writing project was fiin / enjoyable." 0 12
e f f o r tt o g e t h e r . " 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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in - QUALITY
"My group closely followed the writing prompt for
t h ea s s i g n m e n t . "0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
"The quality of what we produced was higher than
what 1 could have produced alone in the same time."
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
"I am pleased with the document we produced,
given the time restrictions."0 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8
"I think my group had very logical, well-thought
points that we clearly made." 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8
"Our grammar, punctuation, and word usage were
good for a first draft." 0 12 3 4 5 6 7
8

IV - AGREEMENT
To what extent did members of your writing group today agree about each of the following? Please
respond to EVERY row with ONE response per row.

Writing strategy (who writes what, when)
Brainstorming and outlining
Decision making
Planning
Division of duties and roles
Initial draft
Content of document
Syntax, writing style, grammar, punctuation
Format / look

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

V - GROUP WRITING PROCESSES
Describe how your group made decisions. Did
anyone dominate the decision process?
Describe the process your group went through to
outline and write your document.
What are some of the aspects of the technology you
used that helped your group's ability to do the task?
Describe any group conflicts or people problems that

inhibited your work.
What are some of the problems of the technology
you used that inhibited your group's ability to do
the task?
What added software features would help you with
future group writing?

In relation to today's work, please indicate the degree to which you encountered or used the following
irocesses.

Little or no planning and brainstorming, and no
outside help
Little or no planning and brainstorming, because
group is given a set plan / outline from outside
source
Group planning and brainstorming with equal
Participation
Group planning and brainstorming where one or
two people dominate process

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N / A

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N / A

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N / A

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N / A
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Entire sroup follows the plan and outline
Only a couple members follow the plan and outline
No one follows the plan and outline

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

8
8
8

N / A
N / A
N / A

Entire group researches / develops content for paper
A couple people research / develops content
One person researches content / develops for paper

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

8
8
8

N / A
N / A
N / A

Entire group drafts portions of document
A couple people draft portions of document
One person drafts the document
Cal«R(X!i^6;rRBVts£oivAEditsr _
Entire group reviews / edits portions of document
A couple people review / edit portions of document
One person reviews / edits the document
GiiesoiyT^Knal^wninis::
Entire froup writes final draft
A couple people write final draft
One person writes final draft
CaiiKcky 8^.>Writmjestcaim
Only one person writes at one time
Several people write at same time without knowing
what others are doing (e.g. separate files)
Several people write at same time, responding to
what others are doing (e.g. chat or simultaneous
edit)

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

8
8
8

N / A
N / A
N / A

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

8
8
8

N / A
N / A
N / A

0
0
0

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

8
8
8

N / A
N / A
N / A

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

8
8

N / A
N / A

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N / A

Suppose you are creating a group writing tool for the Internet to allow people, who work hundreds of miles
apart in different time zones, to DRAFT large documents together. Assume the product will have basic
word processing features (e.g. editing, printing), which ADDITIONAL tool features do you feel are most
USEF^JL from the following list? Think in terms of the most USEFUL features not necessarily the
COOLEST features.
READ through entire list FIRST; then, check ONLY your top 5 choices.
[ ] message integration with email
[ ] voice annotations
[ ] support of multimedia
[ ] chat window / threaded conferencing
[ ] workflow integration
[ ] video conferencing
[ ] representations (avatars) of each group member
[ ] facilitator message window
[ ] locking on paragraphs (as opposed to sections)
[ ] writing Wizards and advanced help
[ ] locking on sentences (as opposed to paragraphs)
[ 1 voting tool to help make decisions
[ ] support different views of document and outline
[ ] private work areas no one can see
[ ] 'dumping' area for stuff not wanted in document
[ ] brainstorming tool to help outlining
[ ] categorizing tool
[ ] remote facilitation agents / wizards
[ 1 statistics on group's writing productivity
[ ] colors / borders / shading
[ ] timelines, task lists, general project management
[ ] tool changes features writing stage
[ ] document management and advanced retrieval
[ 1 process mapping to guide group work
[ ] see document changes since you last logged on [ ] ability to take over someone's cursor to point to
[ ] summary of who is doing what
text in his or her document for discussions
[ ] view mode to see what a person is working on
[ ] other (specify)
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APPENDIX 5.3: EXPERIMENT 2 CHAT CODING PROCEDURES
This appendix contains the chat coding procedures that were used by the judges to code the chat
logs for experiment 2.
Rules: For each chat session, the coding judge needs to look at each message from each person (in context of the previous
messages) and code the message as one of the primary constructs of tiie study (see following table). The code should be placed in the
rightmost table column for each message. If you are unclear on how to code a particular message, mark it as
A particular
message can have a couple constructs if the .sentence is a compound sentence, etc. Sometimes a chat message spans a couple rows; in
this case, only provide one code. Before closing each document, please tabulate the number of each construct that was observed and
record in the document as follows:
Construct
Count
Construct
Count
"C"
"S+'*
"CN"
"S-"
"AV
•SO"
"A-"

The following is a list of the constructs and when to apply them,
Coordination (O

Confu.sion and
dissatisfaction
(CN)

"CN"

Agreement/
consensus (A-»-)

"AV

Dominance /
conformance (A-

"A-"

)

Positive
Affiliation (S-»-)

"S+"

Negative
affiliation (S-)

-S-"

Socialization
(SO)

-so-

Asking about directions, giving useful
information in response to a question,
checking in with each other, saying hello
(o let other people know you're there,
telling people how to use the software,
askine about the software or assignment
Useless information / questions
suggesting confusion. Fhistration.
negative sarcasm, armoyance. anger, lack
of concern

Agreement, consensus. leconfinning
pievious decisions (note: okay is
sometimes coordination to let people
know you're there, and sometimes
aereement - look at the context)
DLsagieement. dominance, lack of
flexibility, speaking for the group,
making "we" decisions, commands on
others, pushiness. making a decision and
telling the group about it: also displaying
signs of submission in response to
dominance
Social affiliation and regard to each
other, apologies, conftrniation. pais on
the back, validation, hunxn*. positive
sarcasm. KreetintE
Lock of regard for each other. Attacks,
profanity, innuendos. negative sarcasm,
distractions to Dutnose of eroup
General socialization and bonding that
has nothing to do with the project itself,
outside of fcreetiniEs which ore S-«-

"hey. arc you in group #2?": "are you a call leader?': "so
how should we organize our paper": "How are your pans
of the paper coming along?"; "You named Jessica
Marie^nzales Session 3. right?"; "yeah ok...Jennifer, go
ahead and save it and i can get it"
"1 have no idea"; "what are we supposed to do?: "1 have
no idea, i was jus about to ask you guys tfiat"; "any
ideas?": "Fm glad you know what to do"; "what do we
do nowT"; "i don't really know": "umm.... hmm..."; "1
cant think of anything"; "That was harder than it .should
of been"; "no kidding. Chad"; "i don't care"; "just go
with it"; "I can tell that time is going to be a big is.sue";
"this is moving way too fast": "don't ceally matter"';
'This is eonna take forever."
"sounds good", "me loo"; "okay, so lets get this
siraight...we really don't have any concerns except for the
fact that none of us have done this type of group writing
before"; "is that ok?"; "yes"; "I agree"
"no": "1 di.sagree"; "just forget it. stick w/ parking"; "Try
to do tliat as fast as you can Jennifer'*; "HI work on an
opening paragraph"; "Anything you say"

"you've got that tight"; "good job Paul and Chad";
"welcome back"; "hello, how's everyone doingT"
"smart mo'fos"; "I really don't think 1 care all to much
about this what 1 want fVom this is a cold beer"; "this
project is whack"
"So what year ate you?"; "What do you think about the
NBA draftr
"What are you doine tliis weekend?"
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APPENDIX 5.4: EXPERIMENT 2 SCRIPTS
Because of the length of the scripts, this appendix only provides a sample of the scripts used for experiment
2 from session 3, along with the paper Judgment guidelines. The entire scripts are available upon request.

Session 3: More drafting / review
Facilitator notes:
Note: try to start as close to 8:00 as possible to by extra time (wait as long as 8:0S for stragglers). DO
NOT LET ANYONE START THEIR WORK EARLY - ALL GROUPS MUST START AND
END AT THE SAME TIME
• REMIND GROUP MEMBERS TO NEVER CLOSE NETMEETING NOR THE
NETMEETING CHAT WINDOW AT ANY TIME
• Don't forget to do the post-session facilitator to-do's (see end of script)
• Please carefully follow time constraints - make a note for any session that wildly deviates from the
prescribed times
• Maintain strictness with the rules, especially when inappropriate behavior such as surfing; when
exercises are performed walk behind and oversee them
• During this session students may talk and help each other only during specified exercise; facilitator
may offer rudimentary help if participants is completely lost
• If there's some reason the IP addresses are incorrect, you can go into the DOS prompt and type
"Ipconfig" to see the IP address for a given workstation (you have a list of workstations, class
members, and group assignments you can use to assist in this)
• Ail users in Collaboratus will log in as root/pass
• For both Word and Collaboratus sessions, hand out NetMeeting reminders, grading rules, and writing
prompt to all workstations before session begins - for Collaboratus. also include Collaboratus notes
•

Pre session
8:05-8:07
8:07-8:12
8:12-8:32
8:32-8:42
8:42-8:43
Post session

N/A
2
5
20
10
1
N/A

pre-session
Introduction and rules
Group discussion
Group writing
Group review
Wrap up
Facilitator closing tasks

Have students sign in and take seats.
Read introduction script.
Read group discussion script
Read group writing script
Read group review script
Read wrap up script
See task list

Time; ore-grOO. Tasltfnre-jggiBgfain't; Have students sign in and take their seats. Remind them to not
touch computers, and that once the session begins they cannot leave the room. Hand out copies of the
NetMeeting notes in both sessions. Only hand out copies of the Collaboratus notes in Collaboratus session.
Time: 8:0S-8!07 (2 minates). Tasit freview rules) read: In this session you will be given more time to
discuss the current state of your document, do some more drafting, and review your document.
Time: 8:07-8:12 (S minutes). Tasic fgmun dfeagussion) read: To start with we will take exactly S
minutes to encourage your group to discuss your document in NetMeeting. Please note problems /
questions you have, suggestions, etc. As part of your discussion, you should bring up your group document
in Collaboratus or Word, depending on which software you have been assigned. Remember, if you're
working with Word, your Word documents are stored at J^misl 1 I/WORD WORK!
Time; 8:12-32 (20 minntex). Tasic Cgmun drafting) read: Please stop your group discussions for the
time being. We will now give you exactly 20 minutes to continue drafting your documents, after which
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time you will be asked to do an initial review of your work. You can use this time as you want, but you
should spend most of your time writing.

Time: 8;32'8-42 (10 minutes). Task Tgroup review) read; Please stop your typing activities. Now that
your documents are becoming better formed, we'd like to give you the opportunity to review your entire
document. Please look at the sections that other people have created and give your feedback. Each person
should give feedback on how to improve the sections they haven't worked on. You can decide to give
feedback through NetMeeting. leaving notes in the document text, creating subsections in Collaboratus (if
that's what you're using), etc — it's up to you. Please concentrate on improving each others ideas, building
better logic and better organization- don't worry about grammar and spelling. Also, at this time do not
make the corrections / updates suggested by each other. You will have time to do this in the next session at this time only concentrate on providing feedback, ideas, and suggestions to each other. Try to agree on
what needs to be improved, [wait 12 minutes]
Time; 8;42-8:43 (1 minute). Task fwran UP ) read: Your time is now up. Please save and stop all work.
Do not close any software when you leave. Do not discuss your work with anyone in this room at any time.
REMIND CROUP MEMBERS TO NEVER CLOSE NETMEETING NOR THE NETMEETINC
CHAT WINDOW AT ANY TIME. Thank you so much for your attendance. Don't forget the next
session will be on Friday April 13 and attendance is mandatory!
Time; 8:43- f?? Minutes). Task: Facilitator Hnrfng
These directions are only for the facilitator:
Do NOT shut down NetMeeting without capturing the chat log to disk. If you have problems / questions
leave the computers running and get a hold of Paul (and notify tech support to not touch computers).
Please follow the following directions:
• leave all computers running, with all applications open
• Make sure you save the NetMeeting chat log to the chat log directory at (yyy). for eacii group
• Name the chat file as follows: "MM-DD Group # Session # chat.txt"
• For example, "03-01 Group 3 Session I chat.txt"
• For groups using Word: Make sure you save the Word document log to the Wordlog directory at
(yyy), for eacli group member because they may have different word files*
• Name the word file as follows: "MM-DD Group # Name Session#.doc"
• For example, "03-01 Group 3 Bob Session I.doc"
• For groups using Collaboratus: Make sure you export the Collaboratus document log to the
Collaboratus directory at (yyy), for each group!
• Name the Collaboratus file as follows: "MM-DD Group # Name Session#.htmr*
• For example, "03-01 Group 3 Bob Session I.html"

Paper iudement auideiines:
General instructions: It is critical that as a judge of the experiment papers you grade the papers
in a consistent fashion. Thus, please read all these instructions before reading the papers. Furthermore,
you should skim / read all the papers before judging any of them. Remember that the participants in the
study are generally freshman; thus, their writing skills are not what you would generally expect for college
students. Furthermore, they were to write an initial draft, not a final draft. As such, please grade not only
according to the given criteria, but relative to each other. In other words, try to distribute your scores in a
reasonable way — don't rate them all the same and try to disperse the scores as much as possible like a
bell curve. For example, try to strongly distinguish between the worst, average, and best.
Purpose of paper: The purpose of this assignment is to create a well-written draft paper that
addresses problems at the UofA your group perceives to be important. The students were given the
following writing instructions: You are to write a group paper tliat addresses the following: (1) Discusses
several problems / limitations / difficulties at the UofA that negatively affect students. (2) Describes these
problems in detail (e.g. why they are problems, their impact, etc.) (3) Suggests feasible and creative
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solutions to each problem. (4) Discusses a plan to implement the solutions. (S) Describes the potential
benefits and costs of the solutions and an overall implementation plan. Please be creative and original,
and remember you can focus on anything you're interested in. You will need to decide on how many
problems to address (you can do one or many problems). You should consider your work to be an initial
draft; thus, your work should be sufficiently developed so that others can read it and understand it. In this
light, try to spend most of your time drafting the document without concentrating too hard on word choice,
grammar, and style. To aid you with this, you are prohibited from using grammar and/or spell checkers

at anytime in the exercise!

Judgment guide: All papers should be consistently judged using only S questions. Please read
these questions, and skim all papers before Judging any one of them. Try to organize papers into clusters of
good, average, and bad examples. All papers have been coded and prepared so that you will have no idea
as to the group that produced the paper. You may want to highlight portions of the papers that represent
good / bad examples. Your assessment will be based on the following five statements: "The group's paper
indicates the group completely followed the given instructions"; "The group produced a quality document";
"The group's document has good grammar, style, and punctuation"; "The group's document is logically
correct and lacks factual errors"; "The group's document is creative and original". Each statement will be
rated on a Likert-like 7 point scale (I=completely disagree, 2=disagree, 3=partially disagree, 4=neutral:
neither agree/disagree, S=:partially agree. 6=agree. 7=completely agree). Thus, the higher the score, the
higher your grade. The following instructions give more explicit criteria on how to grade each question.
Question: "The group's paper indicates the group completely followed the given instructions".
Check to make sure they have covered the following major instructions: (1) discusses problems /
limitations / difficulties at the UofA that negatively affect students. (2) describes these problems in detail
(e.g. why they are problems, their impact, etc.) (3) suggests feasible and creative solutions to each problem
(4)discusses a plan to implement the solutions (S) describes the potential benefits and costs of the solutions
and an overall implementation plan.
Question: "The group produced a quality document". Overall, is this a good paper? Is it cohesive,
clear, persuasive, etc.? Does it have introductory paragraphs that properly introduce the major points of the
paper. Do paragraphs logically connect and transition from the previous paragraph? Does the paper read as
if it were written by one person, not a bunch of people writing contrasting segments? Are the introduction
and conclusion sections useful and clear? Is the paper laid out in a logical fashion, in sections that make
sense? Consider the depth and breadth of the topic coverage: Were the topics covered in a mature tone
exemplary of a college student? Were the topics superficially covered and/or too casually covered? Does
the paper read like a college paper or a casu^ conversation in the dorms? Would you feel persuaded as an
administrator at the UofA if you read their paper, or would you find it to be immature ranting? Do they
present reasonable solutions, or just wishful thinking? Do they explain costs and benefits, or do they
assume it is "obvious" to the reader? Do they properly identify the source of the problem, or do they
abstractly refer to "they" or the "administration"?
Question: "The group's document has good grammar, style, and punctuation". Check the paper for
any grammar problems. Are sentences complete? Are there run-on sentences? Is there verb / tense
agreement? Is there subject / noun agreement? Do they improperly use references to "F and "you", or other
inappropriate language forms and slang? Do they use good word choice and appropriate language, or is it
awkward and/or inappropriate? Are the words firee of spelling errors? Check the paper for any punctuation
problems: Are comma's properly used (enough, too many)? Are apostrophes used were appropriate? Are
words properly capitalized and hyphenated?
Question: "The group's document is logically correct and lacks factual errors". Look for the
following problems: Are there logic problems? Is the paper arranged in a logical fashion? Are there
illogical comparisons? Are there emotional, non-reason^ arguments? Are their incorrect facts or
inaccurate information? Do they use improper analogies and metaphors? Do they make sense? Do they
exaggerate or make unwarranted claims?
Question: "The group's document is creative and original".
Does the paper provide new insights that other groups didn't cover? Do they cover the material at a greater
depth than other groups? Do they provide solutions that are imaginative and thought provoking? Is the
paper interesting?
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APPENDIX 5.5: EXPERIMENT 2 INTRUMENTS
This appendix contains the text of the post-test instrument. The usability instrument is available on request.

CoUaboratus group writing EXPERIMENT results Version 1.1
This survey is about collaborative writing (writing with two or more people). Please complete ALL
questions of the survey. You may accept default values where shown, otherwise fill in an answer.
Instructions will be given in each section as you proceed.

#1. demographic information:
Your gender: Male Female
Your age:
TOTAL years of education: (e.g. l6=Bachelor's)
GPA for most recent degree earned or worked on:
Years work experience:
Current educational enrollment 0 N/AI Not
enrolled2 Enrolled part-time3 Enrolled full-time
Employment status 0 N/Al Not workingZ Working
part-time (< 20 hours a week)3 Working fiill-time
(>=20 hours a week)

Rate your experience with computers. 0 N/A1 No
experience! Slight experiences Some experience4
Moderate experiences Good experienced Heavy
experience? Expert
Rate your experience with group writing 0 N/A 1
No experience2 Slight experiences Some
experience4 Moderate experiences Good
experienced Heavy experience? Expert
What was the last degree and major you worked on
and/or completed (e.g. B.S. Business)?

#2. The next set of questions pertain to your last TWO of years of education
% of class papers that were written with a group:
mportant6 Important? Extremely important
% of homework time you spent on group writing
Assess the quality of training your teachers gave
(include research, planning, drafting, meeting,
you in collaborative writing? 0 N/Al No
preparation2 Bad preparations Somewhat poor
editing, etc.):
How important do you think effective group writing
preparation4 Neither good nor badS Okay
is to successful academic work? 0 N/Al Extremely
preparation6 Good preparation? Excellent
unimportant2 Unimportant3 Somewhat unimportant4 preparation
Neither important nor unimportantS Somewhat
#3. This section pertains to those who have woriwd fuU-tinie in a professional job, in the most recent
position held. If you have never worked fuil-tinie please sidp to section #4.
Your most recent professional position:
Extremely unimportant2 UnimportantS Somewhat
Industry in which you held your most recent job:
unimportant4 Neither important nor unimportantS
How many total employees work / worked at this
Somewhat important6 Important? Extremely
company at all locations:
important
% of your written work that was produced with a
To what degreee did your education prepare you for
group:
professinal collaborative writing work? 0 N/Al No
% of your total work time spent on group writing
preparation2 Bad preparations Somewhat poor
(include research, planning, drafting, meeting,
preparation4 Neither good nor badS Okay
editing, etc.):
preparation6 Good preparation? Excellent
How important do you think effective group writing preparation
is in professional work? 0 N/A or not sure1
#4. This section asks for your general opinions on collaborative writing (all were answered as 0 N/A
or not surel Completely disagree! Disagree3 Partially disagree4 NeutralS Partially agree6 Agree?
Completely agree)
Indicate your agreement with the following: "I enjoy collaborative writing?" Why?
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Indicate your agreement with the following: "Collaborative writing is more difficult than writing alone"
Why?
Indicate your agreement with the following: "I prefer to write alone than in a group" Why?

#5. This section asks for information aiiout your group writing experience from tiie experiment your
participated in. Only answer in terms of today's writing experiment for tliis section.
Which computer number were you sitting at?
Please indicate how diverse you thought this team
Indicate your group number
was (including age, race, ethnicity, etc.) 0 Not sure /
Primary product: Word only Collaboratus
NAl Not diverseZ Little diversity3 Some diversity4
Have you previously worked with any members of
Average diversityS Diverse6 Very diverse?
your group? No Yes. If "Yes", please explain the Extremely diverse
situation(s) under which you have worked together Please indicate how well you team members knew
Please rate how successful you believe your group
each other BEFORE the project 0 Not sure / NA1
was in this writing project 0 N/AI Extremely
No familiarity2 Little familiarity3 Some
unsuccessful2 Unsuccessful3 Somewhat
familiarity4 Average familiarityS Failry familiar6
unsuccessful4 Neither unsuccessful nor successful5
Very familiar ? Extremely familiar
Somewhat successful6 Successful? Extremely
Please indicate how well you team members knew
successful
each other AFTER the project 0 Not sure / NA 1 No
Purpose of the document your group created
familiarity! Little familiarity3 Some familiarity4
What was your primary role in this group?
Average familiarityS Failry familiar6 Very familiar ?
How many members were in your team?
Extremely familiar
#6. The following questions ask you to assess the overall experience and results of your collaborative
project. You only need to respond to the items you agree with, otherwise, the default values will be
given. You may pre-read these questions before answering (all were answered as 0 N/A or not sure!
Completely disagree! Disagrees Partially disagree4 NeutralS Partially agree6 Agree? Completely
agree)
Agreement / Participation:
We achieved consensus
We avoided unnecessary conflict
We had high levels of participation
We worked as a team
We agreed during brainstorming and outlining
We agreed during decision making and planning
We agreed on our duties and roles
We agreed on our initial draft
We agreed on the content of the document
We agreed on syntax, writing style, grammar,
punctuation
We agreed on our final draft
Satisfaction / enjosrment:
We were satisfied with the experience
We were satisfied with the written document
We had fun and enjoyment
The target stakeholders were satisfied with the
written document
Quality, goals, and objectives:
We completely followed the given instructions
We completed the work on time
We were flexible and able to change plans as needed
We closely followed our plans, goals, and objectives
We produced a quality document

Our document had good grammar, style, and
punctuation.
Our document was logically correct and lacked
factual errors
Our document was creative and original

Interpersonal Relationships:
We formed new fnendships
We formed new professional relationships
We acted professionally
We treated each group member with respect and
consideration

Communication:
We understood each other
Our communication was efficient
Our communication was precise and correct
Our communication conveyed a lot of useful
information
Our communication was free and unrestricted
Learning:
We learned new skills and knowledge
We fiilly demonstrated our knowledge
We learned how to resolve conflicts
We learned how to work as a team
Work Strategics:
We worked in different locations at different times

(e.g. chat, email)
We worked in the same location at the same time
We worked in different locations at the same time
(e.g. conference calls)
We worked in the same location at different times
We planned and brainstormed with equal
participation
Everyone followed the plan and outline
Everyone researched content for paper

Everyone drafted portions of the paper
Everyone edited portions of the paper
Everyone wrote portions of the final draft
Only one person wrote at one time
Several people wrote at same time without knowing
what others were doing (e.g. separate files)
Several people wrote at same time, responding to
what others were doing (e.g. chat or simultaneous
edit)

Summary:
Which of the following group writing activities was the LEAST productive? 0 N/A or not sure I
Brainstorming! Planning3 Research4 Writings Revising and editing6 Other. If chose "Other", please
describe:
Which of the following group writing activities was the MOST productive? 0 N/A or not sure I
Brainstorming! Planning3 Research4 Writings Revising and editing6 Other. If chose "Other", please
describe:
What was the WORST part of your experience?
What was the BEST part of your experience?
How did you decide on your roles, responsibilities, and assignments?
How did you discuss your expectations and responsibilities?
How did the group ensure work was properly completed?
Who made sure the work was properly completed? 0 N/A or not sure I No one2 Everyone3 Mysclf4
Another person other than meS A couple of group members6 Someone outside the group? Other. If chose
"Other", please describe:
Describe the process your group went through to outline and write your document.
What are some of the aspects of the technology you used that HELPED you complete the task?
What are some of the aspects of the technology you used that DIDNT HELP you complete the task?
Describe any group conflicts or people problems that inhibited your work.
#7 FimU section:
If completing survey for class credit or entering drawing; enter name, course number. University, and
professor name
Your name Course number
Professor name University
If you are willing to complete future surveys, please fill in your email address
General comments I criticisms on this questionnaire
BEFORE pressing SUBMIT, make sure all answers are complete. Thanks for your valuable feedback!
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APPENDIX 5.6: EXPERIMENT 3 SCRIPTS
Because of length considerations, this appendix only contains a sample of the scripts used. Ail of the
detailed scripts are available upon request.

STEP 3: Group writing assignimnt using script A
Introduction: Before proceeding, please make sure you thoroughly understand the general
assignment rules as noted in the following web link: yyy. Some critical rules to review include the
following: (I) you need to follow the writing directions in this document precisely (do not compare to
other groups) (2) You can only use email for two purposes: to let your group know you have completed a
portion of your work, and to remind group members to complete a portion of their work. You may not use
email for questions, planning, discussions, etc. - all such communication should be done with Nicenet. (3)
You should try not to spend more than 3-8 totgl hours on the group paper (this includes all of the sessions
in this script). (4) Your paper should be about 3-7 double space pages. (S) All writing must take place via
Collaboratus. You may not use Word, WordPad or any other outside application.
The group writing assignment has 5 sessions that you must complete explicitly according to the given
instructions - an entire session must be completed before the next one can start. You may review all these
sessions ahead of time for planning purposes. To complete these sessions, you may take as little as two
calendar days to as much as several weeks. Generally, you should try to work fairly rapidly and push your
group to plan ahead so you do not get into scheduling problems. The five sessions you need to complete
are: Session 1: Team building and planning. Session 2: Brainstorming, Session 3: Group outiining
and drafting. Session 4: Group reviewing and revising. Session 5: Final draft creation.
Session 1: Team building and Planning
Purpose: The purpose of this session is to help your group get to know each other and to elect a
leader before you get started on the group writing assignment. Additionally, this session should be used to
finish the planning necessary before your group starts brainstorming, outlining, and writing. Additional
Rules: You must elect a team leader before proceeding to the next session. You may not deviate in any
form fi'om the process that has been outlined for you.
Background: Before you start your group formation exercises and brainstorming, I want to
formally introduce the writing assignment your group will be working on. You'll want to also think about
how you can best organize your group by assigning roles, different parts of the paper, etc. The following is
the your assignment (paper prompt): You are to write a group paper that addresses the following: (!)
Discusses several problems / limitations / difficulties at the UofA that negatively affect students. (2)
Describes these problems in detail (e.g. why they are problems, their impact, etc.) (3) Suggests feasible
and creative solutions to each problem. (4) Discusses a plan to implement the solutions. (5) Describes the
potential benefits and costs of the solutions and an overall implementation plan. Please be creative and
original, and remember you can focus on anything you're interested in. You will need to decide on how
many problems to address (you can do one or many problems). You should consider your work to be an
initial draft; thus, your work should be sufficiently developed so that others can read it and understand it.
In this light, try to spend most of your time drafting the document without concentrating too hard on word
choice, grammar, and style. Remember, you are prohibited from using grammar and/or spell checkers at
anytime in the exercise, except for the tools that exist within Collaboratus! A panel of judges will evaluate
your group's work compared to other groups, based on the quality your paper. Additionally, a portion of
your grade will come from this evaluation, so try to do a good job.
Now that you've reviewed the overall purpose of this project, use Nicenet to log into the group
conference you have been supplied with (this was sent in the email that assigned you to your group) and
complete the following steps in order
• Step 1.1: If you are the first person in Nicenet (e.g. no topics and no messages), then please create the
following topics for your group: "Personal introductions". "Plaiming'*, "Issues", 'Time tracking".
Once you have created these topics (or if already exist), proceed to b^ep 1.2.
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• Step U: Under the "personal introductioiis" topic, you should create a new message where the subject
line has your fiill name. In the body of the message please identify your major, where you are fi-om. and
something unique about yourself people would find interesting. In the same message, express at least 3
concerns and 3 expectations you have about this writing assignment and how you think the group can
address these concerns and expectations. Finally, you state 3 reasons why you should be elected the team's
leader (even if you don't want to be the leader), and 3 reasons why you should not be elected the team's
leader. As your teammates make their entries, please review their messages and make comments on your
thoughts about their messages. (Make comments by pressing the "reply" link and posting a reply message).
Do not continue to step 1.3 until all group members complete this step.
• Step U: Under the "planning" topic, the group should discuss and decide on at least 3 operating
agreements. An operating agreement is a team rule of how the members should behave (e.g. check Nicenet
for messages at least twice a day. do not use personal attacks, complete your assignments on time, etc.).
Additionally, each person should vote on who they think should be the group leader. The leader will have
the power to make final decisions on upcoming processes, and has the responsibility to make sure the group
is progressing. The person with the most votes will be the leader. In the case of a tie vote, discussions and
votes must continue until a leader is chosen. Do not continue to step 1.4 until this step is completed.
• Step 1.4: Each team member should decide if there are any open issues and/or questions. If so, he/she
should list these questions/issues in a message under the "issues" topic. The team leader must review these
issues and add new issue entries after every session and try to make progress on them. Additionally, each
participant should record the total amount of time he/she spent working on anything related to this session.
Do this by simply creating a message in the "time tracking" topic, with a subject line that has three items
in it: (I) name (2) session number (3) time spent (no need to add any message text). Furthermore, in
CoUaboratus the team leader should create a section called "scorebMrd", which will be used to track the
progress of the group throughout the upcoming sessions. The team leader must update the scoreboard at
least once a day to track the group's progress. The scoreboard should have the following subsections:
session 2 brainstorming; session 3 outlining and drafting; session 4 reviewing and revising; session 5 fmai
drafting. Each of these subsections should have a section with each of the group member's name indicating
whether or not the participant has completed the session, or whether or not they have started a session.
When a team member has completed a session the date should also be indicated. The following is an
example scoreboard in CoUaboratus: yyy. Finally, the team leader should decide on the date and times for
when the next session should be started and when it should be completed, and communicate this to the team
members. This information should be created in a new Nicenet topic called "session 2". Do not continue
to session 2 until this step is completed.
Session 2: Brainstorming
Purpose: The purpose of this session is to brainstorm original ideas to be used for the paper, and
to decide as a group which particular ideas should be used. Additional Rules: All of your communication
for this session should occur in the Nicenet topic created by your team leader. labeled "session 2." An
important point in initial brainstorming is that you don't want to be critical of ideas. You want the ideas of
the group to be free flowing and creative. Thus, as you brainstorm, please submit any idea that may have
some value.
• Step 2.1: Meanwhile, all group members should review the exact instructions the writing assignment
(re-read the paper prompt from session 1. Before starting with brainstorming, the team leader needs to go
into CoUaboratus and create the following sections in the outlining tool (place after the scoreboard
section): Food and housing. Transportation and parking. Sports and entertainment. Academics.
Administration, Student government, Other.
• Step 2.2: Using CoUaboratus' outlining tool, participants should finely add their ideas to each of the
brainstormed categories by creating subsections in the outline. At this point, do not add any text to the
sections, and try not to cut and paste sections. For example, under food and housing someone may add the
following to the outline: yyy. It is also critical that participants NOT comment on or criticize each other's
ideas — the team leader should ensure this occurs. Instead, brainstorming should be rapid and free flowing.
When a given participant believes he/she has added all the ideas he/she can think of, they should notify the
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group via the Nicenet tool in the session 2 topic. The team leader should keep track of who has completed
their work and continually update the scoreboard in CoUaboratus. Do not continue to step 2.3 until this
step is completed.
• Step 2J: The team leader should go through all the brainstormed items and reorganize them by deleting
redundant thoughts, moving items to their proper sections / subsections (if they are improperly
categorized), and creating new sections if appropriate. When the team leader has completed this step
he/she should notify the team via Nicenet to continue to step 2.4. Do not continue to step 2.4 until this step
is completed.
• Step 2.4: Each participant should now go back through and review all of the brainstormed items that the
group has produced, and try to evaluate which ideas would be most useful for the paper and which
wouldn't be useful. Then, each participant should decide on the top ideas they think would be useful for
the paper, and send a message in Nicenet listing these top ideas (do not suggest more than 4 major ideas).
After an active discussion has taken place, the team leader should conduct a vote on how many ideas to
cover in the paper and which ideas should be covered. The team leader has the authority to resolve all ties
and disagreements. Do not continue to step 2.5 until this step is completed.
• Step 2.5: Now that the team has decided what to write about, the team leader should update the initial
outline in CoUaboratus. Each major idea should appear as a major section in the outline. Get rid of any
ideas you will not be using.
Additionally, before starting the outlining session the team leader needs to add some sections to the outline
to assist in the outlining process. Thus, the following subsections should be added to every major idea's
section: "Problem details", "Feasible solution", "Benefits of solutions". "Costs of solutions",
"Implementation plan". The team leader should then try to reorganize the brainstormed ideas, as best as
possible, to fit under these subsections. Furthermore, the team leader should assign specific individuals to
be in charge of specific portions of the outline. To help communicate this to the group, the team leader can
put the name of the section owner after the section's name ~ for example, "campus parking (Joe)". An
example outline is as follows; yyy. Notice tiiat you still want to iuep the scoreboard section, which the

team leader will continually update.
• Step 2.6: Each team member should decide if there are any open issues and/or questions. If so. he/she
should list these questions/issues in a message under the 'issues" topic. The team leader must review these
issues and add new issue entries after every session and try to make progress on them. Furthermore, the
team leader should decide on the date and times for when the next session should be started and when it
should be completed, and communicate this to the team members. This information should be created in
new Nicenet topic called "session 3." Additionally, each participant should record the total amount of time
he/she spent working on anything related to this session. Do this by simply creating a message in the "time
tracking" topic, with a subject line that has three items in it; (I) name (2) session number (3) time spent
(no need to add any message text). Do not continue to session 3 until this step is completed.
Session 3: Outlining and drafting
Purpose: The purpose of this session is for the group to first create an outline and then draft the
text for the paper. Rules: All of your communication for this session should occur in the Nicenet topic
created by your team leader, labeled "session 3."
• Step 3.1: Before further expanding the outline, you are going to make comments on each major section
(including your own) to give ideas both on how the section can be better structured and content ideas that
would improve the section. This will help the group make a better outline and better paper.
To dc this, each participant, starting with his/her own section should create a subsection under their topic(s)
called "comments"; under this section, subsections should be created with the names of every group
member. This will allow every group member to comment on every major topic. For example, Paul's "add
more food service" topic outline would look like the following; yyy. Now each participant should type in
conunents using the CoUaboratus text editor. These conunents should guide the basis for how they think a
particular section should be structured, useful information on the problem, what should be addressed, what
to be careful not to do, suggested issues, etc. Each participant should comment on every major section
including his or her own.
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• Step 3^: Each participant, starting with his/her own section, should review the comments people made
on their section, and add subsections that represent that main points he/she wants to make on each section
(try to keep to 2-4 words or short sentences. Do not use the text editor at this point for these additionsmalce all additions through the group outliner. Each author should also generally rearrange their outline
section, based on these comments. When a given participant believes he/she has added all subsections
he/she can think of. to the section(s) he/she owns, they should notify the group via the Sicenet tool. The
team leader should keep crack of who has completed their work and continually update the scoreboard.
Each group member should review the entire document outline to see if it makes sense and if they have
ideas to add to the sections they don't own. They should openly discuss their thoughts and suggestions via
the Nicenet tool with the team. The team leader should help resolve any disagreements. The section
owners should then make any necessary changes to the outline section(s) they own. Do not continue to
step 3.3 until this step is completed.
• Step 3,3: Now that the initial outline is complete, each section owner should now freely write all the text
needed to adequately cover all the sections and subsections they own. They should try to write as quickly
and coherently as possible, and not pay too much attention to granunar and style. Additionally, they should
try to aot allow the text of any section or subsection to be longer than a full computer screen. If more
room is needed for the text of a given section, it is generally better to create more subsections so that the
paper maintains a logical organization. Do not forget to save your work often! When a given participant
believes he/she has added all the necessary text to his/her sections, he/she should notify the group via the
Nicenet tool. The team leader should keep track of who has completed their work and continually update
the scoreboard.
• Step 3.4: Each team member should decide if there are any open issues and/or questions. If so. he/she
should list these questions/issues in a message under the 'issues" topic. The team leader must review these
issues and add new issue entries after every session and try to make progress on them. Furthermore, the
team leader should decide on the date and times for when the next session should be started and when it
should be completed, and communicate this to the team members. This information should be created in a
new Nicenet topic called "session 4." Additionally, each participant should record the total amount of
time he/she spent working on anything related to this session. Do this by simply creating a message in the
"time tracking" topic, with a subject line that has three items in it: (1) name (2) session number (3) time
spent (no need to add any message text). Do not continue to session 4 until this step is completed.
Note to reviewer: These scripts continue through the next few sessions, but have not been included
because of space limitations - these are available upon request.
Detailed oancr judgment instructions
It is imperative that you be very consistent in your paper judging so that the research results are reliable.
Specific papers will need to be re-graded where different judges have wildly different assessments. Thus,
being consistent and following these directions will minimize everyone's work. The grading should
following four steps:
STEP 1: review grading criteria (approximately S minutes). Before going to step 2, please read the writing
prompt for the papers and the five quality questions that will be used to judge the papers (see Appendix A).
STEP 2; skim and categorize 20 papers (approximately 30 minutes). All three judges should each select
the first 20 papers and quickly skim them. As a group, they should talk about the papers and rate them into
3 categories (below average, average, and above average). Approximately 1/3 of the papers should be
placed in each category (even if the judges believe all papers are good, bad, etc.). It is important that the
judges thoroughly discuss and come to complete consensus on why the papers were categorized into the
three areas. (This prepares the judges for step 3).
STEP 3: categorize all papers (approximately 30 minutes). Now that the judges agree on how they have
categorized the first 10 papers, they should rapidly work as a group to categorize the remaining papers.
The papers should physically be arranged into thrix physical rating piles. Again, approximately 1^ of the
papers should be placed in each category. All disagreements should be resolved unanimously.
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All papers should now be marked as "above", "average", or "below" so that as the judges do the final
evaluations they will know which category the papers came from!
STEP 4; judge each paper (1-2 minutes per paper; thus around 160 to 320 minutes total!). Now that the
papers have been categorized into rating categories, each judge should do the final rating for each paper.
This can be done separately if necessary (See judgment appendix for details).All results should be recorded
on the provided Excel spreadsheet, or can be entered via the web form located at: yyy. Each paper should
receive a judged score f^om EACH judge!

Judgment Appendix: Final paper ratings guide
Remember, that this is a freshman-level class and the papers are likely to be considered "inadequate" if
graded by graduate standards; however, we don't want these students held to this standard (or they would
all fail). These are considered draft papers, which may be the first paper many of these students have
written in college. Thus, for every batch of papers you grade you should try to distribute the scores so that
30-40% are above average, 30-40% are average, and around 30-40%. The writing prompt that was given to
the students, which should be the basis of the quality judgments, is as follows:
You are to write a group paper that addresses the following: (!) Discusses several problems / limitations /
difficulties at the UofA that negatively affect students. (2) Describes these problems in detail (e.g. why they
are problems, their impact, etc.) (3) Suggests feasible and creative solutions to each problem. (4) Discusses
a plan to implement the solutions. (5) Describes the potential benefits and costs of the solutions and an
overall implementation plan. Please be creative and original, and remember you can focus on anything
you're interested in. You will need to decide on how many problems to address (you can do one or many
problems). You should consider your work to be an initial draft; thus, your work should be sufficiently
developed so that others can read it and understand it. In this light, try to spend most of your time drafting
the document without concentrating too hard on word choice, grammar, and style. Remember, you are
prohibited from using grammar and/or spell checkers at anytime in the exercise, e.xcept for the tools that
exist within Collaboratus!
After categorizing papers into "above average", "average", and "below average", each judge needs to
independently rate each paper to give it a final rating. Please evaluate each particular paper on the degree
to which you agree with the following statements: "1. The group's paper indicates the group completely
followed the given instructions" (Completely disagree / agree); "2. llie group produced a quality
document"; "3. The group's document has good grammar, style, and punctuation for a draft document";
"4. The group's document is logically correct and lacks factual errors"; "S. The group's document is creative
and original"
Additional instructions: All answers scaled 1 to 7 (4 is the middle choice), I=completely disagree.
4=somewhat agree and somewhat disagree / average, 7=completely agree;
Papers MUST have all been grouped into three categories before you complete the final paper ratings
(below average, average, and above average). Score each question as 1 & 2 = below average; 3.4, &5 =
average, 6&7 =: above average. You should respond to each statement for each paper as the paper merits
(from 1-7); however, the overall average for the five statements should approximate the overall category the
paper has been placed in (1-2 for below average; 3,4,5 for average; 6.7 for above average) - thus if the
average for a given paper is quite different than its category, you should re-discuss the paper average with
your fellow judges. Here's more information on responding to each of the five paper statements:
Statement I: "The group's paper indicates the group completely followed the given instructions"
Discusses problems / limitations / difficulties at the UofA that negatively affect students.
Describes these problems in detail (e.g. why they are problems, their impact, etc.)
Suggests solutions to each problem
Discusses a plan to implement the solutions
Describes the potential benefits and costs of the solutions and an overall implementation plan.
Points 1-3 are the minimal information that should be covered, points 4-5 would improve an average
paper. Additionally, the paper should be visibly laid out to where you can see these major points without
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extensive reading.
Statement 2: 'The group produced a quality document"
Overall, is this a good paper? Is it cohesive, clear, persuasive, etc.?
Can you see where it is going (e.g. headers and layout), or do you have to dig to figure out what is going
on?
Does it have introductory paragraphs and headers that properly introduce the major points of the paper?
Do paragraphs logically connect and transition from the previous paragraph?
Does the paper read as if it were written by one person, not a bunch of people writing contrasting
segments?
Do they have an introduction and conclusion section, and are they useful and clear?
Is the paper laid out in a logical fashion, in sections that make sense?
Were the topics covered in a mature tone exemplary of a college student? Were the topics superficially
covered and/or too casually covered?
Does the paper read like a college paper or a casual conversation in the dorms?
Would you feel persuaded as an administrator at the UofA if you read their paper, or would you find it to
be immature ranting?
Do they present reasonable solutions, or just wishful thinking? Do they explain costs and benefits, or do
they assume it is "obvious" to the reader?
Do they properly identify the source of the problem, or do they abstractly refer to "they" or the
"administration"?
Statement 3: "The group's document has good grammar, style, and punctuation"
Note; keep in mind this is a draft paper, so do not expect perfect grammar, spelling, and punctuation; but
you should be able to tell the difference between a reasonable effort and something that was slopped
together in S minutes. Are the paragraphs and sentences coherendy laid out? Are there run-on sentences?
Are sentences complete? Are there run-on sentences?
Is there verb / tense agreement? Is there subject / noun agreement?
Do they improperly use references to "f' and "you", or other inappropriate language forms and slang?
Do they use good word choice and appropriate language, or is it awkward and/or inappropriate?
Are the paragraphs firee of large volumes of spelling errors?
Check the paper for any punctuation problems; Are commas properly used (enough, too many)? Are
apostrophes used were appropriate? Are words properly capitalized and hyphenated?
Statement 4: "The group's document is logically correct and lacks factual errors"
Are there logic problems? Do they make sense?
Is the paper arranged in a logical fashion? Is it easy to see the logic in the layout (e.g. headers) or do you
have to dig for the logic?
Are there illogical comparisons?
Are there emodonal, non-reasoned arguments?
Are their incorrect facts or inaccurate information?
Do they use improper analogies and metaphors?
Do they exaggerate or make unwarranted claims? Are their claims supported?
Statement S; "The group's document is creative and original"
Does the paper provide new insights that other groups did not cover?
Do they cover the material at a greater depth than other groups?
Do they provide solutions that are imaginative and thought provoking?
Is the paper interesting?
Did they give the "predictable" response you would expect firom a fireshman. or were they thoughtful and
insight&l?
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APPENDIX 5.7: EXPERIMENT 3 INTRUMENTS
This appendix contains the text of the pre-test and the post-test survey for experiment 3.
All data fields are OPTIONAL, and all responses are stricdy confidential with names being removed. This survey is an impoitant
source of data for the coUabonutve writing experiment you are about to be involved in. Thus, please read the questions carefully.
When you have responded to all questions, simply press the "SUBMIT** buaon at the bottom of the form. If you have problems or
questions, send an email to PauLI^wry@CMLArizona.EDU

SectkMi L Dcmogmpliics
1. Your first name
2. Your last name
3. Your email address
4. Your instructor's last name
5. Your class name and section
6. Your age
7. What is your gender? Male Bsmale
8. What is your country of origin?
9. What is your declared major
10. What is your primary ethnicity?
11. TOTAL years of education:
12. Years work experience
13. Your current CPA
14. Current educational enrollment 2 Enrolled part-time3 Enrolled

full-time
IS. Employment status 0 N/AI Not working! Working part-time
(< 20 hours a week)3 Working full-time (>=20 hours a week)
16. Your most recent professional position
17. The industry where you most recently worked
18. Estimate how many total employees work / worked at this
company at all locations
19. Computer experience. I none 2 Slight experiences Some
experience4 Moderate S Good experiencc6 Heavy experience7
Expert
20. Rate your experience with group writing 0 N/AI No
experience2 Slight experience} Some experience4 Moderate
experiences Good experience6 Heavy experience7 Expert

Seclioa n.Experiences in collaboraUve %rriting
The remaining questions ask you to rate your experience or beliefs on collaborative writing. For clarity, collaborative writing is the act
of creating any written document with one or more other people. Thus, collaborative writing includes a group of people working on a
term paper, a corporate memo, a proposal, a marketing brochure, etc. Several of these questioas ask you to rate your experiences on a
7-point scale. Choose the position on the scale that most accurately fits in with your knowledge or beliefs. For example, suppose the
following sample scale asks you to rate how the temperature feels between "very hot" and 'very cold". Yyy. If you felt neither hot nor
cold, you would click on the button right in the middle of the words. If you felt very hot you would click on the right-most button.
The next set of questions pertains to your last TWO of years of education
21. Estimate the % of your cta.ss papers that were written with a group
22. Estimate the % of homework time you spent on group writing (include research, ploiming. drafting, meeting, etc.)
23. How important do you think effective group writing is to successful academic work?
^tremely unimportant
Extremdy important
24. Assess the quality of training your teachers gave you in collaborative writing?
No preparation
Excellent preparation
The next set of questions pertains to those who have worked full-time in a professional Job. in the most recent position held. If you
have never worked full-time please skip to section III.
25. Estimate the % of your written work that was produced with a group at work
26. Estimate % of your total professional work time spent on group writing (include research, drafting, meeting, editing, etc.)
27. How important do you think effective group writing is in professional work?
fotremely unimportant
Extremely important
28. To what degree did your education prepare you for collaborative writing at work?
No preparation
Excellent preparation
Section in.Opinions on caUaboralive writing
29. Indicate your agreement with the following: "I enjoy collaborative writing?' Completely disagree/agree
31. Indicate your agreement with the following: "Collaborative writing is more difficult than writing alone'
Completely disagree
Completely agree
3X Why?
33. Indicate your agreement with the following: 'I prefer to write alone than in a group'
Completely disagree
Completely agree
34. Why?
35. General comments / criticisms on this survey:
Please check your answers. When you are done, push the button below.
Thank You!

30. Why?
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CoUaboratus post-test survey Version 2.2
All data fields are OITIONAL, and all responses are strictly confidential with names being removed. This
survey is a crucial source of data for the collaborative writing experiment you just completed. It should take
between 20 and 30 minutes to complete, so make sure you plan enough time. Thus, please read the
questions carefully, and respond as accurately as possible. When you have responded to all questions,
simply press the "SUBMIT" button at the bottom of the form. If you have problems or questions, send an
email to Paul.Lowry@CMI.Arizona.EDU

Section I. Time spent on experiment
Please refer to the notes you took on the total amount of time you spent for each session you worked on.
Enter all time in minutes. Thus, if you worked 2.5 hours on a task, enter ISO minutes. Please accurately
estimate the total amount of time you spent on each of the following activities:
1. team building
4. agreeing on brainstorming ideas to use
7. reviewing paper
2. team planning
5. outlining paper
8. revising paper
3. brainstorming
6. drafting paper
9. finishing final draft
Scction n. Overall assessment of group's results
For questions 10 through 57 , please respond to how you think your team did as a whole.
10. Overall quality of discussions was poor
good 27. CoUaboratus is often fhistrating
rewarding
11. The outcome of the discussions was satisfactory 28. Interacting with CoUaboratus is clear
unsatisfactory
confusing
12. The execution of the discussions was
29. It is easy to get CoUaboratus to do what I want it
incompetent
competent
do
difficult
13. The development of discussion contents was
30.1 believe CoUaboratus is easy to use
difficult
careful
careless
31. Learning CoUaboratus was easy
difficult
In terms of your group decision-making process,
complete the following sentence: "Our groupdecision making process was..."
14. inefficient
efficient
15. uncoordinated
coordinated
16. fair
unfair
17. confusing
understandable
18. satisfying
unsatisfying
In terms of your overall team, complete the
following sentence: "We experienced..."
19. consensus
dischord
20. conflict
harmony
21. high levels of participation
low levels of
participation
22. go^ team work
bad team work
23. disagreement on our duties and roles
agreement on our duties and roles
Think of how useful CoUaboratus was for your
work, and complete the following:
24. CoUaboratus is cumbersome to use easy to use
25. Using CoUaboratus it is easy for me to
remember work
difficult to remember work
26. CoUaboratus requires a lot of mental effort
little mental effort

In regard to your group's communication, complete
the following sentence: "In terms of our group's
communication, it can be said that..."
32. Responses lacked details were filled with details
33. Messages were very vivid
unclear
34. Forms of expression had high variety
high
rendundancy
35. The amount of information was lean
rich
36. The quality of the discussions was poor
good
37. The discussions, were ineffective
effective
38. Discussion outcome unsatisfactory satisfactory
39. The context of the discussions were carelessly
developed
carefiilly developed
40. Issues were examined effectively
ineffectively
41. Participation in the discussions was unevenly
distributed
evenly distributed
42. Ideas expressed in the discussions were
uncritically examined
critically examined
43. The amount of information exchanged was
sufficient
insufficient
44. the discussions were appropriate
inappropriate
45. the discussions were on topic
off topic
46. the discussions were very unsatisfying
very
satisfying
47. the discussions were very work oriented
very
social oriented
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48. very unprofessional
very professional
49. the discussions were very casual
very task
focused

52. resolved disagreements cooperatively
uncooperatively
53. functioned as a team did not function as a team
54. were cooperative and considerate
In terms of your overall team, complete the
uncooperative and inconsiderate
following sentence: "In general I would say that my 55. confronted problems constructively
team members..."
unconstructively
50. were direct and honest with each other
56. were poor listeners
good listeners
indirect and dishonest
57. were unconcerned about each other
51. did not accept criticism
accepted criticism
concerned about each

Section III: Evaluating individual team memiwrs.
Instructions for questions #58 through 94: At this point, rather than evaluating the overall team, you are to
evaluate specific team members. Your other team members will be referred to as person A and person B.
Think of each team member and mentally assign one of them to be person A and the other to be person B:
then, consistently answer the following questions.
58. person A was highly involved
not at all
distance
58. person B was highly involved
not at all
very accepting
69. person A was not accepting
59. person A was very inanentive
very anentive 69. person B was not accepting
very accepting
59. person B was very inattentive
very attentive 70. person A tried to persuade me
did not try to
60. person A was very detached
very engaged
persuade me
60. person B was very detached
very engaged
did not try to
70. person B tried to persuade me
61. person A was very uninterested
very
persuade me
interested
very unassertive
71. person A was very assertive
61. person B was very uninterested
very
71. person B was very assertive
very unassertive
interested
influenced me
72. person A did not influence me
62. person A asked many questions
asked few
a great deal
questions
72. person B did not influence me
influenced me
62. person B asked many questions
asked few
a great deal
questions
73. person A was very active
very passive
63. person A was not willing to listen to me
very 73. person B was very active
very passive
willing to listen to me
74. person A was very submissive
very dominant
63. person B was not willing to listen to me
very 74. person B was very submissive
very dominant
willing to listen to me
75. person A chatted more than me
less than me
64. person A was very similar to me
very
75. person B chatted more than me
less than me
different ftom me
76. person A provided little feedback
extensive
very
64. person B was very similar to me
feedback
different from me
76. person B provided little feedback
extensive
65. person A thinks like me a lot
doesn't think
feedback
like me at all
77. person A Judged all options
few options
65. person B thinks like me a lot
doesn't think 77. person B judged all options
few options
like me at all
78. person A disagreed seldomly
often
66. person A was very understanding
not at all 78. person B disagreed seldomly
often
understanding
79. person A gave lots of reasons and evidence
66. person B was very understanding
not at all
few reasons and evidence
understanding
79. person B gave lots of reasons and evide
few
67. person A was very open to my ideas
very
reasons and evidence
closed off to my ideas
80. person A reserved judgment
was very
67. person B was very open to my ideas
very
judgmental
closed off^ to my ideas
80. person B reserved judgment
was very
68. person A created closeness
created a sense of judgmental
distance
68. person B created closeness
created a sense of 81. person A expressed critical opinions
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withheld critical opinions
84. person B was very positive
very negative
81. person B expressed critical opinions
withheld 85. person A was very unpleasant
pleasant
critical opinions
85. person B was very unpleasant
pleasant
82. person A was highly analytical
lacked careful 86. person A was very friendly
unfriendly
analysis
86. person B was very friendly
unfriendly
82. person B was highly analytical
lacked careful 87. person A was very unlikable
likable
analysis
87. person B was very unlikable
likable
83. person A was very cold
very warm
88. person A was very sociable
unsocialable
83. person B was very cold
very warm
88. person B was very sociable
unsocialable
84. person A was very positive
very negative

Section IV: General project information.
95. Where did you most often use Coilaboratus during the project?
I On campus Iab2 At my home using modem3 At /home using high-speed connection4 Other
96. If you selected "other", explain
97. Which of the following group writing activities was the LEAST productive in your group?
I N/A or not sure2 Planning3 Team formation4 Brainstormings OutIining6 Research7 Writings
Reviewing and editing9 Rnal draft
98. Why?
99. Which of the following group writing activities was the MOST productive in your group?
I N/A or not sure2 Planning3 Team formation4 Brainstormings Outlining6 Research7 Writings
Reviewing and editing9 Final draft
100. Why?
101. What was the WORST part of your experience?
102. What was the BEST part of your experience?
103. How did you decide on your roles, responsibilities, and assignments?
104. How did you discuss your expectations and responsibilities?
I OS. How did the group ensure work was properly completed?
106. Who made sure the work was properly completed?
1 N/A or not sure2 No one3 Everyone4 MyselfS Another person other than me6 A couple of group
members7 Someone outside the groupS Other
107. If other, describe:
108. Describe the process your group went through to outline and write your document:
109. What are some of the features of Coilaboratus that HELPED you complete the task?
110. What are some of the features of Coilaboratus that INHIBITED you in completing the task?
111. Describe any group conflicts or people problems that inhibited your work:
112. General comments on this questionnaire and/or experiment:
Please check your answers. When you are done, push the button below.
Thank You—your participation is highly appreciated!
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APPENDIX 5.8: EXPLORATORY QUESTIONNAIRES
This appendix contains the text for the two exploratory surveys on CW opinions and overall good/bad
experiences.

OPINIONS on collaborative writing Version 1.1
This survey is about collaborative writing (writing with two or more people). Please complete ALL
questions of the survey. You may accept default values where shown, otherwise fill in an answer.
Instructions will be given in each section as you proceed. All data fields are OPTIONAL, and all responses
are strictly confidential with names being removed.

#1. demograpiiic information.
Your gender: Male Female
Your age:
TOTAL years of education: (e.g. 16=Bachelor's)
CPA for most recent degree earned or worked on;
Years work experience:
Current educational enrollment 0 N/A I Not
enrolled2 Enrolled part-time3 Enrolled full-time
Employment status 0 N/Al Not working2 Working
part-time (< 20 hours a week)3 Working full-time
(>=20 hours a week)

Rate your experience with computers. 0 N/A I No
experience2 Slight experiences Some experience4
Moderate experiences Good experienced Heavy
experience? Expert
Rate your experience with group writing 0 N/A I No
experience2 Slight experience3 Some experience4
Moderate experiences Good experienced Heavy
experience? Expert
What was the last degree and major you worked on
and/or completed (e.g. B.S. Business)?

#2. The next set of questions pertain to your last TWO of years of education
Estimate the % of your class papers that were written with a group: %
Estimate the % of homework time you spent on group writing: %
How important do you think effective group writing is to successful academic work? 0 N/A I Extremely
unimportant2 Unimportant3 Somewhat unimportant4 Neither important nor unimportantS Somewhat
important6 Important? Extremely important
Assess the quality of training your teachers gave you in collaborative writing? 0 N/A I No preparation2
Bad preparations Somewhat poor preparation4 Neither good nor bad5 Okay preparation6 Good
preparation? Excellent preparation
#3. This section pertains to those who have worked full-time in a professional job, in the most recent
position held. If you have never worked full-tinie please skip to section #4.
Please indicate your most recent professional position:
Please indicate the industry in which you held your most recent professional position:
Estimate how many total employees work / worked at this company at all locations:
Estimate the % of your written work that was produced with a group: %
Estimate % of your total work time spent on group writing (include research, planning, drafting, meeting,
editing, etc.): %
How important do you think effective group writing is in professional work? 0 N/A or not sure I Extremely
unimportant2 UnimportantS Somewhat unimportant4 Neither important nor unimportantS Somewhat
important6 Important? Extremely important
To what degreee did your education prepare you for professinal collaborative writing work? 0 N/Al No
preparationl Bad preparations Somewhat poor preparation4 Neither good nor badS Okay preparation6
Go^ preparation? Excellent preparation
#4. This section asks for your general opinions on collaborative writing
Indicate your agreement with the following: "I enjoy collaborative writing?" Why?
Indicate your agreement with: "Collaborative writing is more difficult than writing alone" Why?
Indicate your agreement with the following: "I prefer to write alone than in a group" Why?
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CoUaboradve writing GOOD/BAD processes Version 1.2
This survey is about your experiences with collaborative writing (writing with two or more people). Please
complete ALL questions of the survey. You may accept default values where shown, otherwise fill in an
answer. Instructions will be given in each section as you proceed. All data fields are OPTIONAL, and all
responses are strictly confidential with names being removed.

Section 1-4 are ttie same as tiie opinions survey, and tiius are not siiown here.
Section #5: This survey is collecting information on successful and unsuccessful collaborative writing
experiences. Thus. 1/2 of the participants will provide answers based on successfiil experiences, the other
1/2 will provide answers based on unsuccessful experiences. If you were bom during the months of
January, March, May, July, September, or November you MUST respond to all questions thinking of the
WORST experience you have had with collaborative writing. If you were bom during the months of
February, April, June, August, October, or December you MUST respond to ail questions thinking of the
BEST experience you have had with collaborative writing. Before proceeding please take a moment to
think of your BEST/WORST collaborative writing experience
Indicate which experience you were assigned to use:
Select the type of group fi-om your experience 0 Other1 Academic / school2 Work / professionals
Volunteer / not-for-profit. If "Other", please describe:
Have you previously worked with any members of your group? No Yes
If "Yes", please explain the situation(s) under which you have worked together
Please rate how successfiil you believe your group was in this writing project 0 N/AI Extremely
unsuccessful2 Unsuccessful3 Somewhat unsuccessful Neither unsuccessful nor successfulS Somewhat
successful6 Successful? Extremely successful
Describe the purpose of the document your group created
What was your primary role in this collaborative writing group?
How many members were in your team?
Please indicate how diverse you thought this team was (including age, race, ethnicity, etc.) 0 Not sure /
NAl Not diverse2 Little diversity3 Some diversity4 Average diversityS Diverse6 Very diverse? Extremely
diverse
Please indicate how well you team members knew each other BEFORE the project 0 Not sure / NA1 No
familiarity2 Little familiarityS Some familiarity4 Average familiarityS Fairly familiar6 Very familiar ?
Extremely familiar
Please indicate how well you team members knew each other AFTER the project 0 Not sure / NA 1 No
familiarity2 Little familiarityS Some familiarity4 Average familiarityS Fairly familiar6 Very familiar ?
Extremely familiar

Section #6: The following questions ask you to assess the overall experience and results of your CHOSEN
collaborative project. You only need to respond to the items you agree with, otherwise, the default values
will be given. You may pre-read these questions before answering (all were answered as 0 N/A or not surel
Completely disagree2 Disagrees Partially disagree4 NeutralS Partially agree6 Agree? Completely agree)
Agreement / Participation:
We agreed on syntax, writing style, grammar.
We achieved consensus
punctuation
We avoided unnecessary conflict
We agreed on our final draft
We had high levels of participation
Satisfaction / eiyoyment:
We worked as a team
We were satisfied with the experience
We agreed during brainstorming and outlining
We were satisfied with the written document
We agreed during decision making and planning
We had fiin and enjoyment
We agreed on our duties and roles
The target stakeholders were satisfied with the
We agreed on our initial draft
written docimient
We agreed on the content of the document
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Quality, goals, and objectives:
We completely followed the given instructions
We completed the work on time
We were flexible and able to change plans as needed
We closely followed our plans, goals, and objectives
We produced a quality document
Our document had good grammar, style, and
punctuation.
Our document was logically correct and lacked
factual errors
Our document was creative and original
Interpersonal Relationships:
We formed new fnendships
We formed new professional relationships
We acted professionally
We treated each group member with respect and
consideration
Conununication:
We understood each other
Our communication was efficient
Our communication was precise and correct
Our communication conveyed a lot of useful
information
Our communication was free and unrestricted

Learning:
We learned new skills and knowledge
We fiilly demonstrated our knowledge
We learned how to resolve conflicts
We learned how to work as a team

Work Strategies:
We worked in different locations at different times
(e.g. chat, email)
We worked in the same location at the same time
We worked in different locations at the same time
(e.g. conference calls)
We worked in the same location at different times
We planned and brainstormed with equal
participation
Everyone followed the plan and outline
Everyone researched content for paper
Everyone drafted portions of the paper
Everyone edited portions of the paper
Everyone wrote portions of the Hnal draft
Only one person wrote at one time
Several people wrote at same time without knowing
what others were doing (e.g. separate files)
Several people wrote at same time, responding to
what others were doing (e.g. chat or simultaneous
edit)

Summary:
Which of the following group writing activities was the LEAST productive? 0 N/A or not sure I
Brainstorming! Planning3 Research4 Writings Revising and editing6 Other. If chose "Other", please
describe:
Which of the following group writing activities was the MOST productive? 0 N/A or not sure I
Brainstorming! Planning3 Research4 Writings Revising and editing6 Other. If chose "Other", please
describe;
What was the WORST part of your experience?
What was the BEST part of your experience?
How did you decide on your roles, responsibilities, and assignments?
How did you discuss your expectations and responsibilities?
How did the group ensure work was properly completed?
Who made sure the work was properly completed? 0 N/A or not sure I No one2 Everyone3 Myself4
Another person other than meS A couple of group members6 Someone outside the group? Other. If chose
"Other", please describe:
Describe the process your group went through to outline and write your document.
What are some of the aspects of the technology you used that HELPED you complete the task?
What are some of the aspects of the technology you used that DIDNT FSLP you complete the task?
Describe any group conflicts or people problems that inhibited your work.
#7 Final section:
General conunents / criticisms on this questionnaire
BEFORE pressing SUBMIT, make sure all answers are complete. Thanks for your valuable feedback!
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APPENDIX 5.9; EXPERIMENT 3 MEASURES

Product.
Product.
E>roduct.
Product.
Product.
Product.

Product.

Product.

Product.
Product.
Product.
Product.
Product.

Product.
Product.
Quality

Quality

Satis.

Chat length
Document
length
Calendar
time
Total Time

1
1

N/A
N/A

The number of words in a chat session.
The number of words in a document.

I

N/A

I

N/A

Team
building time
Team
planning
time
Brainstormin
g time

1

N/A

1

N/A

The total number of days spent on CW
document, as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on CW
document, as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on team
building, as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on team
planning, as reported by the participants.

1

N/A

Brainstormin
gconvergenc
e time
outlining
time
drafting time

1

N/A

1

N/A

1

N/A

reviewing
time
revising time

1

N/A

1

N/A

Finishing
final draft
time
Participation
percent
Completion
rate
Perceived
discussion
process
quality
Externally
judged
quality

1

N/A

1

N/A

1

N/A

4

.8474

5

N/A,
see
interra
ter
Table
6-7
.9075

Process
satisfaction

5

[82]
[82]

[82]

The total amount of time spent on
brainstorming, as reported by the
participants.
The total amount of time spent on
convergence of brainstorming output, as
reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on outlining,
as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on drafting,
as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on reviewing,
as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on revising,
as reported by the participants.
The total amount of time spent on finishing
final draft, as reported by the participants.
The total percentage of total participation a
given participant reports he/she spent.
How much of the overall task that was
completed by a team.
A perceived, self-reported measure where
the participants indicate how they perceive
the quality of the group asynchronous chat
sessions.
Refers to the overall quality assessment of
the final group document draft, as judged by
an external panel of blind judges. (See
external judging procedures). .

A self-reported measure that indicates the
overall process satisfaction experienced by a
participant

Borrowed
from
[2831
[82]

Borrowed
from
[2831
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Relation.

Dominance

6

.8068

Relation.

Evaluation

7

.7389

Relation.

Perceived
agreement

5

.9145

Relation.

Positivity

6

.9352

Relation.

Team work

8

.7448

Comm.

3

.8540

Comm.

Comm.
Appropriaten
ess
Involvement

5

.8729

Comm.

Mutuality

7

.9132

Comm.

Richness/Uni
queness of
information

4

.8528

Comm.

Task
Discussion
Effectiveness
/ quality
Task focus /
orientation

8

.9427

3

3912

Usability

8

.8824

Comm.

Usability

Measures the extent to which overt control
was practiced by a particular member of a
team, and thus was measured on the dyadic
level within a team.
A perceived measure that assesses the degree
to which a particular member of a team
provided judgment and critical opinions in
discussions, and was measured on the dyadic
level within a team.
A measure that allows participants to assess
the degree to which they believe consensus
and agreement was reached during the
collaborative writing process.
Measures how positive and fnendly a
particular team member came across in
group interactions, and was measured on the
dyadic level within a team.
Measures the degree to which a participant
believes his/her team worked together.
Measures how appropriate the series of
communication was, and was measured on
the group level.
Measures the degree to which a particular
group member is engaged in the discussion,
and was measured on the dyadic level.
Is the connectedness, receptivity, openness,
feeling understood, and similarity in
communication, and was measured on the
dyadic level within a group.
Involves measuring the uniqueness and
substitutability of information in
communication, and was measured on the
group level.
Measures the degree to which a group is
effective in communicating about the tasks
they need to do. and was measured on the
group level.
Measures the degree to which a group's
communication focused on the task at hand,
and was measured on the group level.
Participants' assessment of the overall
usability of Collaboratus

^ Adapted from Relational Communication Scale [302].
^ Measure borrowed from Organizational Culture Survey (OCS) [3051Borrowed from Relational Communication Scale [302]

Borrowed
from
[300]
Borrowed
from
[3071
Used
from [82]
72

7J

Borrowed
from
[3071.
Borrowed
from
[3031.
Borrowed
from
[3031.
Borrowed
from
[3081
Borrowed
from
[3091
74

Adapted
from
[3141
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APPENDIX 5.10: EXPERIMENT 3 MEASURES
Productivitv:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Chat length
Instrument application: Counted, post-test [82]
Document length
Instrument application: Counted, post-test [82]
Time
Instrument application: Given by respondents at the end of each session, total for all sessions [82]
Calendar days
Participation percent
Completion rate

Quality:
Discussion quality: Original from [283] with alpha .80. Anchored on a 7-point scale.
QUALDI: The overall quality of the discussion was poor - good
QUALD2: The outcome of the discussion was unsatisfactory - satisfactory
QUALD3: The execution of the discussion was incompetent - competent
QUALD4: The development of discussion contents was careless - careful
Instrument application: Use to measure discussion quality on the group level after each work session.
Externally judged quality: Original from Lowry [82]. Instrument application: Use as a post-test
externally judged measure. See instrument measurement section.
Satirfaction;
Process satisfaction: Original from [283] with alpha .85. Anchored on a 7-point scale.
SATPI: Our group decision-making process was inefficient 1234567 efficient
SATP2: Our group decision-making process was uncoordinated 1234567 coordinated
SATP3: Our group decision-making process was unfair 1234567 fair
SATP4: Our group decision-making process was confiising 1234567 understandable
SATP5: Our group decision-making process was dissatisfying 1234567 satisfying
Instrument application: Use to measure process satisfaction on the group level after each work session.
Social influence / relatimnighiiis;
Dominance: Original from [304].
DOMINI: Tried to persuade me 1234567 did not try to persuade me
DOMIN2: Very assertive 1234567 very unassertive
IX)MIN3: Did not influence me 1234567 influenced me a great deal
DOMIN4: Very quiet 1234567 very talkative
DOMIN5: Very active 1234567 very passive
DOMIN6: Very dominant 1234567 very submissive
DOMIN7: Talked more than me 1234567 talked less than me
DOMIN8: Conversation very coordinated 1234567 conversation very uncoordinated
Instrument application: use as is to measure dominance on the dyadic level for the post-test. Dropped
DOMIN4, as it does not apply as well to asynchronous chat. Modified DOMIN7 for chatting. Dropped
DOMIN8 as dominance coordination applies more to synchronous interactions.
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Evaluation: Original from [304],
EVALl: Provided extensive feedback 1234S67 provided little feedback
EVAL2: Judged all options 1234567 judged few options
EVAL3: Disagreed often 1234567 seldom disagre^
EVAL4: Gave lots of reasons and evidence 1234S67 gave few reasons and evidence
EVAL5: Very judgmental 1234567 reserved judgment
EVAL6: Critical opinions expressed 1234567 critical opinions withheld
EVAL7: Highly analytic 1234567 lacking careful analysis
Instrument application: use as is to measure evaluation on the dyadic level for the post-test.
Agreement: original from Lowry [82].
AGREE1; We achieved consensus 1234567
AGREE2: We avoided unnecessary conflict 1234567
AGREE3; We had high levels of participation 1234567
AGREE4: We worked as a team 1234567
AGREE5: We agreed during brainstorming and outlining 1234567
AGREE6: We agreed during decision making and planning 1234567
AGREE7: We agreed on our duties and roles 1234567
AGREES: We agreed on our initial draft 1234567
AGREE9: We agreed on the content of the document 1234567
AGREE10: We agreed on syntax, writing style, grammar, punctuation 1234567
AGREE 11: We agreed on our final draft 1234567
Instrument application: Use to measure process agreement on the group level after each work session.
Modifed scales to be more consistently anchored like Burgoon's [304]. Use AGREEI-4, drop 5-6 and 8-11
as they are activity specific. Modify Agree7 language slightly.
Positivity: Original from [304].
POSl: Very cold 1234567 Very warm
POS2: Very positive 1234567 Very negative
POS3: Very unpleasant 1234567 Very pleasant
POS4: Very friendly 1234567 Very unfriendly
POS5: Very unlikable 1234567 Very likable
POS6: Very sociable 1234567 Very unsocialable
Instrument application: use as is to measure positivity on the dyadic level for the post-test.
Team work: Original from [305]. This is a subset of the Organizational Culture Survey (OCS). which has
been reported with alphas in range from .63 to .91 [305]. 5-point Scale: to a very little extent, to a little
extent, to some extent, to a great extent, to a very great extent
TEAM 1: People I work with are direct and honest with each other.
TEAM2: People I work with accept criticism without becoming defensive.
TEAM3: People I work with resolve disagreements cooperatively.
TEAM4: People I work with function as a team.
TEAM5: People I work with are cooperative and considerate.
TEAM6: People I work with constructively confront problems.
TEAM7: People I work with are good listeners.
TEAMS: People I work with are concerned about each other.
Instrument application: use as is to measure team work on the group level for the post-test. Modified
language for ex post facto, and added anchors consistent with Burgoon.
Communication:
Communication Appropriateness: Original firom [304].
APPRl Appropriate 1234567 inappropriate
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APPR2 Suited to the topic 1234S67 off topic
APPR3 Very unsatisfying 1234567 very satisfying (! Reverse coded!)
Instrument application; use as is to measure communication appropriateness on the group level for the
post-test. Modified language to refer to group communication.

Involvement: Original from [304],
INVOLI Highly involved 1234567 not at all involved
INVOL2 Very inattentive 1234567 very attentive
INVOL3 Very detached 1234567 very engaged
INVOL4 Very uninterested 1234567 very interested
INVOL5 Listened a great deal 1234567 listened very little
[NVOL6 Asked many questions 1234567 asked few questions
Instrument application: use as is to measure involvement on the dyadic level for the post-test. Dropping
INVOL5. since using asynchronous chat.
Mutuality: Original from [304].
MUTl Not willing to listen to me 1234567 Very willing to listen to me
MUT2 Very similar to me 1234567 Very different from me
MUT3 Thinks like me a lot 1234567 Doesn't think like me at all
MUT4 Very understanding 1234567 Not at all understanding
MUT5 Very open to my ideas 1234567 Very closed off to my ideas
MUT6 Created closeness 1234567 Created a sense of distance
MUT7 Not at all accepting 1234567 Very accepting between us
Instrument application: use as is to measure mutuality on the dyadic level for the post-test.
Richness: Original from [304].
EUCHI Responses lacked details 1234567 Responses filled with details (Reverse coded!)
RICH2 Very vivid messages 1234567 Very unvivid messages
RICH3 High variety in forms of expression 1234567 High redundant forms of expression
RICH4 Lean in amount of information 1234567 Rich in amount of information (Reverse coded!)
Instrument application: use as is to measure richness on the group level for the post-test. Minor language
changes to refer to group communication.
Task Discussion Effectiveness: Original from [304].
TASKDl The overall quality of the discussion was poor 1234567 good
TASKD2 The discussion, on the whole was ineffective 1234567 effective
TASKD3 The outcome of the discussion was unsatisfactory 1234567 satisfactory
TASKD4 The context of the discuss was carelessly developed 1234567 carefully developed
TASKD5 Issues were examined effectively 1234567 none^ectively
TASKD6 The participation in the discussion was unevenly distributed 1234567 evenly distributed
TASKD7 Ideas express in the discussion were uncritically examined 1234567 critically examined
TASKD8 The amount of information exhcnaged was sufHcient 1234567 insufficient
Instrument application: use as is to measure communication task discussion effectiveness on the group
level for the post-test. Modified language to refer to group communication and to the chat sessions.
Task Orientation: Original from [304].
TASKl Very work oriented 1234567 Very social oriented
TASK2 Not at all business like 1234567 Very business like
TASK3 Very casual 1234567 Very focused on task
Instrument application: use as is to measure communication task orientation on the group level for the
post-test. Modified language to refer to group communication.
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Scoring group measures:
Total time: simply add up TIMEl through TIME9 for total effort time
Quality of discussion: Reverse code QUALD2 and QUALD4
Satisfaction of group decision making: Reverse code SATP3 and SATP5
Process agreement: Reverse code AGREE1, AGREE3, and AGREE4
Richness: reverse code RICH2, RICH3
Task focus: reverse code TASKDS and TASKS
Appropriamess: reverse code: APPRl and APPR2
Task comm: reverse code TASK!
Teamwork: reverse code TEAMl, TEAM3, TEAM4, TEAMS, and TEAM6
Scoring dyadic measures;
Involvement: reverse code INVOLl and INVOL5
Mutuality: reverse code MUT2, MUT3. MUT4. MUT5. and MIJT6
Dominance: reverse code DOMINI, DOMIN2. DOMIN4. DOMIN6
Evaluation: reverse code EVAL2, EVAL4. EVAL6, EVAL7
Positivity: reverse code POS2, POS4. POS6
This is done for every a-b and a-c pair in every group.
Post-experiment, externally-judged quality
QUALEXl:
QUALEX2:
QUALEX3:
QUALEX4:
QUALEX5:

Did not follow given directions 1234S67 followed directions
poor quality 1234567 high quality document
good grammar 1234567 poor grammar
good logic 1234567 poor logic
uncreative and unoriginal 1234567 creative and original

To assess extemaliy-judged quality all papers were exported from their native application (Word or
Coliaboratus) into a generic HTML format. All names and group identifiers were removed and a secret
code was placed on each paper to ultimately identify the group. Papers were then distributed to five
external judges who had been trained on how to consistently assess the papers. Judges were blind to the
groups and conditions and rated each paper according to the criteria discussed in the external judgment
section. Two judges were dropped from the judge pool because they were inconsistent in their measures;
the remaining three judges had an intraclass correlation coefficient (interrater reliability) of 0.77.

Scoring judged quality:
Reverse code QUALEX3 and QUALEX4.
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APPENDIX 6.1: EXPEIUMENT 1INTERCORRELATIONS
1.Gender +
2. Age
3. Yrs. Ed.
4. Comp. Expertise
5. CPA
6. Judged qual.
7. Judged qual. w/o
gram.
8. Length
9. Product ++
10. Satisfaction
11. Agreement
12. Grammar
13. Perc. qual.
14. Perc. Qual. w/o
gram.

1. Gender -t2. Age
3. Yrs. Ed.
4. Comp. Expertise
5. GPA
6. Judged qual.
7. Judged qual. w/o
gram.
8. Length
9. Product ++
10. Satisfaction
11. Agreement
12. Grammar
13. Perc. qual.
14. Perc. Qual. w/o
gram.

n/a
23.8
15.5
5.4
3.3
3.7
3.7

n/a
6.3
2.8
1.3
0.5
1.1
l.l

-0.122
-0.195
0.103
-0.36*
0.115
0.016

0.857**
-0.06
-0.056
-0.073
-0.092

0.048
-0.013
0.022
0.045

-0.21
0.16
0.264

0.198
0.189 0.933**

955
n/a
6.1
6.1
5.9
6.0
6.1

373
n/a
1.1
1.7
5.4
1.4
1.5

-0.184
-0.239
0.207
0.344*
-0.237
0.32
0.302

-0.104
0.028
-0.374*
-0.524**
0.031
-0.501**
-0.389*

0.059
0.037
-0.426*
-0.447*
-0.002
-0.578**
-0343**

0.293
0.031
0.387*
0.157
-0.03
0.143
0.139

0.093
0.259
-0.08
-0.31
0.048
-0.13
-0.05

—
—
—
—
—

0.457**
0.253
0.134
0.124
-0.32
0.234
0.167

—

0.655**
0.431**
0.1
0.072
-0.108
0.196
0.142

—

0.26
0.03
0.05
0.15
-0.03
-0.11

—

-0.321
-0.328
0.748**
-0.128
-0.064

—

0.458**
-0.341* -0.287
0.685** 0.605**
0.694** 0.468**
—

—

-0.2
-0.2

—

0.978**

Note: N=36; *=CoiTelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **=CoiTelation is significant at the
O.Ol level (2-taiIed); + (0=Female, I=Male); ++ (0=Word,l=Collaboratus)
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APPENDIX 6.2: INTERRCORRELATIONS FOR CW PROCESSES

m

1. proci

3.87

2J9

2. proc2

3.S8

3.05 .487*»

3. proc3

5.3

2.19 -J99- 0.026

—

4. proc4

3.82

3.12 0.061

-0.174

—

5. procS

7

1.28 -0.186 0.086

J69»

0.18

6. proc6

1.03

1.56 .380-

-.453* 0.12

7. proc7

0.59

1.48 -0.075 -0.234 -0.324 -0.113 -.691" .550"

—

8. procS

6.35

2J2 -0.058 0.164

9, proc9

2.06

2.49 -0.242 -0.205 0.274

10. procIO

0.48

1.09 -0.005 -0.108 -0.138 0.147

-.475** 0.343

11. ptoci I

6

2.86 -0.286 0.007

0.017

0.232

0.026

-0.054

-0.052 0.146

12. procl2

1.61

2.56 0.023

0.013

-0.062 O.I 15

0.225

0.078

13. ptocl3

0.81

2.09 0.027

0.003

0.156

-0.017

-0.029

14. procl4

6.15

2.81 -0.254 -0.106 .421*

IS. procIS

I.I

1.88 0.092

0.147

-0.211 0.198

-0.107

16. procl6

1.19

2.29 0.11

0.042

-0.133 0J09

17. procl7

3.92

3.49 0.192

.413*

0.265

18. procIS

1.44

2.52 -0.08

19. pcocl9

2.81

20. proc20

—

0.155

0.159

.364*

—

-.601"

-0.102 0.27

-0.289

-.402*

—

0.162

-0.075

0.031

0.025

0.277

-.438- 0.221

0.058

0.013

1—

0.075

-0.119

0.092

-0.043 0.252

-0.063

0.055

-0.097 -0.243 0.125

-.504" -0.105 .376-

0.076

-.563**

.519"

-0.041 -0.03

0.139

0.049

-.382*

0.268

0.239

-0.27

0.285

.723**

0.063

-0.096

0.064

0.073

0.316

0.164

-0.034

-0.005 0.15

0.164

O.IOI

0.011

-0.163 0.008

0.226

-0.175

3.74 -0.346

-0.174 0.174

0.159

0.011

-0.045

0.037

-0.012 -0.039

1.81

3.24 0.128

0.214

0.019

.392*

0.248

-0.046

-0.023 0.059

0.043

21. ptoc2I

5

3S9 -0.12

-.426* -0.035 -0.21

0.006

0.143

0.047

-0.099 -0.089

22.ptoc22

2.9

3.24 0.003

0.004

-0.243

0.131

-0.049 -0.13

0309

23. judged qual. w/o gram. 3.7

1.1

-0.086 0.22

-0.039 0.174

0.304

0.056

-0.043

0.154

-0.107 -0.007 0.129

0.021

-0.048

0.198

-0.024 0.086

-0.192 0.17

-0.094 -0.017 0.136

-0.116 -0.037

0.027

0.176

0.174

-0.124 -0.035

0.253

-0.05

-.356* -0.237 0.259

.484*» -.427- 0.199

-0.277

-0.092 0.307

-0.199 .585»* -0.109 0.101

-0.353

0.047

-0.32

-0.087 .404*

24. length

954.7 373

25. product

n/a

n/a

0.17

26. satisfaction

6.1

I.I

-0.277 0.072

27. per. qual. w/o gram.

6.1

1.5

-.442*

28. agtee

51

1.7

-0.342 0.05

** = 0.01 level (2-cailed) * = .OS level (2-cailed)

0.107

-0.279 0.183

J80"

0.063

-0.147

0.244

0.045

-.409*

-0.025 036

-0.041

0023

-0.011
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1. procl
2.

11

12

14

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

procl

3. pnx:3
4. proc4
5. proc5
6. proc6
7. proc7
8. procS
9. proc9
10. procIO
It. procl I
12. pn>cl2

—

13. procl3

-.408*

14. procl4

-.625** -0.151

—

IS. procIS

0.125

0.026

0.05

—

16. procl6

0.125

0.026

-0.056

-0.286

17. procl7

0.068

0

0.09

-.574" .416-

18. procIS

0.005

0J9

-0.312 0.181

-0.046

19. procI9

0.144

0.18

-0.1

0.075

.532" 0.213

-0.15

20. proc20

0.246

-0.226 0.221

0.129

0.087

0.153

-.613** 0.045

21. prDc21

-0.109

0.007

.497"» 0.152

-0.188

-0.041

-0.145

-0.079 0.314

22.ptoc22

0.1

0.098

-0.305 0.066

0.038

-0.153

-O.Oil

0.133

-0.059 -.689**

—

23. judged qual. w/o

0.186

-0.067 -0.221

-0.231

0.295

032

-0.006

0.232

-0.075 -.427*

-0.01

24. length

0.058

0.082

-0.122 -0.054

0.072

-0.034

0.288

-0.112 -0.259 -.382-

25. product

0.044

0.262

-0.183 0.018

0.03

0.114

0.206

0.088

26. satisfaction

-0.063

-0.073 -0.029 -.465" 0J6

0.222

0.087

-0.066 -.435* -.420*

-0.03 .502«*

0.183

0.065 -0.257

—

—

—

-0.002

—

—

—

—

gram.

27. per. qual. w/o gram.
28. agfce

.464**

-0.269 -J49** 0.295

0.007

0.124 -0.079

-.539*- 0.168 0.189

-0.144 0.045
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Process key;
PRCx:i
PROC2

PRCX^

PROC4

PRCXZS

PROC6
PROC7
PROC8
PROC9
PROCIO
PROCll

Little or no planning and brainstorming,
and no outside help
Little or no planning and brainstorming,
because group is given a set plan /
outline
Group planning and brainstorming with
equal participation

PROC12

PROC14

Entire group reviews / edits portions of
document

Group planning and brainstorming
where one or two people dominate
process
Entire group follows the plan and
outline

PROC15

A couple people review / edit portions
of document

PROC16

One person reviews / edits the
document

Only a couple members follow the plan
and outline
No one follows the plan and outline
Entire group researches / develops
content for paper
A couple people research / develops
content for paper
One person researches content /
develops for paper
Entire group drafts portions of
document

PROC17

Entire group writes final draft

PROC18
PROCI9

A couple people write final draft
One person writes final draft

PROC20

Only one person writes at one time

PROCll

Several people write at same time
without knowing what others are doing
Several people write at same time,
responding to what others are doing
(e.g. chat)

PROC13

PROC22

A couple people draft portions of
document
One person drafts the document
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APPENDIX 6.3: EXPEIUMENT 2 CORRELATIONS
I '
M
i i
I1 (.
•0091 .0221 -.1711 .133 -.1871 -.1481 -.1441 .0391 .1771 -.1361
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.1221 -.067
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-.088 -.191
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.036
-.1361 O^Sf -.5581 -.269f -.447r -•t22f -.28ir-.66a -1311 .0411 -.3431 -.374| -.0671 -.I9l[ .036
are? 3rr^WiTr'»iT7?t7iTrt7?i»!'.-»!Mtiitl:'7^

Correlation is significant at least at the 0.10 level (2-taiied).
Key: l=simuItaneous work with little coordination, 2=simultaneous work with high coordination,
3=perceived agreement. 4=perceived satisfaction, S=perceived quality, 6=perceived interpersonal
relationship strength. 7=perceived respect, 8=perceived quality of communication, 9=positive affiliation.
I0=negative affiliation, 1 l=coordination messages, 12=positive agreement. 13=disagreement,
14=dissatisfaction, lS=socialization. 16=diversity / heterogeneity.

APPENDIX 6.4: F-STATISTICS FOR ALL HYPOTHESES
m

H3.1a f2f
H3.1a Gf
H3.la f2f
H3.la f2f
HB.Ia Rf
H3.1a flf
H3.la nr
H3.1a
H3.la
H3.1a
H3.U

f2f
f2f

2052.47
70933
0.76
0.84

jum
1980.88 n/a
n/a
461.60 n/a
n/a
0.75
0.83

doclen

0.10

N/A

n/a

chatlen
complete
participation

3.92
0.00

N/A
0.00
0.020
0.55

312.23

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

33.68932 34.48

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

40.69
17.02
34.63
83.11

n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

28.09

n/a

n/a
n/a

325.81
32.93659 33.47

n/a

n/a

tottime
timcl (form)

0.00
0.12

0.00

n/a
n/a

time3 (brain)
3.12
time4 (c. brain) 2.79
time5 (outline) 0.04
time6 (draft)
0.61
time?
0.00

2.76
2.89
0.03
0.53
0.00

n/a

n/a

time8 (revise)

0.82

0.70

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

Iime9 (final)
quald
qualex

0.15
0.80
1.79

0.11
0.56
0.54

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

satp

1.84
2.54

1.11
2.14

n/a
n/a

eval
agree

6.70

2.46

0.23

0.21

pos
team
approp
involv

0.17
0.00

0.10
0.00

0.03
0.57
0.42

0.02
0.35
0.24
0.01
0.43

n/a

tiroe2 (plan)

I2f

35.56
20.48
33.42

f2f
H3.la nt

78.18
28.09

H3.Ia nt
H3.la tif
H3.Ib flf
H3.tb t2f

25.39
33.44
4.93
4.29

27.25
35.04

n/a
n/a

5.03
4.48

H3.IC flf
H3.ld flf

4.90
4.11

5.06
4.22

n/a
n/a
n/a

H3.ld flf

4.044
4.98

4.15

n/a

5.05

n/a

n/a
n/a

5.24
5.14

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

4.96

5.25
5.13
5.39
4.90
4.99

n/a

n/a

4.58
4.75
4.84

4.59
4.83
4.99

n/a
n/a
n/a
1698.76

n/a

rich
taskd
ta-sk
doclen

H3.ld nf
H3.ld flf

flf
flf
flf
flf
M3.1e nf
H3.le flf
H3.1e flf

H3.ld
H3.le
H3.ie
H3.le

5.38
4.84

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

0.02
0.66

n/a
n/a
n/a

domin

mut

0.12

H3.2a s; 1 vs. 1 n/a
H3.2a s: 1 vs. 3 n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1892.15 n/a
2493.09
1698.76 n/a

doclen

0.02
0.66
2.23
0.52
8.14

H3.2a s: I vs. 1 n/a
H3.2a s: 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2a s: I vs. 2 n/a

n/a

3I7J9

665.62

n/a

chatlen

5.53

n/a

317J9
0.74

n/a
0.78

780.23

chatlen
complete

9.03

n/a

0.81

0.51

0.00
0.98
IJ3

0.00
0.92

n/a

1.78
n/a
n/a

H3Ja s: 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2a s: 1 vs. 2 n/a
H3.2a s; 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3^ s: I vs. 2 n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

0.74

n/a

n/a
0.74

0.81
0.81

0.85
n/a

0.86

complete
participation
participation

n/a

329.90

298.85

n/a

tottime

2.59

2.17

H3^ s: I vs.3 n/a
H3.2a s; i vs. 2 n/a
H3.2a s: I vs. 3 n/a
H3Ja s: I vs. 2 n/a
H3Ja s: t vs. 3 n/a

n/a

329.90

330JO

37.40
37.40

n/a

toniiiie
timel (form)

0.00
2.87

0.00

n/a
n/a

n/a
30.72
n/a

31.72

timet (form)

1.93

1.82

n/a
n/a

35.37
35J7

32.45
n/a

n/a
34.63

time2 (plan)
time2 (plan)

0.65
0.04

0.68
0.04

H3Ja s: I vs.2 n/a

n/a

40.97

33.81

n/a

time3 (brain)

4.21

3.73

n/a

1.25

X70
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H3J2a s: I vs. 3 n/a
H3.2a s: t vs. 2 n/a

n/a
n/a

H3.2a s; 1 vs. 3
H3.2a s; 1 vs. 2
H3.2a s; 1 vs. 3
H3.2a s: 1 vs. 2

n/a

19.20

n/a
n/a
n/a

31.67

n/a
30.18

31.67
91.67

n/a
67.31

n/a
n/a

91.67
29.04

n/a
27.77

n/a

29.04

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
24.93

vs. 3 n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

26.26
26.26
34.60
34.60
4.16
4.20

H3.2b s: 2 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2b s: t vs. 2 n/a

n/a
n/a

4.16
4.78

4JI
4.95

H3.2b s: 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2b s: 2 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2C s: 1 vs. 2 n/a
H3.2C s: I vs. 3 n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

4.78

n/a
4.95
4.94

n/a

4.77

n/a

H3.2d s: 1 vs. 2 n/a
H3.2d s: 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2d s: 1 vs. 2 n/a

n/a

3.98

4.09

n/a

3.98

n/a

H3.2d s: I vs. 3 n/a
H3.2d s: I vs. 2 n/a
H3.2d s; t vs. 3 n/a
H3.2d s: 1 vs. 2 n/a

n/a
n/a

4.84
4.84
4.96

n/a
5.0
n/a
5.19

n/a
n/a

4.96

n/a

5.21

5.33

n/a

team
team
approp

H3.2d s: 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2d s; 1 vs. 2 n/a

n/a
n/a

S.2I
4.67

n/a
4.92

5.63
n/a

approp
involv

H3.2d s: 1
H3.2d s; 1
H3.2d s; I
H3.2d s: t

n/a
n/a
n/a

4.67
4.82

n/a
5.02

involv
rout

4.82
4.10

n/a
4.19

5.02
n/a
5.09

n/a

4.10

n/a
n/a
n/a

5.11

n/a
5.25

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
H3.2a s: I vs. 3 n/a
H3.2a s: 1 vs. 2 n/a
H3.2a s; I vs. 3 n/a
H3.2a s: I
H3.2a s: 1
H3.2a s: I
H3.2a s: I
H3.2b s; 1
H3.2b s; I

vs. 2 n/a
vs. 3 n/a
vs. 2 n/a
vs. 3 n/a
vs. 2 n/a

vs. 3 n/a
vs. 2 n/a
vs. 3 n/a
vs. 2 n/a

H3.2d s: 1 vs. 3
H3.2d s: I vs. 2
H3Jd s: I vs.3
H3.2e s; I vs. 2

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

H3Je s: 2 vs. 3
H3.2e s; 1 vs. 3 n/a
H3.2e s: I vs. 2 n/a

n/a
4.77

n/a
3X80
n/a
4JI
n/a

40.22
n/a
18.72

tinie3 (brain)
unie4

0.04
0.11

0.04
0.12

tinK4

1.09

1.12

time5

tinie6 (draft)
tinie7 (review)

0.21
7.62
9.63
0.79
0.42

0.16
5.71
8.60
0.71
0.33

tinie7 (review)

0.77

0.60

timeS (revise)

0.30
0.49

n/a
34.27

time8 (revise)
tiine9 (final)
time9 (final)

0.35
0.58
0.28
0.08

n/a
4.67

qualex
qualex

0.68
8.79

n/a
n/a
5.22
5.22

qualex
quold

4.88

n/a
5.27

satp
satp

n/a
4.23

eval

n/a

agree
agree

n/a
41.02
n/a
84.42
n/a
28.03
n/a
26.34

5.22
n/a
5.27

tinie5
cime6 (draft)

quald
quold

evul

1.32
8.19
3.12
1.05

0.21
0.06
0.24
3.12
1.73
0.93
5.78
2.19
0.64

8.52
1.54

5.17

8.35
0.91

6.45

2.03
3.99
7.22

1.19
0.52
1.18
2.71
4.90

0.03

0.45

0.41

5.63
1.83

3.03
5J8

3.26
1.28
2.13

n/a

mut
domin
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3.71
0.75

4.20

domin

0.82

n/a
5J9

pos
pos
task

0.85
1.98
Z45

task

0.46

1.12
1.95
0J6

0.63
0.68
0.48

4.81
4.61

n/a
4.77

4.93

task

0.72

0S7

n/a

n/a

taskd

1.08

0.70

4.77

i97

n/a

4.99
4.99

taskd

n/a

n/a
4.61

taskd

6.05

236
3.91

n/a

4.42

4^
4.60

n/a
4.75

rich

153

n/a

rich

0.71

1.04
0.42

4.42

n/a

4.75

rich

5.15

3.48

n/a

n/a

5.11
4.81

n/a
19.96

n/a

H3.2e s; 2 vs. 3
H3.2e s: I vs.3 n/a

19.20

n/a
5.01
5.01

H3.2e s; 2 vs. 3
H3.2e s: 1 vs.3 n/a
H3.2e s: I vs. 2 n/a

40.97

n/a
4.93

APPENDIX 6.5: EXPERIMENT 3 POWER CALCULATIONS
H3.1a
H3.1a
H3.la
H3.la
H3.1a
H3.1a
H3.la
H3.1a
H3.Ia
H3.la
H3.1a
H3.1a
H3.1a
H3.1a
H3.1b
H3.lb
H3. 1 C
H3.1d
H3.1d
H3.1d
H3.Id
H3.1d
H3.1e
H3.1e
H3.1e
H3.Ie
H3.le
H3.lc
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a

f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f

flf
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
f2f
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: I vs.2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: i vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: I vs.2
s: I vs. 3
s: I vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2

docien
cliatlen
complete
participation
tottime
time I (form)
time2 (plan)
time3 (brain)
time4 (c. brain)
timeS (outline)
time6 (draft)
time? (review)
times (revise)
time9 (final)
quald
qualex
satp
domin
eval
agree
pos
team
approp
involv
mut
rich
taskd
task
docien
docien
chatlen
chatlen
complete
complete
participation
participation
tottime
tottime
timel (form)
timel (form)
time2 (plan)
time2 (plan)
time3 (brain)

0.(X)
0.03
037
0.35
0.39
0.35
0.31
0.37
0.32
0.45
0.38
0.42
0.39
0.43
0.47
0.94
035
0.39
0.43
037
038
0.49
0.49
0.54
037
0.49
031
0.41
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.39
0.39
035
035
031
0.31
037

•BB
0.23
0.49

038
0.61

0.74
0.74
0.79
0.79
0.13
0.13
0.18
0.18

0.83
0.83
0.87
0.87
0.22
0.22
0.28
0.28
1
1
1
I
1
1
1

H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2a
H3.2b
H3.2b
H3.2b
H3.2b
H3.2b
H3.2b
H3.2C
H3.2c
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2d
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e
H3.2e

s: I vs. 3
s: I vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: I vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: I vs.2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 2 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 2 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs.2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s; 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 1 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: I vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 2
s: 2 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s; 1 vs. 2
s: 2 vs. 3
s: 1 vs. 3
s: I vs. 2
s: 2 vs. 3
s: I vs. 3

time3 (brain)
titne4 (c. brain)
tiine4 (c. brain)
timeS (outline)
timeS (outline)
time6 (draft)
tiine6 (draft)
time? (review)
time? (review)
timeS (revise)
timeS (revise)
time9 (final)
time9 (final)
qualex
qualex
qualex
quald
quald
quald
satp
satp

0.37
0.32
0.31
0.45
0.45
0.38
0.38
0.42
0.42
0.39
0.39
0.43
0.43
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.47
0.4?
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APPENDK 6.6: EXPERIMENT 3 EXPLORATORY
CORRELATIONS
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APPENDIX 6.7: CORRELATION DATA FOR OPINION SURVEY
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APPENDIX 6.8: GOOD / BAD MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS
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